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We have completed a mandatory declassification review in accordance with Executive Order 

(EO) 13526. As a result of this review, information has been sanitized as it is currently and 
properly classified SECRET and CONFIDENTIAL according to Sections 1.2 (a)(2), 1.2 (a)(3) 
and 1.4( c) of EO 13526. This information is exempt from the public disclosure provisions of the 
FOIA pursuant to Title 5 U.S. Code 552 (b)(1 ). A brief explanation of the applicable sections 
follows: 

Section 1.2(a)(2) of EO 13526, provides that information shall be classified SECRET if its 
unauthorized disclosure reasonably could be expected to cause serious damage to the 
national security. 

Section 1.2(a)(3) of EO 13526, provides that information shall be classified CONFIDENTIAL if 
its unauthorized disclosure reasonably could be expected to cause serious damage to the 
national security. 

Section 1.4(c) of EO 13526, provides that information pertaining to intelligence activities, 
intelligence sources or methods, and cryptologic information shall be considered for 
classification protection. 

The deleted information is also exempt from automatic declassification in accordance with EO 
13526, Section 3.3(b)(1) because its release would clearly and demonstrably be expected to 
reveal the identity of a confidential human source, a human intelligence source, a relationship 
with an intelligence or security service of a foreign government or international organization, or a 
nonhuman intelligence source; or impair the effectiveness of an intelligence method currently in 
use, available for use, or under development. 

In addition, information has been withheld pursuant to Title 5 U. S. Code 552(b)(3) of the 
FOIA. Exemption (b)(3) pertains to information that is exempt by statute. The applicable statute 
is 50 U. S. Code 3024i which protects intelligence sources and methods. 
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The withholding of the information described above is a partial denial of your request. This 
denial is made on behalf of Major General Gary W. Johnston, the Commanding General U.S. 
Army Intelligence and Security Command, who is the Initial Denial Authority for Army 
intelligence investigative and security records under the FOIA. You have the right to appeal this 
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information. An appeal may only address information denied in this response. Your appeal is to 
be made to this office, for forwarding, as appropriate to the Secretary of the Army, Office of the 
General Counsel. 

Commander 
U.S. Army Intelligence and Security Command (APPEAL) 
Freedom of Information/Privacy Office 
2600 Ernie Pyle Street, Room 3S02-B 
Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 20755-5910 
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5 U.S.C. 552 (b)(1 ), The information is properly classified in accordance with the criteria for 
classification in Section 1.4 of Executive Order (EO) 13526, as amended. The information is 
exempt from automatic declassification in accordance with Section 3.3(b) of EO 13526. 

5 U.S. C. 552 (b)(3) - The specific statutes are listed below: 
50 U.S.C. Code 3605 (Public Law 86-36 Section 6) 
50 U.S.C. 3024(i) 

The withholding of the information by the NSA constitutes a partial denial of your request and 
you have the right to appeal this decision. If you decide to file an appeal, it should be sent to 
NSA/CSS Freedom of Information Act Appeal/Privacy Act Authority. The appeal shall be in 
writing to the NSA/CSS FOIA Appeal Authority (DJ4), National Security Agency, 9800 Savage 
Mill Road, STE 6248, Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 20755-6248. The appeal shall 
reference the initial denial of access and shall contain, in sufficient detail and particularity, the 
grounds upon which you believe release of the information is required. Please cite FOIA Case 
#67170 assigned to the case so that it could be easily identified. 

Coordination with the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) has been completed and we have 
been informed by the CIA that their information is partially releasable pursuant to Title 5 U.S. 
Code 552 (b)(1) and (b)(3) of the FOIA. 
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should be forwarded to the Director, Defense Intelligence Agency, Attention: DAN-1A (FOIA), 
Washington, DC 20340-5100. Please cite DIA MDR-0174-2012 assigned to your request so 
that it may be easily identified. 

There are no assessable FOIA fees for processing this request. 

If you have any questions regarding this action, feel free to contact this office at 
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ability to check the status of your request online via the U.S. Army Records Management and 
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Please refer to FOIA Control Number: FA-08-2823. You may also seek dispute resolution 
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Director 
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WARNING 

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS CLASSIFIED INFORMATION 
AFFECTING THE NATIONAL SECURITY OF THE UNITED 
STATES WITHIN THE MEANING OF THE ESPIONAGE LAWS, 
US CODE TITLE 18, SECTIONS 793, 794, AND 798. 
THE LA~I PROHIBITS ITS TRANSMISSION OR THE REVE
LATION OF ITS CONTENTS IN ANY MANNER PREJUDICIAL 
TO THE SAFETY OR INTEREST OF THE UNITED STATES 
OR FOR THE BENEFIT OF ANY FOREIGN GOVERNMENT TO 
THE DETRIMENT OF THE UNITED STATES. 

THIS OOCUMENT MUST BE KEPT IN COMINT CHANNELS 
AT ALL TIMES: IT IS TO BE SEEN ONLY BY U.S. 
PERSONNEL ESPECIALLY INDOCTRINATED AND AUTHOR
IZED TO RECEIVE COMINT INFORMATION ON A STRICTLY 
NEED-TO-KNOW BASIS. REPRODUCTION AND/OR FURTHER 
DISSEMINATION OF THIS DOCUMENT OUTSIDE THE U.S. 
ARMY INTELLIGENCE AND SECURITY COMMAND IS PRO
HIBITED WITHOUT PRIOR HQ INSCOM APPROVAL. 
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PREFACE 

(U) The Annual Historical Review was prepared in compliance with AR 870-5, 
Military History: Responsibilities, Policies and Procedures. The purpose 
of the report is to provide a reference and research base as well as a su11111ary 
of the significant activities, events, and accomplishments of the US Army 
Intelligence and Security Conmand (INSCOM) during FY 1980. Particular atten
tion was paid to the preparation of the FY 1980 Review to insure that the 
truely significant events and developments which had a major impact on the 
policy, organization, and functions of the command were documented. Principal 
source materials used in compilation included the annual historical reports, 
briefings, INSCOM Quarterly Program Reviews, interviews, and miscellaneous 
documents and reports. 

(U) The FY 1980 Annual Historical Review was the first su11111ary in twenty
four years not edited by Miss Virginia A. Ferrell, who retired from Federal 
Service in January 1981 after having served as Editor-Writer for the INSCOM 
History Office since 1956. Professionally, Miss Ferrell was recognized by 
her associates for her ability to express herself clearly and concisely in 
her writings, her editorial skills, and her knowledge of the command's organi
zation and mission. Miss Ferrell was solely responsible for the establishment 
of probably the most valuable and frequently used of the History Office's 
reference documents--the historical data cards. Through her initi ati ve

1 

she created a format and maintained detail and accurate records pertaining 
to changes in the status of units worldwide. Besides her lasting contributions 
to the documentation of the history of Military Intelligence. Miss Ferrell 
will be remembered for the sririt of teamwork which she fostered within the 
History Office. 

(U) This summary was prepared by Mr. James L. Gilbert with review and editing 
being accomplished by Ms. Diane L. Hamm. who joined the History Office as 
Editor-Writer on 12 April 1981. 

September 1981 A~~ 
Command Historian 
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CHAPTER I 

FY 1980 OVERVIEW 

ca.) 
(E;'PIOP8"") Over the past four years, decisions emerging from the Intel
ligence Organization and Stationing Study (JOSS) have resulted in fundamental 
changes in the philosophy and structure of Military Intelligence. FY 1980 
symbolically drew to a close the formative years of INSCOM during which the 
command expended much effort to define its role and to gain acceptance within 
the Army. Actions taken to develop Echelons Above Corps (EAC) intelligence 
structures in Pacific, Europe, and CONUS were representative of the many 
transitional changes occurring during FY 1980. IOSS which led to the estab-
1 i shment of INS COM, first recognized the need for a peace ti me Pacific Army 
Component Headquarters staff to facilitate transition to war and to provide 
peacetime intelligence and security support. HQ INSCOM addressed the problem 
in INSCOM OPLAN 1-79, resultin9 in the organization of an INSCOM Theater In
telligence Center (Provisional) (ITIC) at Fort Shafter. Hawaii on 1 October 
1979. Corrmand and control of ITIC-PAC remains with INSCOM until PACOM DEFCON 
3, when OPCON passes to the US Army Western Command as it transitions to the 
US Army, Pacific. The Center's mission includes complete integration of 
enemy, weather and terrain intelligence support to WESTCOM and other Pacific 
Command Army elements. Among its first year achievements, !TIC-PAC partici
pated with the 372d ASA Company in a detailed analysis of the tactics, doc
trine and organization of North Korean artillery elements of regimental 
echelon and below and also played a crucial role in the timely exploitation 
of a Soviet data collection device recovered at sea near the main island of 
Haw~\· 

~) In January 1980, the organizational and operational concepts 
for EAC intelligence structures in Europe and CONUS were developed to support 
the total Army Analysis (TAA) 86, which reprogrammed approximately 1,200 and 
600 TOE spaces (exclusive of INSCOM TDA resources) for EAC support in Europe 
and CONUS, respectively. As a result of the concepts' approval by HQDA and 
the reprogramming actions, several significant organizational changes were 
unde_rtaken: USAREUR would transfer the 502d ASA Group to the 66th MI Group 
on 1 October 1980; an INSCOM LNO to CINCUSAREUR would be established; HQ 66th 
MI Group reorganized; and provision made for activation of the USAREUR Theater 
Intelligence Center (UTIC) during exercises. In March 1980, the 66th MI Group 
participated in Exercise CARAVAN WEST II and for the first time tested the 
formation of the Theater Army Intelligence Command (TAIC) under the command 
of the DCSI, USAREUR. In the process, the Group provided one-third of the 
staffing for the USAREUR Theater Intelligence Center and gave extensive multi
discipline intelligence and security support to participating units during 
CRE;_l(D EAGLE 80. 

~) In addition to the previously mentioned organizational changes, 
the organizational and operational concepts for Europe and CONUS provided for 
the FY 83 activation of the 513th MI Group in CONUS •. During transition to war, 
the unit's personnel will deploy to Europe, but during peacetime contingencies, 
the Group will provide general support to FORSCOM and its elements of the 
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Rapid Deployment Force or other Joint Task Forces. While EAC intelligence 
support requirements for contingencies have not yet been fully defined, the 
multidiscipline nature of the CONUS structure furnishes the potential for 
its deployment as an entity or in tailored packag·es to satisfy requirements 
as they are articulated. An ancillary benefit of the 513th Group's activation 
is that a mechanism will be pro.vided to facilitate readiness development of 
EAC active and reserve intelligence organizations to meet war and contingency 
requirements. 

Multidiscipline Operations. {U) Cdr, INSCOM initiated a review of the his
torical development of the HQ INSCOM organization with the view of improving 
the structure and concluded that the HQOA guidance as found in IOSS and suc
ceeding instructions had not been completely fulfilled. As a result of the 
study's findings, on 1 May 1980, the counterintelligence and production func
tions from other staff elements were joined with those of collection already 
within ODCSOPS, fanning a multidiscipline organization at the HQ INSCOM staff 
level. The same study also resulted in the establishment of the Marketing 
Group within ODCSOPS. The ultimate/purpose of the Group is to serve as INSCOM's 
sensing arm for identification of user intelligence requirements against the 
full spectrum of INSCOM operations and to assist INSCOM customers in articula
tion and prioritization of those intelligence needs. In su1T111ary, the purpose 
of the Marketing Group is to improve the way INSCOM conducts business for its 
customers. 

~ During FY 1980, HQ INSCOM took significant steps to effect a . 
multidiscipline approach among its units worldwide drafting the Mission Ref
erence Guidance and the Operational Data Exchan e Re ulation. 

(b)(1 );(b)(3):50 USC 3024(i) 

(b)(3):50 USC 3024(i) 

(b)(1 );(b)(3):50 USC 3024(i) 
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(b)(1 );(b)(3):50 USC 3024(i) 

(U) f 37' lfOPORN) _J J 

(b)(3):50 USC 3024(i) 

(U) IMINT. {S/NQEQRN) During 1980, HQ INSCOM developed a program to station INSCOM 
Collection. Processing, Analysis and Reporting (CPAR) Element analysis cells 
at the Naval Security Group's CLASSIC WIZZARD operational ELINT sites. Known 
as TRUE BLUE, the program is part of the Department of the Army Tactical Ex
ploitation of National Space-Capabilities (TENCAP) Master Plan, and the CPAR 
teams are to satisfy Army tactical comnanders requirements. The initial two
man team was established in November 1979 at NSG Activity, Edzell, Scotland. 

(U) (,,,PIOF8~14' The past year witnessed INSCOM's exercising operational control 
for collection and exploitation requirements levied against national sate
llite imagery assets by Army units outside of the Unified and Specified 
Co1T111ands. HQ INSCOM had assumed responsibility for the Anny Element at the 
Community Support Center on l October 1979. 

(b)(3):50 USC 3024(i) 
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(b)(1 );(b)(3):50 USC 3024(i) 

(b)(3):50 USC 3024(i); 
(b)(3):P.L. 86-36;(b) 
(1) Per NSA 

The plan to establish a ri-S vice Remote Operatfons Facility at 
Kunia, Hawaii, responsible for ollec on, first-echelon rocessin an 
timely reporting 
on s chedu 1 e. Durb..-n-.::r----rn-~r.l"l"'rli"l'....:,;.,,---,"QRT.---~~IIl"l:~~rruMi.fi1 mimprillice;;;,mcien,"it;-;a+tilio;--;;n;----' 
Plan for the Quick Reacti Capability Phase of the Kunia Project was approved 
and published, and bye rcising an intensive management effort, HQ INSCOM 
met all suspenses. On October 1980 US Army Field Station Kunia was organi
zed at Wheeler AFB, waii with approximately 400 personnel assigned and 
became o erati a n 15 December when the first Remote Operations Facility 
(ROF), was installed. 

'"'1'eC01 Wobeck, West Germany, 

(b)(3):50 USC 3024(i);(b)(3):P.L. 86-36;(b) (1) Per NSA 

ver t e past several years, various tactical organizations manned the 
Wobeck site from out-of-hide resources. Whereas the situation was sufficient 
on a short term basis, INSCOM believed a more permanent solution was demanded 
and took the initiative to assume responsibility of the site as an EAC asset. 
Although the personnel and logistical problems were not completely solved, 
INSCOM had personnel on station for initial operational capability by the 
close of FY 1980. 

{U) The 146th Arrey Security Agency Aviation Company (Forward) conspicuously 
distinguished itself as the foremost aviation unit in the United States Arrey 
by receiving both the Arrey Aviation Association of America and The Associa
tion of Old Crows Outstanding Aviation Unit Awards in 1980. The unit is unique 
in that it is the first company-size unit to combine all US Army fixed wing 
intelligence collection capabilities within a single organization. Although 
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the unit was constantly undergoing changes in location, organization, and 
systems while experiencing critical equipment and personnel shortages, an 
overall 93 percent mission accomplishment rate was achieved. 

(U) For the first time, INSCOM began to exercise its role in a viable man
ner as the Army's strategic SIGINT acquisition and developer coordinator. 
0A required a focal point to transition systems developed by NSACSS for the 
Army's operational use and in December 1979 formally recognized INSCOM as 
such. The cornnand made significant progress in fulfilling its responsibili
ties by publication and distribution of INSCOM Pamphlet 11-25, the System 
Development Model, which would be available to all DA organizations to monitor 
and coordinate Army participation in development, support planning, field, and 
transition of strategic systems. The model provides an automated life cycle 
management which gives the status of the equipment at any time during its 
development cycle including funding and indicates the impact of the equipment 
on all organizations down to depots and direct support units in the theater 
of operations. 

Production. ~ During FY 1980, the US Arll\Y Intelligence and Threat 
Analysis Center disseminated all-source, integrated intelligence products. 
threat analysis, and imagery exploitation for Department of the Army and 
major commands. Perhaps the most significant of the products was IT;..:-A=--=-C-''s=----------, 
expanded coverage to include detailed OB information and details of (b)(3):sousc3024(i) 

~----=t.=c.::_::_=---=--.:__:__::_;_""-----------'--,Other representative studies included an I -manage 
L__JJ.,,UL...:l.Jl.-->,.IJ..LL~....,,_,..ll.L<~..J....L_,.-...J which resulted in significant updating of organi-
za on spos1t1on of the troo sand ITAC's direct su art i e-
tation reports on (b)(3):50 use 3024(i) hi ch 
as s i s ted the Navy ~~l!....!..~~~!..!LJtll.!tlL_____l,ll:..J!.l::.Ll,Ll,lllJCll.Jo___u__j______..,L.lJ..l...L...L.LLMC.LJ.L..1t.~LILLI...____-, 

for [(bl(3J:so use 3024 L 

(b)(1 );(b)(3):50 USC 3024(i) 

(U) In support of the RDJTF requirements, the Army Intelligence Survey (AIS) 
program was initiated. The purpose of the AIS is to provide detailed intelli
gence information on countries, thoroughly researched and validated, in order 
to aid and support tactical conmanders and/or contingency planners in responding 
to crises and international situations requiring US involvement. Coverage 
of each country is divided into such categories as overview, geography, capabi
lities of ground forces, extent of counterintelligence medical/health environ
ment, and potential for psychological operations. There exists the ongoing 
need to assure that prioritization of AIS is validated with Army component 
commanders of operational forces as well as the continual requirement to legi
timize the AIS and other projects in support of the Joint Operations Planning 
System and contingency planning. 

OPSEC/CI. (U) During FY 1980, the 902d MI Group provided CI and SIGSEC support 
to Joint Chiefs of Staff, unified command staffs, and major Army command staffs 
during three command post exercises and five field exercises. These included 
JCS-directed exercises PRIZE GAUNTLET 80, POSITIVE LEAP 80 and PROUD SPIRIT; 
similar support was provided during JCS coordinated exercises BRAVE SHIELD 
80 and GALLANT KNIGHT 80, both sponsored by US Readiness Conmand. In addi-
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tion, for the first time, CI and SIGSEC resources were used to evaluate the 
operations security (OPSEC) posture of large numbers of contingency forces 
operating in a tactical mode. On three separate occasions, JCS requested 
that OPSEC support be provided at several locations throughout the continental 
United States to assess how well the units involved practiced OPSEC. As a 
result of lessons learned concerning tactical forces' OPSEC posture and 
INSCOM's capacity to support these types of operations, in the future INSCOM 
will be better prepared to expand the scope and nature of support to the 
Army I s OPSEC program. 

f§t- In late June, DCSOPS, DA, tasked INSCOM to perfonn an Operations Security 
Evaluation (OSE) of a Joint Training Exercise by operating covertly as a 
hostile intelligence source might do. The objective was to detennine what 
an outside agency/force could learn about a highly sensitive and classified 
training exercise. Although given little information and utilizing only 
a small number of CI/SIGSEC personnel, INSCOM was able to detennine the pur
pose of the exercise, the units involved, their role, and the EEI sought. 
Two months later, INSCOM was again tasked to perfonn an OSE of a similar 
joint training exercise. However, this time the exercise planners supplied 
additional infonnation to INSCOM and authorized the CI/SIGSEC operators to 
communicate directly with the units involved so that on-the-spot corrections 
could be made. 

(U) In mid-July 1980, an Operations Security (OPS'EC) Evaluation Group, under 
the auspices of the ODCSOPS, HQDA, met for three days and recommended actions 
to tighten security and improve OPSEC in the Anny at the direction of the 
Vice Chief of Staff, Anny. This declared 11 War on OPSEC11 is a significant 
step forward in INSCOM's efforts to sell OPSEC. The VCSA recommendations 
were of two types: those actions which can be accomplished immediately and 
others which must be implemented as resources become available. Generally, 
actions requiring immediate action involved improving co!Tlnand emphasis on 
OPSEC, establishing procedures for incorporating OPSEC considerations in 
combat development/material acquisition processes, improving OPSEC training 
throughout the Anny, activating an OPSEC program at DOD level, and developing 
an OPSEC threat data base. 

JOSS RELOOK. ~ On 21 July 1980, the Vice Chief of Staff, Arll\Y approved 
a number of recommendations resulting from IOSS Relock; one of these reconmen
dations tasked INSCOM and OACSI to jointly develop a plan to resolve the division 
of responsibilities between INSCOM and OACSI concerning the administration of 
Sensitive Compartmented Infonnation (SCI) security programs within the Army. 
In an effort to centralize SCI operations, the responsibility for administer-
ing the Army's SCI program was placed with the principal security operator, 
INSCOM. On 1 October 1980, the USA Special Security Group and its functions 
were to be assigned to HQ INSCOM, allowing for increased control and expansion 
of INSCOM's support ta ground force commanders. 

(U) REDTRAIN. ~ HQDA designated Cdr, INSCOM as the Army Executive Agent for the 
US Anny Tactical Intelligence Readiness Training (REDTRAIN) program to assess 
the technical readiness of tactical SIGINT/EW personnel and units and their 
ability to perform the technical tasks required to effectively execute SIGINT 
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and EW operations in peace and war. The first Technical Evaluation of ArlllY 
Tactical (TEATAC} SIGINT/EW team deployed to Europe in January 1980 and was 
later followed by similar teams which visited FORSCOM and Pacific tactical 
units. The teams' findings concluded that tactical SIGINT/EW is suffering 
from a lack of personnel, operational equipment and technical training and 
documented the critical need for SIGINT REDTRAIN. These conclusions were 
presented in a briefing to the VCSA. 

(U} The past year was one of expansion for the REDTRAIN program. For.the 
first time both Reserve Component and National Guard units participated in 
REDTRAIN. In January, the 641st MI Detachment and the US Army Intelligence 
and Threat Analysis Center began to identify live environmental training (LET) 
opportunities appropriate for the 142d MI Company (Linguist) of the Utah 
National Guard. A major step was also made in June to fully integrate the 
Reserve Component into the program. The 314th MI Battalion (USAR) received 
personnel and training aid support from INSCOM REDTRAIN during the Battalion's 
Annual Training period. The effort was well received and serves as a basic 
design for future support to other RC units. 

(U} During FY 1980, an increasing amount of INSCOM's REDTRAIN program was 
devoted to non-SIGINT training. The 641st MI Detachment developed the HUMINT 
REDTRAIN program/schedule to accommodate FORSCOM. WESTCOM and USAREUR personnel/ 
units participating in Specialized Operational Training (SOT) and LET. The 
Detachment established over 110 LET/SOT opportunities worldwide and coordinated 
nearly 60 LET/SOT were interrogators. As manager of the !MINT REDTRAIN program, 
the US Army !TAC coordinated SOT for 49 active duty personnel, provided LET for 
14 active and 80 Reserve personnel, and .supported 16 Reserve units during their 
annual training. All in all, these actions represented an encouraging beginning 
for the non-SIGINT side of the REDTRAIN program. 

Lan~uage Office. (U) Concern with the overall posture of recruitment, training, 
uti ization, and retention-of INSCOM linguists led to HQ INSCOM's establishment 
of the Language Office on 4 February 1980. As principal advisor on all matters 
concerning INSCOM linguists, the Language Office began to review linguistic 
readiness to develop proposals resolving problem areas. An integral part 
of this task was to provide input to a 23 October briefing for the Vice Chief 
of Staff; Army outlining the linguistic problems and recommending solutions. 

Pf 
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CHAPTER I I 

MISSION, FUNCTIONS, AND LOCATION 
(U) 

Mission and Functions. i,et The mission for the Commanding General, us Army 
Intelligence and Security Command (CG INSCOM), as set forth in AR 10-53, 
effective 15 June 1978, was to-

1. Conduct intelligence. counterintelligence (CI), and electronic warfare 
(EW) operations in support of the Anny at Echelons Above Corps (EAC). 

2. Conduct Signal Intelligence (SIGINT) operations as a member of the 
United States SIGINT System (USSS). 

3. Command the Army component of the Central Security Service (CSS) 
and serve as Chief of the Army Service Cryptologic Agency (SCA). 

4. Conduct Human Intelligence (HUMINT) operations in general support 
of Army and other authorized United States intelligence community collection 
requirements. 

5. Conduct CI investigations and operations, collection, production, 
and related CI support activities. 

6. Provide Anny-wide all-source multidisciplined Operational Security 
(OPSEC) support. 

7. Conduct Army-wide signal security (SIGSEC) support operations. 

8. Analyze, produce and disseminate all-source counterintelligence and 
general intelligence (less medical) and provide all-source threat analysis 
support to the Army, as authorized by pertinent statutory and regulatory 
authorities. 

9. Provide technical advice and operational assistance to other func
tional and operating Major Army Commands (MACOM's) in the discharge of their 
intelligence, EW.and security responsibilities. 

10. Act as the Headquarters, Department of the Army (HQDA) Executive 
Agent for the management of the Military Intelligence Peacetime Utilization 
~rogram, Active and Reserve. 

11. Provide advice, assistance and technical/operational support to 
insure maximum exploitation of national intelligence assets in improving 
ground processing and dissemination for tactical support from Special Activities 
Office (SAO) systems. 

12. Act as the Initial Denial Authority (IDA) and Access Amendment 
Refusal (AAR) authority for all requests involving US Army intelligence 
investigative files. 

or (" f E 'oc, 2(118 
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13. Act as the HQDA Executive Agent for target exploitation (TAREX). 
a cryptologic directed activity dealing with the collection and exploita
tion of cryptologic associated infonnation, equipment,and documents. 

14. Conduct, or participate in, photographic intelligence (PH0TINT) 
operations in general support of Army and other authorized United States 
intelligence conmunity collection requirements.l 

Location. (U) Headquarters, US Army Intelligence and Security Command was 
located at Arlington Hall Station. 4000 Arlington Boulevard, Arlington, 
Virginia 22212. Until a final stationing decision is effected, certain 
staff functions will continue to be located at Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 
20755. 
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FOOTNOTES - CHAPTER II. MISSION, FUNCTIONS, AND LOCATION 

1. AR 10-53, Organization and Functions, US Army Intelligence and Security 
Co11111and, 15 Jun 78 (C), pp. 1-2. 
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CHAPTER II I 

COMMAND AMD STAFF RELATIONSHIPS 
(U) 

Command and Staff Relationships. ~ AR 10-53, Organization and Functions, 
US Army Intelligence and Security Command, effective 15 June 1978, estab
lished the basic command and staff relationships for INSCOM. The regula
tion outlined the following relationships: 

1. The CG, INSCOM, is under the supervision of the Chief of Staff, 
US Army. Directives, authorities, policy, planning and programming guid
ance, approval programs, and resource allocations, and other methods of 
command direction are issued to CG, INSCOM, by the Chief of Staff, US Army. 

2. The CG, HISCOM--

a. Commands the Army component of the Central Security Service 
(CSS) and is subordinate to the Chief, Central Security Service (CHCSS) 
for the conduct of SIGINT operations. 

b. f-1anages SIGINT resources to accomplish SIGINT operational 
tasks assigned by DIRNSA/CHCSS. 

e c. Provides specified military personnel and administrative, 
logistics, and operational support to the DIRr!SA/CHCSS as authorized by 
HQDA. 

d. I 

(b)(1) Per DIA 

3. INSCOf-1 and other MAC011 1s are coordinate elements of DA. The CG, 
INSCOM, is authorized to communicate directly with other major Army com
mands or with heads of Army Staff agencies on matters of mutual concern. 

Echelons Above Corps {EAC) Developments. (U) The Department of Amy recog-• 
nized the need to constitute an Army organizational/force structure above 
corps. Initiating action to eliminate this shortfall, the Chief of Staff 
directed CDR, TRADOC in late 1979 to conduct a study to determine the doc
trine and organizational structure for EAC. The study was to define the 
missions and interrelationships among divisions, corps, and supportin~ EAC 
organizations in the primary context of MATO (Armed Forces, Central Europe). 
The study would also describe conceptually the proper structure for EAC 
86 in coalition warfare. TRADOC organized the EAC study group with repre
sentation from ~~ACOM's, the TRADOC cormiunity, and rlSACSS; the Comander, 
Combined Arms Center was designated as study director. TRADOC's EAC study 
effort was structured as a two-phase study with Phase I being completed in 
July 1980 and Phase II in pro~ress. Phase I developed the basic broad or
ganizational and operational (O&O) concept and identifying general doctrine. 
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The intelligence portion of the TRAOOC EAC study was identified as Intelli
gence Surveillance and Target Acquisition (ISTA). Phase II of the study will 
develop more detailed and specific doctrine and force structures. 

(U) INSCOM assumed the lead for intelligence matters. Because of the poli
tical environment with HQ TRADOC. the study progressed slowly. There was 
difficulty in obtaining approval of the CG TRAOOC for Phase I. but it was 
anticipated it would be finally forthcoming in October 1980. Within the 
HQ INSCOM staff. there were initial concerns expressed as to the direction 
of Phase I of the study. because it was felt that intelligence had taken 
a step backward from the O&O concept developed by USAREUR and INSCOM during 
late 1979 and early 1980. However, through the active participation of 
ODCSFM. INSCOM's concerns were made known, resulting in the development of 
an acceptable multidisciplined intelligence structure for EAC.2 

Combat Development/Materiel Acgui sit.ion Role. ( U) Based on the Intelligence 
Organization and Stationing Study, INSCOM's predecessor, the US Army Security 
Agency, was diverted of its combat developments and materiel acquisition 
functions. To date. the Major Commands charged with development and acqui
sition of strategic SIGINT systems have not completely filled the void. In 
addition, there exists the need for a translator to help bridge the DA system 
with the NSACSS. In recognition of these requirements, on 19 December 1979, 
HQDA established INSCOM. the Army's Service Cryptologic Element. as the single 
contact point to coordinate the Army's support planning and other efforts 
related to strategic SIGINT systems developed by NSACSS. 

(U) In this role, INSCOM will assure appropriate distribution of information 
(NSACSS plans, system coordinating papers, etc.) involving Army commands 
and activitieSi consolidate MACOM positions and develop consolidated Army 
response to NSACSSi coordinate logistics assignments proposed by NSACSS 
with appropriate Anny activities; assume the overall responsibility for 
overall coordination of Army training requirements for an NSACSS developed 
system; evaluate on-site user tests of NSACSS fielded materiel; and chair 
the development acceptance in-process review during the materiel development 
stages of the life cycle. 

(U) Besides the establishment of INSCOM as the point of contact for the 
Army's strategic SIGINT systems. there was also the publication of the System 
Development f-t>del (INSCOM Pamphlet 11-25) in July 1979 and the Systems Status 
Handbook in February 1979. The model which would be available to all DA 
organizations would give the status of the strategic equipment at any time 
during its development cycle including funding and impact of the equipment 
on all organizations. The handbook provided a base upon which future INSCOM/ 
DA resource requirements could be identified and appropriate programming 
action initiated. Finally. on l May 1980 1 INSCOM created a ocs. Force 
Modernization to insure that SIGINT systems, which are developed by NSACSS 
for use in field stations, are in fact transferred to the Anny's system so 
that once a system is delivered the resources required to maintain and support 
it will also be in place. The DCSFM parallels the establishment of Force 
Modernization at HQDA for the purpose of tracking all systems which 3re 
introduced into the Anny's inventory ov~r the next five year period. 
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Intelli ence Or anization and Stationin Stud IOSS Relook. (C) In early 
Decem er 979, the Vice C ef of Staff, US rmy irected tat his Manage
ment Directorate (DACS-DMA) lead an examination of JOSS, not for the pur
pose of initiating major changes in the direction of the original study 
but rather to validate IOSS findings in light of current reality. The 
VCSA tasked selected members of the Army Staff and Major Commands to report 
on the status of IOSS actions and issues remaining to be addressed. As 
a result of input received, a conference was held in January 1980. and 
recommendations formulated. These findings were coordinated among the 
MACOM's and Army Staff prior to being presented to the VCSA during a July 
decision briefing. The final recommendations were less supportive of ItlSCOM 
than those which initially emerged from the January 1980 working conference. 
However. as a whole, they appear to represent a substantial step forward 
in achieving IOSS objectives. 

(U) --+Gr There were two important decisions which resulted from the July briefing 
to the VCSA. The VCSA directed the Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence 
to lead an ad hoc study group with representatives from IMSCOM. DARCOM. 
TRADOC. The Surgeon General (TSG), and Health Services Command (HSC) for 

(U) 

the purpose of conducting a detailed examination of the Army's entire 
threat and analysis production effort. In early October 1980, representa
tives from OACSI presented a decision briefing to the VCSA. To achieve 
the most effective and efficient manner of providing threat and analysis 
production support, the study group recommended two alternatives. The first 
was to retain the current organizational structure with the Foreign Science 
and Technology Center (FSTC) and the Missile Intelligence Agency {MIA) sub
ordinate to DARCOM and the Medical Intelligence and Information Agency (1-HIA) 
subordinate to TSG. The second alternative was to reassign FSTC, MIA, and 
MIIA to IHSCOM. Based on the October briefing, the VCSA chose the first 
alternative but emphasized the responsibilities which rnscon. TSG, and DARCOM 
had toward each other in the area of the Army's Scientific and Technical 
Intelligence (S&TI) production activities. 

-tet Another recolTl!lendation approved in July by the VCSA was the tasking 
of INSCOM and OACSI to jointly develop a plan to resolve their divided 
administration of Sensitive Compartmented Information (SCI) security pro
grams within the Army. In a effort to centralize SCI operations. MG Rolya, 
CDR INSCOM, and MG Thompson. ACSI • approved a plan dated 28 August which 
placed the administrative responsibility with INSCOM, the principal security 
operator. As a result, the US Army Special Security Group was to be trans
ferred to HQ INSCOM effective 1 October 1980. The plan also called for an 
rnsCOM concept for SSO support to the Army to include provisions for possible 
future decent4alization of SSO operations to regional Intelligence Commands· 
{m Groups). (U) 

INSCOM Theater Intelligence Center, Pacific. -t'1- The Intelligence Organi
zation and Stationing Study recognized the need for a peacetime Pacific Army 
component headquarters staffed to facilitate transition to war and to provide 
peacetime intelligence and security support. In the draft of FM 100-16 
dated rlovember 1977, INSCOf.1 postulated the creation of a Theater Army Intelli
gence Command (TAIC). Exercise NIFTY ~1UGGET reinforced the need for TAIC. 
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In Uovember 1978, CG, US Anny CIUCPAC Support Group requested INSCOt-1 to 
establish a TAIC in the Pacific Command. This request was part of the 
overall planning effort associated with the establishment in Hawaii of 
an Anny MACOM and Anny component command of the Pacific Command. In l\pril 
1979, the US Anny !•/es tern Command (HESTCm-1) was established as the Amy 
component command of PACOM vice USARPAC. HESTCOM has DA MACOM responsibi
lities for matters in the Pacific less USARJ and EUSA. There was acl<now
ledged intelligence support deficiencies which would jeopardize the ability 
of a ground force corrmander deployed outside Korea to accomplish any but 
the most routine of short-duration missions. Correction of this deficiency 
required the existence in the PACOM of an Army oriented intelligence focal 
point. This could bring together all relevant enemy, weather, and terrain 
data the ground commander requires for predeployment planning and post
deployment operations. 

(U) IrlSCOM and ~JESTCOM jointly contributed to INSCOM OPLAM 1-79 which esta
blished an IrlSCOM Theater Intelligence Center, Pacific (Provisional) at 
Fort Shafter, Hawaii, on 1 October 1979. The Center will provide required 
peacetime intelligence, security, and electronic warfare (ISE) to include 
integration of enemy, weather and terrain intelligence support to t-!ESTCOt-1, 
rnscor-1 units within PACOM, and other PACOM Anny elements. It ~till also 
provide an organizational base for wartime expansion into a Theater Army 
Intelligence·command. INSCOM Detachment, Hawaii served as the organizational 
base for the ITIC-PAC(P) cadre with WESTCOM echelon above Corps intelligence 
assets (652d Engineer Battalion and imagery spaces) being placed under the 
OPCON of the Center on 1 October 1980. Operational control of the 652d 
Battalion placed enemy, weather, and terrain intelligence responsibilities 
and mana~ement of Pacific mapping, charting, and geodesy functions under the 
ITIC-PAC(P). It further supports implementation of new topo-doctrine that 
stresses direct support to operations and intelligence terrain data needs. 
r10 new spaces were planned for the establishment of ITIC-PAC(P), but extensive 
use of Reserve Components is planned for augmentation in crisis or wartime. 
It was envisioned that the complete development of the Center would take 
place over a fi~e-year phase. The unit would leave its provisional status 
in early 1981 • 

.Qrganizational and Operational Concepts for EAC in Europe and CONUS. -te-,- (U) 
Transition to War Planning received considerable attention by HQ IMSCOM 
during FY 1979. Success was achieved in the Pacific Theater with the pro
duction of INSCOM OPLAN 1-79 establishing the INSCOt1 Theater Intelligence 
Center, Pacific (Provisional), but similar efforts directed to the European 
Area had only negative results despite the large amounts of time and effort 
expended. In October 1979, there was a significant breakthrough with the 
creation of a HQ HJSCot-1 worl< group to write a revision of the INSCDr1/0DCSI 
USAREUR MOU and to develop a concept of a wartime Echelon Above Corps (EAC) 
intelligence structure for Europe. The group went to Europe in November 
to negotiate the issues with HQ USAREUR and the 66th r11 Group; at the time 
there were favorable indications from ODCSI that progress would be made. 

(U) -+et As a result of the meeting, organizational and operational concepts 
for EAC intelligence structures in Europe and CONUS received the full endorse-
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ment of CINCUSAREUR and CDR INSCOM for meeting minimum intelligence and 
security requirements as constrained by the resource allocations of Total 
Arll\Y Analysis {TAA) 86. As a result of the TAA-86 reprogra11J11ing of resources 
to provide needed assets for Corps CEWI Groups, 1,188 and 846 TOE spaces 
have been identified for EAC support in Europe and CONUS, respectively. 
These spaces did not include those already allocated to INSCOM TDA units. 
Both the European and CONUS concepts were designed to support CINCUSAREUR 
OPLAN 4102. The CONUS structure provided assets which could also be used 
to support CONUS EAC forces under conditions short of general war. The 
proposed European and CONUS structure were briefed by INSCOM and USAREUR 
at FORSCOM in early January 1980. While fully supporting the OPLAN 4102 
aspects of the concept, ODCSI FORSCOM withheld final endorsement of the 
secondary mission of EAC support to contingencies in as much as this concept 
is evolutionary and support requirements have yet to be formally established. 
On 17 January 1980, the ACSI and his staff concurred in the interim intelligence 
structures. On 29 January, DA DCSOPS approved the joint USAREUR INSCOM 
interim concept for the allocation of EAC intelligence resources. There could 
be no finish approval until the TRAOOC study on EAC was completed. 

~ The first changes in the European EAC intelligence assets called for 
within the concept was to be the 1 October 1980 transfer of the 502d ASA 
Battalion from USAREUR to INSCOM. The 409th ASA Company, Operations (sub
ordinate to the 502d Group) will be reorganized to include the operation of 
the Wobeck, Federal Republic of Germany site to monitor Soviet-Warsaw Pact 
operations in the letzinger Heide Training Area. Detachment E will transfer 
from the US Anny Operational Group to the 430th MI Battalion (HUMINT); however, 
the Group will retain operational control of the Detachment's mission. 
Other future changes included establishment of an INSCOM Liaison Office 
to CINCUSAREUR, reorganization of the 66th Ml Group headquarters and pro
vision for activation of the USAREUR Theater Intelligence Center (UTIC) 
during exercises. During 4-12 March 1980, the 66th MI Group participated 
in CRESTED EAGLE 80, and for the first time tested the establishment of the 
Theater Anny Intelligence Command (TAIC) under the command of the DCSI, 
USAREUR as well as provided extensive support to the USAREUR UTIC. Upon . 
declaration of a simple alert command of EAC assets will transfer to USAREUR's 
control. 

~ During FY 1983, the European concept transferred the 165th and 511th 
CI Battalions (currently INSCOM assets) to the Corps Combat Electronic 
Warfare Intelligence Groups. Originally, a new CI Battalion was to be 
formed from the Special Operations Detachment {66th MI Group), the 201st 
ASA Company, and the Land Liaison Offices {66th Ml Group). This was changed 
to the 201st ASA Company being subordinated to the 527th MI Battalion to 
supplement its resources. Plans also called for a new Electromagnetic 
Intelligence Battalion (EMI) to be formed from the 502d ASA Battalion 
resources; this Battalion will include an Imagery Interpretation Company, 
formerly a part of the 2d MI Battalion {Aerial Exploitation). Consolidation 
of these units would provide space savings by minimizing overhead to insure 
maximum availability of operators. If the subordination of the 652d Engineer 
Battalion (topographic) to the EAC intelligence organization in the Pacific_ . 
{INSCOM Theater Intellfgence Center, Pacific) proved successful, the subordination 
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of the European topographic battalion would be subordinated to the 66th 
MI Group. · 

{!1eeo) Although progress was made in the area of the organizational and 
operational concepts for Europe, there was still the resolved issue of dis
position of sigint fixed site resources during periods of contingency. 
The results of the NSA Sizing Study, released in February 1980, identified 
SIGINT Shortfalls in support of OPLAN 4102 which will aid in establishing 
the type and quantity of hardware required to provide support for the AFCENT, 
CENTAG and NORTHAG echelons. One company will be CONUS based and deployed 
to Europe to support the AFCENT echelon. The other two companies are to be 
formed from reallocated field station assets and prepositioned equipment 
prior to the initiation of hostilities in Europe. The issue which remained 
unresolved was the identification of the requirements for transfer of resources 
to other fixed sites in the event of hostilities. 

""t!t Within CON US, a Group along with subordinate units are to be created 
out of approximately 600 spaces allocated EAC intelligence in CONUS under 
TAA-86, effective FY 1982 later slipped by DA to FY 1983. The units to be 
created and stationed at Fort Monmouth are shown below with their authorized 
strengths: 

(Military authorized strengths: Officer/WO/ENL/(Total )) 

513th AS HHC Gp 11/0/78 (89) 

201st Ml Bn (P&C) 23/5/112 (140) 

568th MI Det (II) 3/2/ 33 ( 38) 

164th MI Co (OPSEC) 4/ 3/78 ( 85) 

166th Ml Co EWOP (Rear) 3/1/106 ( 110) 

219th MI Co ( INTER) 4/3/51 (58) 

MI Det ( Foreign Lang Expl) 1/5/118 (124) 

(Totals) 49/19/576 ( 644) 

In addition to the new units to be activated, the 641st MI Detachment at 
Fort George G. Meade and the 11th MI Company at Aberdeen Proving Grounds 
were to be reassigned to the Group but would remain at their present loca
tions. Their reassignment would put the total strength of the Group over 
800 spaces. The Group's peacetime mission will consist of supporting .CDR 
FORSCOM with full range of intelligence, security, and electronic warfare 
(ISE) services and will provide resources for exercise support in accordance 
with established contingency requirements. The Group will also support 
CINCUSAREUR by reinforcing the 66th MI Group, providing additional ISE 
capability as required. During peacetime. the Group will also serve as 
a training base for Reserve Component EAC intelligence units designated 
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for support of USAREUR intelligence requirements. During periods of con
tingency, the Group will support CDR FORSCOM by servicing deployed/deploying 
forces. In war, the Group will augment the TAIC Europe, providing ISE ser
vices as established in CINCUSAREUR OPLAN 4102. 

(U) ~ Although EAC intelligence and security doctrine was still evolving, 
the proposed Organizational and Operational Concepts for EAC in Europe and 
CONUS conformed with planning guidance established by FM 100-16. The concepts 
insured the availability of resources at all ecehlons for application to 
implement a generic intelligence and security concept when it is developed. 

(U) 

In the interim the European concept has been designed to meet that theater's 
unique wartime intelligence requirements to insure US fighting forces• in
terests are served. In that the European concept is resource constrained, 
the CONUS EAC organization is designed to enhance support in accordance 
with increased theater wartime requirements. The two concepts thus jointly 
assure the continuation of EAC intelligence support to the European Theater 
while providing a nucleus for improved intelligence support to the operational 
US and allied commanders who will control US forces in war. While EAC in
telligence support requirements for contingencies have not yet been fully 
defined, the multidisciplined nature of the CONUS structure provides the 
potential for its deployment as an entity or in tailored packages to satisfy 
requirements as they are articulated. An ancillary benefit to be realized 
by the CONUS MI Group will be that a mechanism is provided to facilitate 
readiness development of EAC reserve intelligence organizations to meet 
war and contingency requirements.6 

(U) 

Border Resident Offices • ...1,J.+-"During the Spring of 1979, a representative 
of ODCSI, USAREUR, along with a representative from the 66th MI Group conducted 
an evaluation of the ten Border Resident Offices (BRO} managed by the 66th. 
MI Group in order to determine their contribution to the overall USAREUR 
mission. The Corps and Divisions MI Detachments and Companies had expressed 
their desire to retain all or some of their organic interrogators attached 
to the BRO's in order to have the capability to plan and evaluate prisoner 
of war play Arll\Y Training and Evaluation Program (ARTEP}, field training 
exercises, and maneuvers. From its evaluation, ODCSI determined that the 
authorized BRO's spaces be reduced from 55 to 43. The return of these 12 
interrogators was to be accomplished by attrition and by mid-1980 each Corps 
MI Detachment and Division MI Company would have its authorized complement. 
However, by the close of FY 1980, the total stood at 45, two above the man
datory staffing. Regarding the future BRO alignment, ODCSI proposed several 
options. Of the choices, INSCOM indicated their preference of closing four 
BR0 1 s and returning four personnel. In response to ODCSI 1 s solicitation 
of other alternatives, the 66th MI Group responded by recommending the closure 
of the BRO's and transferring the reporting function to the Land Liaison 
Office Hesse and Land Liaison Office Bavarian Border Affairs. At the close 
of FY 1980, the DCSI had made no final decision.7 

Community Support Center. (S,'Pl0F8RH) On l October 1979, the !MINT Office, 
HQ INSCOM assumed full responsibility for the Arll\Y Element at the Community 
Support Center {CSC}. INSCOM took operational control for all collection 
and explo1tation requirements levied against national satellite imagery by 
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CONUS Army units. The move followed a three month shake-do\lm and completed 
the transition of control from OACSI(OA) to H!SCOM. As evidenced by the 
high collection success against the T-80 Soviet tank problem. INSCOM con
tinued to provide th8 same excellent support to Army units as OACSI personnel 
had done previously. 
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CHAPTER IV 

ORGANIZATION 

INSCOM Organization. (U) At the close of FY 1980, there was a total of 54 
units (17 TOE and 37 TOA) in the INSCOf~ organizational structure. The TOA 
figure does not include Augmentation, Augmentation (Carrier), or Provisional 
units. However, these units along with the remainder TOA and TOE units are 
1 isted, as of 30 September 1980, in appendix A, a world\,Jide organization and 
deployment table. For lists of TOE, TDA, and Provisional units at the close 
of the report period, see appendixes respectively. Changes in the status of 
TOE, TOA, and Provisional units occurring during the fiscal year are depicted 
in appendix C, E, and G, respectively. 

(U) Major General Hil 1 iam I. Rolya commanded the US Army Intel 1 igence and 
Security Co1TUT1and throughout the year. Brigadier General Thomas J. Flynn con
tinued to serve in the position of Deputy Commander. Intelligence. However, 
on 8 August 1980, the position title of Brigadier General John A. Smith, Jr. 
was changed from Deputy Commanding General for Security and Production to Deputy 
Commanding General, Support. Also on 8 August 1980, new Letters of Instructions 
were promulgated for both of the Deputy Commanding Generals. The new division 
of responsibilities was the result of a reorganizational change occuring in May 
1980 in which counterintelligence and production activities \'1ere merged with 
the intelligence collection activities to form·a multidiscipline DCSOPS. The 
DCG-I would be responsible for the 1three disciplines, and the DCG-S for personnel, 
material, and information systems. 

(U) At the end of FY 1980, Headquarters, US Army Intelligence and Security 
Command was organized to consist of a Command Group. GenP.ral Staff, and Personal 
Staff as shown belo\'J: 

Cor.mand Group: 

Commanding General (CG). (U) The CG, US Army Intelligence and Security Command 
was responsible to the Chief of Staff, US Army. for accomplishment of the missions 
and functions prescribed by AR 10-53 and was concurrently responsible to the 
Chief, Central Security Service. for al 1 SIG INT activities for which tlational 
Security Agency/Central Security Service (NSACSS) was responsible. 

De ut Commandin General, Intelli ence DCG-1 . (U) The Deputy Commanding 
Genera • Inte igence assisted the CG in the management of all intelligence 
operations of INSCOM in accordance \'Jith Executive Orders, r1ational, Departmental, 
and Command policies and taskings. As a result of a HQ H!SCOM reorganization 
which placed production, counterintelligence, and collection disciplines into 
a multidiscipline DCSOPS, the DCG-1 was made responsible for the three disciplines 
by an 8 August 1980 Letters of Instructions. 

Deputy Commanding General, Support (DCG-S). (U) The Deputy Commanding General, 
Support assisted the CG in the management of all support operations of H!SCOM 
in accordance \'Jith Executive Orders, Mational, Departmental. and Corrmand policies 
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and taskings. As a result of a HQ INSCOM reorganization which led to a new 
division of responsibilities among the Deputy Commanding Generals, the Deputy 
Commanding General, Security and Production was redesignated as the DCG, Support 
and was made responsible for personnel, material, and information systems. . 
These were defined in an 8 August 1980 Letter of Instructions. ( /1. v• .f~_,,,. ''fJ 

Command Sergeant Major {CSM}. (U) The CSM served as a personal advisor and 
principal enlisted assistant to the CG on those matters pertaining primarily 
to enlisted personnel including, but not limited to, morale, welfare, customs 
and courtesies of the service; enlistment and reenlistment, discipline, and 
promotion policies. 

Chief of Staff {CofS). (U) The CofS acted as the principal coordinating agent 
of, and advisor to, the CG and DCG's on those matters pertaining to INSCOM; 
directed and coordinated the staff to achieve efficiency and unity of action; 
and assisted the CG and DCG's in the supervision of the execution of orders. 
Directly subordinate to the CofS were the Liaison Officers, the Mission Analysis 
Office, the Office of Public Affairs, and the Equal Employment Opportunity 
Office. 

Deputy Chief of Staff (DCS). (U) The DCS acted for the Chief of Staff during 
his absence and assisted to coordinate all actions of the HO INSCOM staff; and 
supervised the activities of the Assistant Chief of Staff, the Secretary of the 
General Staff, the Office of Public Affairs, Equal Employment Opportunity nffice, 
and INSCOM Liaison Officers. The DCS was created on 24 July 1980 with the filling 
of the position. The driving force behind its creation was the HQ INSCOM reor
ganization study of 5 October 1979 which called for additional spaces to be 
assigned in the Office of the Chief of Staff for operational continuity and for 
assistance. 

Assistant Chief of Staff ACofS. (U) The ACofS acted for the CofS and DCS 
int eir absence and performe other duties as assigned by the DCS. Assigned 
actions to HQ INSCOM ·based on guidance from CofS and reviewed staff actions 
for compliance with established policies and administrative procedures. 

Secretary of the General Staff {SGS). (U) The SGS acted as executive officer 
for the Cofs·and as office manager for the offices of the CG, DCG's, and CofS. 

Chief, Mission Analysis Office (CMAO). (U) The Chief, MAO provided advice and 
assistance to the CG in formulating future goals for the command and the broad 
strategies to achieve them. 

Equal Employment Oaportunity Officer (EEOO). (U) The EEOO provided staff 
leadership and gui ance to the EEO Program, the Federal l'-lomen 1 s Program, and 
the Spanish-Speaking Program. 

Liaison Officers. (U) The Liaison Officers provided liaison representation 
to DARCOM, FORSCOM, TRADOC, and other commands as required. The liaison officer's 
primary duty was to maintain continuity in the exchange of information and to 
promote cooperation and coordination of effort by personal contact between 
representatives of HQ INSCOM and those of the host headquarters. 
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Genera 1 Staff: 

Deputy Chief of Staff, Personnel (DCSPER). (U) The DCSPER served as the principal 
staff officer for the administration of military and civilian personnel. He 
acted for the CG in the direction, supervision, and coordination of plans, 
policies, and procedures for personnel administration, distribution, and manage
ment; maintenance of order and discipline; safety; welfare; morale; organizational 
effectiveness; human affairs; and nonappropriated fund activities. Exercised 
staff supervision over the INSCOM Administrative/Audiovisual Support Activity 
which was organized on 30 November 1978. The ODCSPER continued to divide into 
a Human Relations/Equal Opportunity Officer; Plans, Policy and Management Division; 
Military Personnel Division; and Civilian Personnel Division. 

(U) De ut Chief of Staff, 0 erations DCSOPS. ~ The DCSOPS formulated and 
1mp emente rnsc M po cy on mu t, 1sc1p ne collection, production, electronic 
warfare and operational security activities; coordinated and supervised and 
conduct of INSCOM operations involving signals intelligence (SIGINT), human 
intelligence (HUMirlT), imagery intelligence { IMHIT), electronic warfare ( F.}~), 
operational security {OPSEC} and production (PROD) resources; supervised the 
command aviation standardization, aviation safety and flying hour programs; 
provided organizational analysis and evaluations; provided advice and assistance 

(b)(3) 
Per 
DIA 

on intelligence collection, exploitation, operational security, production and 
--~electronic warfare matters to major Army corm,ands and activities; developed, 

coOl"Citr,~ted and promulgated operational directives for the conduct of specified 
operatiorfS'~J]lanaged multidiscipline intelligence collection requirements; main
tained a ppropri-ate__ 1 i a~nd interface with the Department of the J\.rmy, !ISAC~-S, 
Department of Oefense',t,__JCIA, FBI, joint/combined commands, other f1AC0!-1's 
and governmental agencies; supervised the command's historical program; developed, 
coordinated and promulgated appropriate planning incident to collecti0n, orera
tional security and production strategies; served as the USAINSCOM Staff Progran 
Director for General Purpose Forces (P2), Cryptologic Activities ('P3), HIJ!"irnT 
(P3), Technical Sensor Intelligence {P3), Communications Counterintelligence 
(P3), Training (PB), and Special Activities Office (SAO) appropriations; served 
as the primary· INSCOM representative on the US Army Electronic Marfare and 
Intelligence Board Horki ng Committee (AEI-JIBHC). 

(U} As so often over the last decade, ~DCSOPS underwent a major reorganization, 
one which was as important and with as far reaching implications as any in the 
past. The major changes included the following. On 1 t1arch 1980, six spaces 
from the discontinued Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff, Intelligence and 
Threat Analysis were transferred to OOCSOPS and formed the nei-1ly established 
Production Office. On 13 March 1980, a Marketing Group was established within 
ODCSOPS for the purpose of providing INSCOM with a client-oriented. sensing 
arm for identification of user intelligence requirements and assisting clients 
in the articulation and priorization of those intelligence needs. On 1 May, 
the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Counterintelligence was merged 
with ODCSOPS, and its functions formed the basis for the ADCSOPS OPSEC. Also 
on 1 May, the Reserve Affairs and Plans functions and spaces were reassigned 
to the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Force Modernization. At the 
close of the FY 1980, the ODCSOPS consisted of the following: ADCSOPS, SIGINT/ 
EW/IMINT; Training Division; Intelligence Coordination Division; ADCSOPS, HUMINT; 
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() 
ADCSOPS. OPSEC; f•1arketing Office; Production Office; Policy and t1anagement; 
History Office; and Administrative Office. 

(U) The results of the reorganization which occurred in the Spring of 1980 
were that ODCSOPS for the first time was truely multidiscipline with the con
solidation of production, collection, and security functions. The transfer 
of Plans and Reserve Affairs functions and resources to ODCSFM would limit the 
focus of ODCSOPS to the immediate although the DCSOPS still hoped to be able 
to drive future requirements. 

Deputy Chief of Staff, Logistics (OCSLOG). (U) The DCSLOG served as the 
principal staff assistant in matters pertaining to logistics to include exer
cising general staff supervision over logistic activities of the Command; 
serving as Program Director for Military Construction Army O·ICA) Program and 
is responsible for developing and monitoring the logistic portion of the Operation 
and Maintenance, Army (O~tA) Program; maintaining liaison with other agencies 
and services for the purpose of coordinating logistic activities; formulating, 
reviewing, and evaluating policies. plans, programs, and concepts incident to 
the conduct of logistics operations; maintaining awareness of trends in the 
various military and industrial fields related to logistics and e11aluating 
for impact on ItlSCOM; directing the acquisition of equipment, facilities. and 
services which are unique to the mission requirements of the Command; acting 
as representative of the Commanding General on all procurement actions; and 
in coordination with DCSPER, monitoring the selection of personnel assigned 
key logistic assignments within the Command. · 

(U) During FY 1980, the organization of ODCSLOG remained the same. It con
sisted of Assistant DCSLOG at Arlington Hall Station, Assistant DCSLOG at Fort 
George G. Meade, the Supply and Services Division (portions of the division 
were located at both AHS and FGG")• Maintenance Division, Installation Division, 
Fixed Station Engineering Division, Management Office, and Administrative Office. 

Deputy Chief of Staff, Force Modernization (DCSFM). (U) The Deputy Chief of 
Staff, Force Modernization is the principal staff assistant in matters pertaining 
to planning, development and acquisition of the HISCOM 1 s total force materiel 
requirements, conceptual force planning, and life cycle management in support 
of fixed plant and intelligence, electronic warfare (E~l} and counterintelligence/ 
OPSEC support units at Theater/EAC. The DCSFM is responsible for the concept 
and development of futuristic electro-optics systems and their incorporation 
into the Army Force Structure; is responsible for coordination with other planners, 
combat developers and materiel developers to insure the DA/MSACSS/INSCOM res
ponsibilities are considered during the conceptual phase of planning, concept 
formulation, and systems development; and is responsible for the planning, concept, 
and development of organization and materiel needs in support of the requirements 
to conduct the functions of an all-source multi-discipline Military Intelligence 
organization at Theater/EAC. The DCSFM develops and coordinates the H!SCOM 
position on materiel research, development and acquisition projects which 
have application at the Echelon Above Corps; within INSCOl1, coordinates intelli
gence concepts, systems requirements, procurement plans, and related actions 
to include organizational and operational concepts, doctrine, user tests and 
other plans relating to total force requirements; and provides technical advice 
and assistance concerning intelligence, EH, counterintelligence and OPSEC support 
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materiel requirements, concepts and deployment in response to requests by other 
commanders/M/\COMs. The DCSFM is the designated Army materiel developer for 
NSA/CSS developed systems to be operated by rnscot-1 and serves as the INSCOM 
point-of-contact with NSACSS on all matters relating to SIGirlT systems planning, 
development and acquisition. 

(U) On l May 1981, the Deputy Chief of Staff, Systems \'1as redesignated to 
Deputy Chief of Staff, Force r-1odernization as part of a major HQ INSCOM. At 
the same time, the DCSFM was given the full responsibility for systems develop
ment and received from DCSOPS the functions relating to Plans and Reserve Affairs 
along with accompanying resources. Internally, the ODCSFt1 retained the Systems 
Division but split the Concepts and Requirements Division into Force Modernization 
Division and the Requirements Validation Division. The Programs Office was also 
created to handle the ·consolidated Cryptologic Program {CCP), the General Defense 
Intelligence Program (GDIP}, etc. 

De ut Chief of Staff Resource t1ana ement DCSRM • (U) The Deputy Chief of 
Staff, Resource Management is t e pr nc,pa sta f assistant to the Cor.,manding 
General, INSCOM, in matters pertaining to programming, budget, manpo\'!er authori
zation, control and utilization, management analysis, cost and econoMic analysts, 
finance and accounting, accounting policy, .control of funds, .and internal review. 
Exercises staff supervision over the INSCOM Finance and Accounting Activity and 
assists and advises commanders in all matters relating to resource management 
throughout the Command. At the close of FY 1980, ODCSRf-1 consisted of the Program 
and Budget Division, t1anagement and Analysis Division, Finance and Accounting 
Division, Manpower Division, Internal Review Division, and Administrative Office. 
During the year, the Cost and Economic Analysis Division was placed under the 
Program and Budget Division for purpose of more efficient management because 
of the Cost and Economic Analysis Division 1 s size. The Quality Assurance Divi
sion was no longer reflected in the o2ganizationa1 structure due to uncertainty 
as to its relationship within ODCSRII. 

De ut Chief of Staff, Automation DCSAUT . (U) The mission of the OCSJ\UT 
,s to av se an assist on a matters pertaining to ADP; establish INSC~I ADP 
policy; develop comprehensive, intergrated automation plans; exercise resource 
management for INSCOM ADP activities, \a/Orldwide; evaluate execution of rnscnr1 
plans and programs \'lhich employ ADP technology; operate the command-level data 
processing installation· and to interact with the Office of the Secretary of 
Defense (OSD}, b 3 10 US 424 Per DIA National Security Agency (tlSA}, 
Department of rmy , ,ce o e ss,stant Chief of Staff for Automation 
and Communications (OACSAC}, Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence 
(OACSI), and supported data processing activities (DPAs) to insure that a focal 
point for each automation function or .category is designated and provided wit!l 
sufficient authority to carry out assigned responsibilities. The DCSA also 
served as commander of the INSCOt1 Automated Systems Activity. 

(U) On 1 October 1979, the Automation Management Office was redesignated as 
the Deputy Chief of Staff, Automation. The change in title reflected a transfer 
of functions and personnel from the Automated Systems Activity. Under the 
new organization, the DCSA consisted of a Technical /l,dvisor, Life Cycle Manage
ment Division, and the Plans, Policies, Programs and Requirements Division. 
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Assistant Chief of Staff Telecommunications ACSTEL. (U) The ~ssistant Chief 
of Staff, Te ecommunicat ons waste principa sta f assistant for all matters 
pertaining to telecommunications. Responsibilities include development, coordi
nation and staff supervision of all functions related to telecommunications with
in the Command. Served as Program Area Director for command programs, budgets 
and the Army Management System as they relate to telecommunications. Discharged 
primary staff responsibilities for engineering, installation and maintenance 
of INSCOM telecommunication systems. Exercised staff supervision over operation 
of the Defense Special Security Communication System (DCSSCS), CRITICOMM and 
other telecommunications activities of the Collliland. Directed development of 
tactical communication objectives, concepts and requirements within HISCOM areas 
of interest. And exercised operational control over the US Army Communications 
Command Communications Center supporting INSCOM at Arlington Hall Station. As 
in FY 1979, OACSTEL continued to be organized into the following: Plans, Operations 
and Resources Division; Communications Electronics Division (Ft f1eade); Communi
cations Electronics Division (Arlington Hall Station); Engineering and Installation 
Division; and Administration Office. 

Personal Staff: 

..,_,,...__"P-_____ __.._I_G ..... (U) The IG, as a member of the personal staff, inquired 
nto an reporte upon, matters affecting the performance of mission and state 

of economy, efficiency, discipline, and morale of every phase of activity which 
was within the sph_ere of responsibility of the CG and as prescribed by law. 
Throughout the report period, the IG Office continued to be comprised of an 
Assistance and Investigations Division and Inspections Division. 

Staff Judge Advocate (SJA). (U} The SJA served as legal advisor to the CG, 
DCG's CofS, and all staff elements of HQ ItlSCOM and, as necessary, to subordinate 
elements of the command. 

Advisor for Scientific and Cryptologic Affairs. (U) The Advisor served as the 
principal advisor to the CG on scientific and cryptologic matters. 

Command Chaplain. (U) The Command Chaplain served as the Chaplain of the 
USAINSCOM, and was responsible for all chaplain related activities ,,.,ithin the 
command; provided advice and assistance to the CG and his staff on religious, 
moral, moral leadership, and human self developr,ent matters. 

Special Disbursing Officer (SDO). (U) The SDO served as the Special Disbursing 
Officer for the USAHISCOM, advising the CG and DCG's on all aspects of the 
control, administration, supervision, and utilization of intelligence contingency 
funds ( ICF). 

Command Psychologist (CP~. (U}', The CP advised the CG on matters pertaining 
to the mental health, ot er medical support, and provided guidance on psycholo
gical factors pertaining to intelligence operations. 
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Reorlanization of HQ INSCOM and CONUS Elements. (U) There was a general per
cept on among the INSCOM Commander, subordinate conmanders, and staff officers 
at all levels that HQ INSCOM was not functioning as expected. These perceptions 
were recorded in statements from the staff, Organizational Effectiveness (OE) 
seminars and the INSCOM Corrmanders Conference, and showed a high degree of 
uniformity of view. There was a preponderance of opinion that first, command 
goals and objectives were not effectively corrmunicated to the staffi second, 
that even if effectively communicated these goals and objectives were often 
not accepted by the staff; and third, that even when understood and accepted, 
staff performance was not totally effective in achieving goals and objectives. 
Besides these perceptions, there existed the need to attempt to utilize man
power resources as efficiently as possible. Only through maximum utilization 
of its personnel would INSCOM be able to gather out-of-hide the manpower spaces 
to accomplish essential functions which here-to-fore had been neglected. The 
widely held belief that HQ INSCOM was not organized properly to reflect its 
mission and the pressing manpower constraints prompted COL Allan R. Stern, 
the Chief, Mission Analysis Office, to propose to MG William I. Rolya, CDR 
INSCOM, that a reorganization study be conducted. 

(U) Subsequently, on 10 August 1979, MG Rolya tasked MAO to conduct a concept 
study to determine strategies to improve the organization of HQ INSCOM. To 
complete the study COL Stern and MAO action officers formed a research team. 
In addition, the study team used input from the HQ INSCOM staff from past OE 
sessions and coordinated each phase o.f the study with the staff. The first 
step of the study included a historical look at how HQ INSCOM came to be organi
zed in its present form. Several milestones stood out. 

(U) The INSCOM Concept Plan, dated 13 August 1976, was an attempt as a result 
of IOSS to organize HQ INSCOM to centralized functional authority and responsibility 
in four areas: Finished Intelligence and Threat Analysis (production)i Intelli
gence Operations (collection); Counterintelligence (counter collection); and 
Resource Management and Support (men, money. and materiel to carry .forth 
missions in the three operational areas). As shown in Tab A, the Commander, 
the functional directors for each of the four areas. and the Director of the 
HQ staff were the chief executives of INSCOM. The breadth and complexity of 
operations within INSCOM would warrant flag officer grades in the Commander, 
Deputy Commander for Operations. and Deputy Commander for Resource Management 
and Support positions. The Deputy Corrmander for Counterintelligence Operations 
and for Intelligence Threat Analysis. and the Director of the HQ INSCOM staff 
were perceived of as 06 positions. 

(U) The coordination of the 13 August 1976 Concept Plan within the Arll\Y altered 
the focus of HQ, INSCOM organization. Included among the guidance provided 
by a 29 December 1976 ACSI Directive were the following: 

(3) Organizational structure must be revised along staff/command lines 
and simplified. [i.e., the idea of centralizing conmand authority and staff 
responsibilities along DCDR lines is rejected.] 

(4) Integration of intelligence disciplines should be maximized through
out the INSCOM structure. 
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(U) On 30 December 1976, one day after the promulgation of DA guidance which 
significantly altered (reduced) the perceived scope of INSCOM's missions and 
authority to come (thus the conceptual organization), DA GO 25 was published 
redesignating HQ USASA as HQ INSCOM. Six months before there was an approved 
concept, an organization was created. USAINTA was assigned as a subordinate 
unit (an organizational alternative that was rejected before the 13 August 
1976 Concept Plan was submitted). Operational, functional and management 
responsibilities for Production were assigned without conceptual foundation 
(or resources). INSCOM was tasked to meet all operational tasks of the resi
dual ASA and newly affiliated (OACSI and USAINTA) organizations in accordance 
with Army regulations, or to get the regulations changed (29 Oeceniler 1976 
OACSI letter). 

(U) In response to DA's guidance, HQ INSCOM submitted a revised Concept Plan 
on 11 March 1977, which attempted to accomodate the 29 December 1976 guidance. 

(1) There are more multidisciplined units. (But CONUS units are still 
single disciplined.) 

(2) The overall structure is 11 Staff/Coll111and line" oriented. 

(3) Although discipline integration is manifested for OCONUS units, the 
operations staffs are still Collection, CI, and Production oriented. An Operations 
Center under the Chief of Staff and a Systems and Requirenents element in the 
DIROPS were to be the genesis of multidisciplined management of concepts, doc
trine and operations: "The Headquarters staff organization was designed to 
meet the various operational necessities of INSCOM as well as conforming with 
proven Army manageme~t principles. 

(a) The design assumed a single station location for Headquarters, 
INS COM. 

(b) The design evidenced a mix of directors and deputy chiefs of 
staff allowing differentiation between the collection (DIROPS), intelligence 
and threat analysis (OIRITA), and countercollection (DIRCI) elements and the 
other functional staff elements. These three directors will be constituted 
with the specific authority to direct the operations of INSCOM in the name of 
the Commander, yet are a part of synthesized coordinating staff all responsive 
to one Chief of Staff. 

(c) Every effort has been made to remove operating functions from 
the INSCOM staff and to implace all proper headquarters staff functions on 
the staff. This will result in a bi-directional migration of functions and 
resources, from HQ USASA and USAINTA to operating levels and vice-versa. In 
both cases, it has been determined that HQ staff functions have, in the past, 
been assigned to operating units, e.g., US Army Operations Group and the USASA 
SIGSEC Activity. Further, it has been determined that support functions have 
been performed by resources allocated to the staffs, e.g., graphics, printing, 

Q, etc." 
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(U) On 2 May 1977, the VCSA approved the revised concept subject to modifi
cations: HQ support elements being supervised by staff proponents; creation 
of an ODCSOPS, i.e., integration of CI, Collection and Production staffs at the 
earliest feasible date; and placement of DCDR's in the chain of command. The 
resultant and final conceptual organization which was identical in purpose 
to the 11 March 1977 version is shown at Tab C and was promulgated in the 14 
June 1977 Change l to the 11 March 1977 HISCOM Concept Plan. HQ INSCOM TOA, 
dated effective l June 1979 still reflected several areas inconsistent with 
DA's planning guidance. (See Tab D). The INSCOM had yet to create at the 
11 earl iest feasible date" an integrated ODCSOPS consisting of collection, pro
duction, and CI integration. In addition, the DCDR's should be in the chain 
of command. Finally, the VCSA had also directed on 2 May 1977 that INSCOM 
future planning objectives include the organizational integration of CONUS 
single discipline groups. 

(U) There was a multitude of causes for this failure to complete the organiza
tion. There real-time problems on-going while the concept and organization 
was being formulated. The pulling of a production staff "out-of-hide" and co
mingling HUMINT, CI, and SIGINT staff actions. The concept was based on a single 
station location while reality had HQ INSCOM at two primary locations plus 
a small element at a third. The Deputy Co11111anders, though functionally assigned 
tended to be physically oriented, one toward Arlington Hall Station elements 
and one toward Fort Meade elements. In addition, the personal and special 
staffs were located at one or both of the locations with functional responsi
bilities to the entire staff. During the period of organization, there was 
internal negotiation of pre-integration relationships and a focus on assurance 
that HQ operations staff elements at Fort Meade and Arlington Hall Station were 
neither subordinate nor superior, but co-equal. 

{U) A recapitulation of the organizational development steps discussed in time 
sequence illustrates the haphazard Army management control of the organization 
of this MACOM: 

a. On 15 May 1976 HQ USASA was tasked to develop the INSCOM concept in 
concert with USAINTA and OACSI. 

b. On 30 December 1976, INSCOM was formed, nine months prior to the approved 
implementation date of the concept, 18 months prior to the publication of AR 
10-53 and 30 months before the effective date of the HQ TOA. 

c. On 2 May 1977, the Concept was approved for implementation on 1 Oct 
77 ( INSCOM anniversary). 

d. On 15 June 1978, the OM&F Regulation (AR 10-53) was published, 18 
months after the organization was formed, and 12 months prior to the effective 
date of the TDA. 

e. On 18 August 1978,the HQ TOA was submitted to DA and was approved with 
an effective date of l June 1979, 30 months after the organization was formed. 
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(U) When event sequencing is coupled with conceptual planning guidance that 
forced a HQ designed for single station location, the full reasons for the 
"way HQ INSCOM is organized today" became apparent: 

a. HQ INSCOM organized itself to accomplish existing missions of USAINTA, 
OACSI FOAs and the residual ASA, prior to INSCOM concept approval, OM&F Reg 
publication, or HQ TDA submission. 

b. HQ INSCOM organizational elements were formed in operationally and 
physically separate modes 18 months prior to the articulation of the INSCOM 
mission. 

c. Requirements to stay within end. strengths, inability to transfer spaces/ 
faces between locations, necessary preservation of all associated civilian jobs 
and the existing physical separation of key elements of the operational staffs 
along USAINTA and residual USASA mission lines perpetuated the operational 
character of the 20 month old Headquarters during the formulation and submission 
of the first HQ TDA. 

d. The HQ INSCOM organization did not reflect the spirit and intent of 
the IOSS as modified or amplified by succeeding HQ DA guidance. This was 
especially true in the continued separation of CI, Collection and Production 
staffs and in the continued direct management of CONUS single discipline units. 

€ (U) Given the conditions which led to the current HQ INSCOM organization, 
the MAO study team rejected an organizational approach to the problem. This 

C 

is what had largely been tried in the past. Instead, the team took the various 
HQ INSCOM functions as contained in the current M&F manual and grouped like 
functions with one another. Afterwards, the planners determined the final 
organization by simply drawing logically organizational boxes about the functions. 

(U) The study by MAO arrived at several findings. INSCOM had a collection 
goal and a production goal which as organized were essentially independent. 
As long as these remained separate and not placed under a single manager the 
goals of IOSS would not be accomplished. If HISCOM was to fulfill both the 
intent of IOSS and the mission given it by the Army, the level collection of 
support given to Army producers would be required to increase. This would have 
the effect of coupling the collection and production goals. As this coupling 
increases, the potential for conflict and the necessity for coordination between 
collection and production would increase. 

(U) The analysis of the INSCOM security goal indicated a disconnect in the 
current staff structure in this area. Components of the goal of providing 
security support to the Army and selected DOD activities included the collection 
of information/intelligence concerning the activities of hostile collectors, 
the production of intelligence concerning hostile collection activities, the 
analysis of the security vulnerabilities of friendly organization with reference 
to both the actual and potential collection threat, and the initiation of measures 
to counter this threat. Each of the components were dependent on the outputs 
from the other elements. The potential for conflict and lack of coordination 
were large, suggesting the requirement for a single manager. In actual fact 
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several managers were involved--both OCSOPS and OCSCI for collection, OCSITA 
for production, and DCSCI for the rest. 

(U) The mission/goal analysis also revealed a functional inconsistency in 
the manner the Deputy Commanding Generals were focused. One DCG was functionally 
focused on intelligence collection {DCG-I) while the other (OCG-S&P) was focused 
on production and security. An additional complication was introduced by the 
physical focus of the DCG's which placed the DCG-I at Arlington Hall Station 
where the production and collection managers were located while the DCG-S&P 
was at Fort Meade where the security manager was located. The mission/goal 
analysis clearly revealed that the intelligence collection and production efforts 
were more strongly linked than the security and production (less CI production) 
efforts. The orientation of the OCG's probably contributed to the lack of 
coordination of collection and production. 

(U) The fragmented structure of the operations staff results in an unusually 
complex set of coordination requirements to effectively execute the four implied 
support missions/goals--concepts/doctrine, people, material, and money. Require
ments for resources were originated by the operational managers as they assessed 
tasking from external and internal sources and generated plans for intelligence, 
security, and electronic warfare support. These operational plans in turn 
precipitated a whole series of requirements and plans for acquiring and sus
taining resources. The job of managing these resources was the job resource 
managers (i.e., DCSPER, DCSLOG, DCSRM, and OCSS). The analysis of the INSCOM 
staff structure for accomplishing concept/doctrine and equipment support revealed 
a disconnect. INSCOM's materiel goal consisted of acquisition and maintenance 
components. The maintenance component was dependent upon the acquisition com
ponent to accomplish the materiel goal. In fact, three staff managers (DCSS, 
OCSLOG, and AMO) were involved in the management of materiel (including software) 
acquisition while two staff managers were involved in the management of materiel 
maintenance. The potential for both lack of coordination and conflict were 
large, suggesting the necessity for a single manager. 

(U) In the current HQ INSCOM organization OCS Systems was responsible for 
concept and doctrine. DCSOPS was in charge of plans. However, the MAO Study 
Team felt that all three functions should be combined. In this manner the 
one who conceives of doctrines and concepts should also be the one who formulates 
the plan. At present the originator is often unaware of the problems in imple
menting a particular doctrine. 

(U) Concept and doctrine development played a role in both operations.and 
systems acquisition. In the operational area, concept and doctrine were both 
driven by operational planning. In the systems acquisition area, concept and 
doctrine should drive the acquisition of materiel and the systems development 
process. Although previous discussions were concentrated on the reduction of 
conflict, there \'ras a positive value if it was carefully managed. The systems 
acquisition process was where conflict can be of positive value. Those who 
write concept and doctrine levy requirements on the systems development process. 
If the same set of people do both, conflict was minimized but total system 
effectiveness may be diminished because the user can be left out of the process. 
Systems developers tend to let technology drive need and consumers will either 
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end up with systems for which there would be no need or systems which would 
not satisfy needs. It was for this reason that TRADOC (the requirement developer) 
and DARCOM (the system developer) were not united under one MACOM in the Army. 
The MAO study team believed that the driver of both the staff element responsible 
for concepts, doctrines, and plans and the staff element in change of systems 
development should be the DCSOPS. The DCSOPS would state the basic require
ments. In this manner, there would be an honest broken relationship. 

(U) HQ INSCOM was in the position of providing command, control, and staff 
support for 26 subordinate units. Of these 26 units, 18 had operational missions. 
While the span of control was not unusual for a MACOM, the differing scope of 
subordinate activities was unique, e.g., this MACOM directly commanded within 
OCONUS everything from single discipline field stations to four variations of 
multidiscipline to a geographically dispersed production unit. The demands on 
the worker and manager components of the staff were different for each different 
type unit that HQ commanded. This was considered a complexity multiplier that 
could not be ignored when considering the HQ structure. It specified that, e.g .• 
the DCSPER was not only a MACOM DCSPER but for some units, (especially in CONUS) 
the acting S-1. The condition focused the full time attention of the operations 
and resource management staffs on not only the MACOM planning functions but on 
day-to-day unit operations problems. This bi-focal modus operandi was seen as 
deleterious to the planning functions simply from the aspect that day-to-day 
problems always demanded priority. 

C (U) The condition mandated amalgamation of all the operational staff and support 
staff activities dealing with day-to-day operations whenever possible. The 

0 

MAO study believed a part of the answer lay in the establishment of a CONUS 
TAIC. S~ch action would have a significant and positive impact on the worker 
and management focus of the HQ Staff~ and on the entire command and MACOM manage
ment system. It would replace seven CONUS units from reporting to the Command 
Group to only one unit. The establishment of the CONUS TAIC would also permit 
a partial solution of the split headquarters dilemma. The shifting of resources 
between Arlington Hall Station and Fort George G. Meade would mean that the 
CONUS TAIC resources plus those responsible for materiel development would 
be at FGGM and the staff elements consolidated at AHS. Therefore, this study 
proceeded by assuming that INSCOM would best be served by the establishment 
of a CONUS TAIC because of: 

(1) the command goal to create a viable MACOM. 

(2) consistent Army guidance to create a multidisciplined MI group in 
CONUS. 

(3) The critical need to limit the central focus of the HQ staff on planning, 
versus day-to-day operations. 

(U) The MAO study team arrived at the conclusion that there was no one optimum 
alignment of functions and that alternatives were viable. Each would be as 
efficient as the others given proper cooperating among the command group and 
staff. The study group proposed two different approaches, but designated one 
as its preferred choice. 
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(U) The study group recommended the following organizational changes: 

a. Activation of a CONUS TAIC HQ at FGGM. 

b. Streamlining of the headquarters staff to include establishment of a: 

{l) Multidiscipline DCSOPS at AHS. 

(2) Multidiscipline DCSPLANS at AHS. 

(3) Integrated Materiel Systems Development and Logistics Staff 
{expanded DCSLOG) at AHS. 

(4) Integrated ADP and Telecorrrnunications Staff (consolidated ACSTEL 
and part of AMO/ASA) at AHS. 

(5) FOA to perform systems development and acquisition functions 
(Systems Development Agency for all systems) at FGGM. 

c. Moving the Command Security Office from DCSCI to the Special Staff. 

d. Revised DCG responsibilities. 

e. Strengthening of the Office of the CofS. 

(U) As a result of these changes, numerous improvements are realized to include: 

a. The ability to consolidate HQ INSCOM at a single location (AHS) now. 

b. Significant resource savings. 

c. More efficient operations at multiple echelons. 

d. A significant decrease in the span of control problem for the CG and 
CofS. 

e. Increased compliance with the provisions of the JOSS. 

f. Reduction of the restationing requirements to one element--the ITAC. 

(U) The personnel turbulence resulting from implementation of the study was 
believed to be minimal and inconsequential compared to the turbulence INSCOM 
had always been ready to accept as a result of a restationing decision. Con
sequently, MAO concluded that there were no major disadvantages to implementing 
the study. 

{U) From 22 to 24 October 1979, the Command Group and principle staff held an 
executive session at Camp Peary. At this time, MG Rolya enthusiastically endorsed 
the study and its basic conclusions. The remainder of the Command Group appeared 
more neutral, and the reception of staff was mixed as could be expected. Those 
elements \o1hich would gain resources were supportive; those which would lose 
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were not. An exception was the DCSOPS, who although standing to lose spaces, 
was very positive. 

~ Specifically, MG Rolya approved the following at the October Executive 
Session: First, there would be established an 139 personnel operational CONUS 
Conmand at FGGM tentatively called the 1st Intelligence and Security Brigade 
instead of TAIC. Spaces would be drawn from HQ INSCOM as a result of savings 
from eliminating non-staff functions. In April 1980, the CDR INSCOM issued the 
guidance that the Central Security Facility, the 902d MI Group, the CONUS MI 
Group and the USA Operations Group would be directly subordinated to the I&S 
Brigade.· Field Stations Homestead and San Antonio will be subordinated to the 
CONUS MI Group and the 641st MI Detachment assigned to the USA Operational 
Group. It was also decided that the USA ITAC would remain directly subordinate 
to HQ INSCOM and the 11th MI Battalion (Provisional) assigned to the Center. 
Plans called for the future activation of a MI Group which would be subordinate 
to the Brigade and would have assigned upon activation the 641st Detachment 
and the 11th MI Company. The spaces (67 from HQ INSCOM, 27 from HQ Support 
Detachment, and 15 from the INSCOM Audiovisual/Admin Spt Activity) for the 
Brigade were identified, and on l May 1980, Field Station Homestead and Field 
Station San Antonio were reassigned from HQ INSCOM to the INSCOM CONUS MI Group 
(Provisional) on l May 1980. Plans called for the CONUS MI Group to augment 
the field stations during crisis or contingency situations. Although the pack
age for the Brigade was completed, the CDR INSCOM directed in June 1980 that 
it be held until the time was appropriate for submission to DA. There was 
the belief that the final stationing decision would soon be announced. There 
was also a fear that if HQ INSCOM went on record showing that 109 spaces were 
available, HQDA would approve the consolidation of headquarters at one location 
but would request the 109 spaces be given up while denying the activation of a 
Brigade. 

(U) Secondly, the Command Security Office (CSO) would be reassigned from the 
DCSCI to the Chief of Staff as a separate staff element. This was accomplished 
on 12 November 1979. Thirdly, two additional spaces for operational continuity 
would be established in the office of the Chief of Staff. The incumbent Chief 
of Staff felt no inmediate need for the increase so it was not until 24 July 1980 
that the position of Deputy Chief of -Staff was created and filled. Fourth, 
although mentioned by the MAO Study, there was no mention by CDR INSCOM of the 
revision of the DCG's responsibilities. However, this occurred on 8 August 
1980 when new letters of instruction were issued largely based upon the esta
blishment of the multidiscipline ODCSOPS, which consolidated collection, pro
duction and counterintelligence staff functions. The Deputy Commanding General, 
Intelligence was made responsible for all three functions; the Deputy Commanding 
General, Security and Production was redesignated as the DCG, Support and was 
made responsible for personnel, material, and infonnation systems. 

(U) At the Camp Peary Meeting, the CDR INSCOM decided the present ODCSLOG 
would remain vice creation of a ODCSMAT as recommended by the MAO study. At 
the same time, he approved the development of a provisional DCS Automation and 
Conmunications in the place of the current ACSTEL and DCSA subject to the review 
and approval of the CDR US Army Convnunications Conmand and HQDA. The proposal 
failed to develop as the USACC was opposed. In October, the CDR INSCOM also 
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approved the development of a DCS Force Modernization vice DCSPLANS. Force 
Modernization was announced as the INSCOM planner for war plans, all architec
tural planning, Reserve Components/National Guard planning, language monitoring, 
etc. DCSFM would be the primary staff element with interest in systems develop
ment, and as such, it would be given a Field Operating Agency (FOA} at FGGM 
which would provide the project managers who would receive validated require
ments for new systems/equipment, plan the development, and bring to Type A 
Classification those new items. Some changes were made prior to the actual 
establishment of the DCSFM. In February 1980, the Language Office was esta
blished within the ODCSOPS instead of ODCSFM. Because the I&S Brigade was not 
established at Fort George G. Meade, the FAQ was not organized. However, the 
FAO functions were made a part of DCSFM itself. On 1 April 1980, spaces and 
functions dealing with Reserve Affairs and Plans within ODCSOPS were transferred 
to DCS Systems, which on 1 May was redesignated as DCS Force Modernization 
with 62 spaces. 

(U} Undoubtedly, the most significant of all the changes was probably the 
establishment of a multidisciplined ODCSOPS which consolidated collection, 
production, and security functions at the staff level for the first time. 
The DCSITA was discontinued on 1 November 1979 but the final disposition of 
its personnel was held in question until there was resolution of where the 
production functions would rest. The DCSITA also served as the CDR, ITAC and 
because of this division had come to the conclusion that the ODCSITA should 
be abolished to promote greater efficiency. The question which remained was 
to whom should the functions and personnel be transferred. In early 1980, 
negotiations between the CDR, ITAC and the DCSOPS led to the transfer of the 
mission for general intelligence production policy to ODCSOPS with six personnel. 
Threat policy and dissemination along with the remainder of the DCSITA personnel 
would go to !TAC. On 1 March 1980, the six persons were assigned to ODCSOPS 
to fonn the Production Office. On l May 1980, the DCSCI was merged with DCSOPS 
to form the ADCSOPS, OPSEC. Although the creation of the multidisciplined 
ODCSOPS had a far reaching effect and fulfilled the spirit of IOSS which MAO 
had originally addressed in its study, there were still serious organizational 
flaws that remained. Within the ODCSOPS, for example, ADCSOPS HUMINT was iso
lated in both distance and secure communications from the remainder of ODCSOPS, 
and there was not i111T1ediate solution as long as personnel could not be moved 
between headquarters. The same was true for elements of ADCSOPS, OPSEC which 
were found at FGGM, Vint Hill Fanns, and AHS. In the end, the MAO Study and 
its implementation effected significant changes but had not solved all the 
problems which it had addressed.3 

INSCOM Science and Technology Board. (U} On 26 October 1979, the newly created 
INSCOM Science and Technology Board met for the first time. The purpose of this 
board is to insure that INSCOM exploits science and technology to the maximum 
in order to accomplish its mission as effectively as possible. Mr. E.A. Speakman, 
Staff Advisor for Science and Crypto Affairs served as chairman.4 

501st MI Group Reorganization. ,/ Over the years the intelligence structure 
in Korea evolved over time as i¥o:ination gaps, intelligence shortfalls, and 
requirements were balanced against manpower decrements. As a result, FY 1980 
found a patchwork organization, built to support peacetime requirements. Intelli-
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gence analysis and reporting resources were over d due to the emphasis placed 
on early detection of the irrminence of hostili . There were no resources 
available to meet contingency intelligence ion and analysis requirements. 
Unprogranmed requirements placed additional s ss on already scarced .assets and 
had to be delayed or cancelled if they co n t work around the Indications 
and Warning (I&W) mission. HUMINT coll t was spread aimng three subordinate 
elements with no central middle manag , nits were conducting HUMINT activities; 
and the group staff was perfonning a er i al functions normally done by sub
ordinate units (source, management co e tion management, intelligence-related 
preparation and distribution). e 5 s MI Grou 's tactical round-based (332d 
ASA Company, Operations) and a o ....,,,.,.-rTTI<--..-..-.........-,...-=..-.-,.--..,.----' assets were 
totally tied to and dependen upon , garr son ac y. While this 
dependency had distinct'-----'--~OP. rational advantage during peace, operations 
would be initially inhibited an resources made more vulnerable in crisis or 
war. 

¼' On 15 December 1979, t 501st MI Group was reorganized to consist of three 
provisional battalions in ~dition to Field Station Korea and the 332d ASA Company, 
Operations. The battali s were the 146th MI Battalion (Prov), the 209th MI 
Battalion (Prov), and 5 th MI Battalion (Prov). The purpose was to better 
consolidate and centra ize collection activities. Operationally, the 524th 
was assi ned HUMINT s onsibil · 

• , s a wor e 
fonnulating a new operational and organizational 
to DA for approval in FY 1981.5 (U) 

Establishment of Field Station Kunia. ~ The new Remote Operations Facility 
(ROF) at Kunia, Hawaii is to be manned and operated by personnel from the three 
Service Cryptologic Elements (SCE). INSCOM is the base and cryptologic host 
responsible for overall facility management (less operational missions of the 
other SCE's in addition to its assigned mission of collection, analysis, and 
timely reporting on assigned targets). INSCOM is also responsible for providing 
systems maintenance less those systems identified as service-unique. 

(U) ~ During 1979, INSCOM had attempted to gain USAFSS and NSG support for a 
Joint Kunia Operational Organization but was not successful. The other two 
Service Cryptologic Agencies (SCA) did not accept the approach that a joint 
service controlled organization would insure meaningful service participation. 
They believed that such an arrangement would establish an excessive NSACSS 
role early on, and the better approach would be to have three separately identified 
SCA's with which NSA must deal. Secondly, the other services did not feel com
fortable with a joint organization. They questioned, based on Kunia unknowns 
at the time, that it could be made to work. Instead, they view the Tri-Service, 
Misawa, organization as known and workable. Although INSCOM did not abandon 
its desires for joint organization, the issue was for all intents and purposes 
dead. 

(U) 
£\ 

~)8681 The basic "imver and shaker" for the Kuni a project was NSACSS. INSCOM' s 
role was primarily to establish arrangements for base operations support and 
other support relationships with WESTCOM, the Army installation host. NSACSS ~ 
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-
continued to handle such large projects as the rehabilitation of Bldg 102 
as a BEQ; NSACSS was also the director of the rehab of the 3rd floor of the 
Kunia facility as a site for QRC operations. This was accomplished by the 
Electronic Security Conmand, utilizing a series of AF Civil Engineer Reserve 
units on two weeks active duty each, and was completed in September 1980. At 
that point, the INSCOM installation teams took over and began to install the 
operational equipment. 

Kunia's principal mission is the collection, processing, and timely 

(b)(3):50 USC 3024(i);(b)(3):P.L. 86-36;(b) (1) Per NSA 

(b)(3):50 USC 3024(i);(b)(3):P.L. 86-36;(b) (1) Per NSA 

(b)(3):50 USC 3024(i);(b)(3):P.L. 86-36;(b) (1) Per NSA 

approach permits centralized control and allocation of resources in support 
of objectives-oriented collection, analysis, and reporting. It provides an 
interfunctional level of skills, concentration of computer and communications 
support, improved collection operator support, enhanced data base access and 
opportunities for collection and processing which can be recognized and exploited 
in near real-time. 

{Sl...wel'1f The first requirement to surface for the Kunia Tri-Service Station 
~-indicated in the HF Modernization Study, issued on 5 June 1978 by NSACSS. 
This resulted in the promulgation of Annex E to the HF Modernization Study, 
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(3):P.L. 86-36;(b) (1) Per NSA I 

dated 9 August 1978. This annex outlined a plan to est ish a Tri-Service 
Remote Operations Facility at Kunia, Hawaii res on · e for col tion, first-
echelon processing, and timely reporting ofc_____,, _______ ___,This annex 
was responsible for the subsequent issuance of an NSACSS System Coordinating 
Paper I (SCP-I), dated 8 January 1980. During the 2d Qtr FY 1980, Public Law 
96-154 was announced as the Defense Appropriations Bill for Project Kunia. 
Also, during this period a final copy of the Kunia Concept of Operations was 
published. During 3d Qtr FY 1980 an NSACSS and INSCOM Implementation Plan 
(25 June 1980) for the Quick Rea~tion Capability (QRC) Phase were approved 
and published. US Army Field Station, Kunia would be organized on 1 October 
1980. 

~ Initially, under the QRC Phase, the INDRA Remote Collection Facilit 

(b)(3):50 USC 3024(i);(b)(3):P.L. 86-36;(b) (1) Per NSA 

(b)(3):50 USC 3024(i);(b)(3):P .L. 86-36;(b) (1) Per NSA 

However, the AGAS being sent to Kunia is considered to be inadequate by those 
personnel associated with its operation. Some of these inadequacies are lack 
of documentation of software by Saunders Corporation and a lack of replacement 
parts. The system is about 15 years old and should be upgraded or replaced 
by a similar, more efficient system. With an efficient AGAS type system at 
Kunia, the processing of conventional wideband collection can be done two-and
a-half times faster than by manual means. If the system doesn't operate 
efficiently, it backs up all processing and consequently would adversely 
effect the reporting posture of Field Station Kunia. Unfortunately, due 

~

b get constraints, this system has very little chance of being upgraded. 
(P 

During Phase I, a DF-6/RTSS/Net Control capability will also be pro
vided, possibly in August 1981. A Mission Control System (MCS), possibly an 
IBM 43xx Series, will be procured and installed also sometime in August 1981. 
The operational date for Phase I is planned for April 1982. There is 257 per
sonnel planned to be assigned during the phase. Phase II will consist of the 
procurement of equipment for a new RCF at the field station. This final phase 
is scheduled for sometime in the

6
FY 1984/85 time frame. There would be 231 

personnel required for Phase II. 
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Transfer of TAREX Detachment Euro e's O erational Control OPCON . -(S;'P~BFOIU~) 
In Octo er 979, t e Cornman er. 66t M Group. propose t e transfer of OPSCON 
of the TAREX element at Munich (TAREX Det-E} to the 18th MI Battalion. The 
intent of the proposal by Comnander, 66th MI Group was to place the TAREX 
Detachment into the wartime configuration of the 66th at a position in the 
overall structure which would be most advantageous for NSACSS, US Intelligence 
(USI}, and TAREX during time of conflict. However. TAREX Management Division 
(TMD), HQ INSCOM took exception to this proposal, feeling that TAREX Europe 
would suffer from increased subordination, loss of lateral and vertical access, 
loss of status, layering, and employment of TAREX personnel in non-TAREX duties. 
In addition, TMD cited the TAREX experience in Vietnam and explained how and 
why TAREX functioned so well in that environment. Both lateral and vertical 
access within the Intelligence community during time of conflict were found 
to be essential. NSACSS, as the Office of Primary Interest (OPI) and proponent 
agency of the TAREX Program through Consolidated Cryptologic Program (CCP) 
Funds, also expressed concern that TAREX functions and reporting should not 
be inhibited. Subsequently, 66th MI Group replied to TMD and NSACSS through the 
DCG(I), INSCOM on 4 January 1980, outlining the proposal, presenting its justi
fication, and assuring that TAREX functions and reporting would not be degraded 
as a result of such transfer. At the request of the DCG(I), TMD drafted a letter 
responding to NSACSS's concern, using the 66th MI Group Cdr's letter as a model. 
Although this request put TMD in the awkward position of writing a letter in 
support of a proposal it disagreed with, the task was completed. The final 
draft of the letter to Mr. Zaslow was ready for the DCG(I)'s signature on 3 
March 1980. Despite the opposition, in June, the DCG(I) informed TMD that 
the decision was to approve the transfer, and on or about 1 August 1980, OPCON 
of the TAREX Detachment was transferred to the 18th MI Battalion. 7 

Reorganization of the 500th MI Grou~. -,,et- In March 1979, MG \.Jilliam I. Rolya, 
CDR INSCOM, expressed h1s interestn a possible realignment of INSCOM assets 
in Japan and tasked the CDR 500th MI Group to perform a study and prepare a 
reorganization plan. The thrust of the reorganization was to establish a single 
multidiscipline collection organization by placing HUMINT/CI and SIGINT missions 
conducted in mainland Japan under a single command. Other objectives included 
providing additional military intelligence Officer Personnel Management System 
(OPMS) career progression positions for field grade MI officers and establishing 
an Asian Studies Detachment (ASD), which provides for expansion of Strategic 
Military Intelligence Detachment (STRATMID) program and extension of Asian 
language training program by drawing on the linguistic capability and foreign 
document availability in the US Army Document Center (Pacific} (UDC). 

~ In June 1979, the CDR 500th MI Group presented HQ INSCOM with a compre
hensive reorganization plan. utilizing the Group's current authorized manpower. 
Under the plan, the Group would be configured into a Group Headquarters to 

. consist of a Deputy for Operation~ and a Deputy for Support. Subordinate to 
the Group Headquaters and the Deputy for Operations would be a civilian assis
tant and a Multidiscipline Coordination Center (MCC) which would act as the 
focal point for discipline fusion and overall policy guidance/direction. The 
Deputy for Support would direct the Group's support functions. The four operating 
elements would consist of Field Station msawa, an MI Battalion, an Asian Studies 
Detachment (ASD) and a Counterintelligence Detachment (CID). 
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~·on 18 July 1979, the CofS, HQ INSCOM sent a message to the CDR 500th MI 
Group expressing the concurrence of CG INSCOM with the principles of the sooth's 
plan. Although approved, the HQ INSCOM staff raised questions involving different 
aspects of the plan. Key staff elements opposed the subordination of the Field 
Station Misawa to the Group. The distance between the 500th MI Group and FS 
Misawa was believed to be a detriment; another was that resubordination would 
not really change anything as the operational control would remain with NSACSS. 
In the end, however, the belief that placing Field Station Misawa under the 
500th MI Group would be done for structure sake prevailed. Next HQ INSCOM 
set about to secure NSACSS's concurrence. This was done by emphasizing that 
the field station's operational control would remain with NSACSS and that the 
field station would not engage in nor provide Program III (CCP) resources for 
multidiscipline activities. On l October 1979, Field Station Misawa was 
reassigned from HQ INSCOM to the 500th MI Group. 

(U) ~ There were doubts whether DA would approve a 45 military personnel authorized 
battalion with an additional 32 hire civilians augmentation. There were also 
doubts whether an additional OPMS 05 commander space could be sold to HQDA. 
The mission of the battalion would be to conmand and control four assigned 
detachments, conduct overt HUMINT and counterintelligence collection activities, 
conduct both unilateral and bilateral I fb)f3)·50 11sc 3024fi) I 
for the Japan base; conduct operational liaison with Japanese Government agencies, 
and conduct TAREX collection activities. On l December 1979, the INSCOM MI C Battalion (Collection)(Provisional) was organized at Camp Zama, Japan. 

(lJ)~ The UDC would be reorganized into an Asian Studies Detachment designed 
to improve translation and linguistic support and to manage linguistic and 
STRATMID training programs/projects. Besides the spaces already existing, 
six additional space requirements were identified. These six spaces were 

. (U) 

meant to satisfy the Commander INSCOM's desire to provide a viable Asian language 
maintenance training program, translation and linguistic support, and effective 
management of STRATMID support to the 500th Group. To insure that the Asian 
Studies Detachment would be saleable to HQDA, ODCSRM HQ INSCOM instructed that 
the six spaces should be taken from the reorganized 500th Group Headquarters. 

-tet The fourth element to be-organized was a Counterintelligence Detachment . 
which would direct and coordinate CI and security activities in the 500th MI 
Group. The detachment would act for the Corrnnander, 500th MI Group, in the 
direction, control, monitorship, and coordination of CI operations, liaison 
programs, operations security support, and other security services. The total 
military spaces amounted to 24. On l December 1979, the INSCOM MI Detachment 
(Counterintelligence){Provisional) was organized. 

(U) In April 1980, the concept plan was forwarded to HQDA for approval. On 
2 September 1980, the Office of Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and Plans 
approved the reorganization with a few exceptions. One of the major changes 
was the changing of the proposed battalion to a detachment because its size and 
structure was inconsistent with that of a standard Army battalion. The approved 
500th MI Group organization included the four major subordinate elements: 
Field Station Misawa, the US Army Asian Studies Detachment (authorized strength 
of l Officers, 8 Enlisted, 9 DAC, and 74 Foreign Nationals); 149th MI Detachment 
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~t,.,/ (authorized 8 Officers, 5 Warrant Officers. 29 Enlisted, and an augmentation 

of 13 DAG and 17 Fore_ign Nationals)i and the 181st MI Detachment {1 Officer, 
5 ~Jarrant Officers, 13 Enlisted, and an augmentation of 2 DAC and 4 Foreign 
Nationals). The Asian Studies Detachment, 149th MI Detachment, and 181st MI 
Detachment was organized and activated on 1 October 1980 at Camp Zama.8 

HQ INSCOM Restationing. (U) To implement the stationing aspects of the Intell i
gence Operations and Stationing Study (JOSS). INSCOM has been involved since 
1977 to establish a consolidated headquarters for the command. In December 
1978. HQ IMSCOM submitted a Case Study and Justification Folder (CSJF) for 
consolidation at Vint Hill Fanns Station only to have DOD select Fort George 
G. Meade as the preferred alternative. As a result. HQ INSCOM had to prepare 
a new CSJF for submission. this was completed and forwarded to HQDA on 27 November 
1979. To assure DARCOM of adequate support of its elements at Vint Hill Farms if 
INSCOM would no longer be the proponent, in the future HQDA indicated that 
DARCOM would be provided an estimated $4.l million dollars per year and the 
required personnel resources through FY 1985. HQDA also indicated that it 
would support requirements should any increase in DARCOM's strength within 
the National Capital Region be required. 

{U) On 3 January 1980. during the visit of a congressional staff/DOD/DA party 
to FGGM, the Director of Facilities Engineering {DFAE) FGGM remarked to repre
sentative of the Military Construction Subcommittee staff that space utilization 
studies subsequent to the CSJF indicated construction projected af FGGM was "not 
required." This statement, which contradicted infonnation previously provided 
by DFAE on 9 May 1979 that no permanent facilities were available, necessitated 
clarification prior to further action. The "new data" was a proposal to renovate 
and utilize four permanent buildings (Bldgs 39. 40, 41 and 43 in the FGGM commissary 
complex). to be released upon completion of a new commissary to accommodate the 
move of US Army Central Personnel Security Clearance Facility (CCF) (MILPERCEN) 
and Central Security Facility (CSF) (INSCOM) files from Bldg 4552, and the Post 
printing plant from Bldg 4553. Temporary buildings in good condition and air 
conditioned (T2508/2509, T4454/4474 or T4700) were to be used as new sites for 
Intelligence Materiel Development and Support Office {IMDSO) (moved from Bldg 
4554) and Readiness Group FGGM.{moved from Bldg 4553). An addition to Bldg 
4550 (HQ First Army) was to be constructed to accommodate move of First Army 
elements from Bldg 4553. Following departure of present tenants, Bldgs 4552, 
4553 and 4554 were to be rehabilitated {porches enclosed, attic converted) for 
consolidation of all HQ INSCOM elements. 

{U) MG Hilliam I. Rolya's reaction to this proposal was that for the long occupancy 
anticipated, substandard and make do conditions were not acceptable. There was 
also a negative reaction by subordinate elements of First Army to a move to 
temporary type facilities. The FGGM proposal also began to break down when the 
US Army Troop Support Agency advised the projected new commissary, although 
approved February 1980 for FGGM, would not be funded until April 1983. This 
would mean that the new store which would pennit release of buildings 39, 40, 
41 and 43 would not be opened prior to approximately October 1984, too late to 
fit into FGGM's schedule. 

(U) A coordinated position was established which eliminated plans to utilize 
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temporary structures, as well as the permanent buildings in the corTRTiissary area 
(with exception of Bldg 39, still to be rehabbed for the Post Print Plant). 
Substituted for these proposals were additions to Bldg 4550 and 4554, and a 
new building not previously considered for the Readfness Region. Plans included 
in the 30 November 1979 CSJF for construction of a Tempest Facility and to rehab 
buildings 4552, 4553 and 4554 were continued. Primary facilities to be constructed 
were reduced to an estimated $6,507,000 (vice $8,534,000 in 30 November 1979 
document). Supporting facilities totalled $1,243,000 (vice $1,074,000). Total 
estimated project cost was thus reduced from $9,608,000 to $7,750,000 in the 
revision of Section III, CSJF submitted to DA on 14 March 1980. 

(U) The CSJF (as revised) made its way through the Army Staff to the Secretary 
of the Army who forwarded it on 13 June 1980 to the Office Security of Defense. 
For the remainder of FY 1980, it was held at that point. The protracted delay 
created considerable difficulties, some of which were addressed by the Vice 
Chief of Staff, in a memo to the Secretary of the Anny on 21 April 1980. VHFS, 
attempting to implement the Commercial Industrial Type Activities (CITA) Program, 
experienced difficulties in obtaining bidders on the contract due to the uncertainty 
of VHFS future status. By a message dated July 1980, DA attempted to alleviate 
this problem by assuring all concerned that construction-dependent relocations/ 
closure of VHFS could oot take place for approximately five years at earliest 
from time of decision. 9 
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CHAPTER V 

RESOURCES AND MANAGEMENT 

Operation and.Maintenance; Army {OMA) ·Funds. (U} The us Army Intelligence 
and Security Command's OMA funding program at the close of FY 1980 consisted 
of $94,585,000 in Direct Funds and $28,000 in Automatic Reimbursements for 
a total of $94,613,000. The fable below shows a breakout of end FY 1980 
direct funding by subprogram. 

Table 1. - Direct Funding By Subprogram 
(As of 30 Sep 80) 

Subprogram 

P2 
P31 
P3C 
P30 
P7 
PST 
P80 

(General Purpose Forces} 
(Intelligence Activities) 
(COMSEC} 
(Other) 
(Troop Issue) 
(Training) 
(Education Services) 

FY 1980 

$ 5,058,000 
68,074,000 
1,996,000 

18,667,000 
31,000 

523,000 
231,000 

$94,580,000 

(U) Following is an audit trail from the DA dollar guidance for preparation 
of the FY 1980 Command Operating Budget (COB} to final FY 1980 Approved Funding 
Program (AFP): 

Program 2 

Dollar Guidance - FY 1980 COB 

Flying Hour Program 
Foreign Area Officer Russian 
SIG INT /EW Unit Operations 
FY 1979 Class. Pay Increase 
FY 1978 DHFN Pay Increase 
Opposing Force Program 
JCS Exercise Program 
FY 1979 Non Pol Stk Fnd Price Increase 
Align to COB 
Training Schools and Facilities 
Unit.Mission Activity 
Miscellaneous 

FY 1980 Initial AFP 
FY 1980 POL Price Increase 
FY 1980 Non POL Stk Fnd Price Increase 
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$ 4,008,000 

575,000 
643,000 
138,000 
60,000 
6,000 

11,000 
26,000 
54,000 

175,000 
+ 681,000 
+ 952,000 
+ 12 .ooo 

3,965,000 
+ 279,000 
+ 58,000 



e 

Disab. Retirement and Sick Leave 
Parking, Unleaded Gas, Recap Tires Red 
Service Spt Contracts 
FY 1980 Pvt Sector Price Increase 
EW Center Support Red 
FY 1980 POL Price Increase 
JCS Exercise Program 
FY 1980 Pay Supplemental 
TENCAP/BETA 
FY 1980 IHFN Pay Raise 
Returned to DA - Excess Funds 

Final FY 1980 AFP 

Program 31 

Dollar Guidance - FY 1980 COB 

Humint Collection 
FY 1979 Class Pay Increase 
CCP - Mgt HQs 
CCP - Logistics Support 
CCP - Gen Purpose 
Intel Analysis Gp 
Imagery Intel Gp 
Intel ADP 
!mint HQ 
INTA HQ 
Tech. Recon. & Surv. 

FY 1980 Initial AFP 
FY 1980 POL Price Increase 
Det 4 Base Maint Contract 
Project SEEK 
IHFN Separation Allow. 
CRYPTO Activities 
Private Sector Price Increase 
FY 1980 Pay Supplemental 
Det 4 Base Maint Contract Conversion Red 
Fuel Cost Adj. 
Project Kunia 
E/0 Equip. Mod. 
AHS Barracks Rehab. 
Det 4 Base Maint Contract 
Intel Activities 
Returned to DA - Excess Funds 

Final FY 1980 AFP 
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$ 3,000 
18,000 
6,000 

+ 48,000 
200,000 

+ 446,000 
+ 19,000 
+ 24~000 
+ 456,000 
+ 4,000 

20,000 

-~ .5,058,000 

$61,882,000 

354,000 
823,000 
653,000 
61,000 

+ 128,000 
+ 644,000 
+ 91,000 
+ 783,000 
+ 132,000 

·+ 307,000 
+ 2,000 

$62,078,000 
+ 346,000 
+ 8,445,000 

400,000 
407,000 

+ 39,000 
+ 390,000 
+ 1,534,000 
- 5,390,000 
+ 956,000 
+ 131 ,000 
+ 50,000 
+ 250,000 

689,000 
+ 87,000 

160,000 

'$68,074,000 



C 

Program 3C 

Dollar Guidance -·FY 198o·cos 

HAC Reduction 

FY 1980 Initial AFP 
FY 1980 POL Price Increase 
FY 1980 Pay Supplemental 
Excess CI Activity 

Final FY 1980 AFP 

Program 30 

Dollar Guidance - FY 1980 COB 

HAC Reduction 
FY 1979 Class Pay Increase 
CI Purification 
CI OPS SPT 

FY 1980 Initial AFP 
FY 1980 POL Price Increase 
FY 1980 Overtime Increase 
Disab. Retirement and Sick Leave 
Payro 11 A 11 ot 
FY 1980 Stock Fund Supply Increase 
FY 1980 IHFN Pay Increase 
FY 1980 IHFN Separation Allow. 
Other Purchase Serv. 
Mgmt. HQ Red 
Parking Red 
Unleaded Gas Red 
FY 1980 Private Section Price Increase 
CI OPS Increase 
Mgmt HQ Increase 
FY 1980 RPMA Increase 
FY 1980 Parking. Unleaded Gas 
FY 1980 POL Price Increase 
FY 1980 Pay Supplemental 
FY 1980 Pay Supplemental 
Returned to DA - Excess Funds 

Final FY 1980 AFP 
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$ 1.953.000 

22~000 

1,931,000 
+ 7,000 
+ 83,000 

25~000 

$ 1.996.000 

$17,817.000 

- 1,078,000 
171,000 

+ 260~000 
+ 6,000 

16,834,000 
+ 38.000 
+ 17,000 
+ s1.ooo 
+ 12,000 
+ 13,000 
+ 67,000 
+ 34,000 
+ 21,000 

492,000 
144,000 
11,000 

+ 58,000 
+ 1,000 
+ 1,292,000 

l 00,000 
+ 111,000 
+ 96,000 
+ 792,000 
+ 9,000 

62,000 

$18,667,000 

L,_ _____________________________________ _ 



C 

Program 7S 

Dollar Guidance - FY 1980 COB 

Troop Issue OPS 

FY.1980 Initial AFP 
No Changes 

Final FY 1980 AFP 

Program ST 

Dollar Guidance - FY 1980 COB 

No Change 

FY 1980 Initial AFP 
FY 1980 Private Section Price Increase 

Final FY 1980 AFP 

Program 80 

Dollar Guidance - FY 1980 COB 

Army H. School Compl. Program 
Tuition Assistance 
FY 1979 Class Pay Increase 
Exec. Development 
Educ. Center OPS 
Civ. Per ES Increase 

FY 1980 Initial AFP 
Aces Workload Ads 
FY 1980 Private Section Price Increase 
FY 1980 Pay Supplemental 

Final FY 1980 AFP 

$ 0 

+ 311000 

31,000 
0 

$ 31,000 

$ 503,000 

0 

503,000 
+ 20.000 

$ 523,000 

$ 161,000 

7,000 
14,000 
6,000 
4,000 

+ 29,000 
+ 2,000 

161 .ooo 
+ 19,000 
+ 47,000 
+ 4,000 

$ 231,000 

(U) The table below reflects direct obligations by element of expense for 
FY 1980 ($ in Thousands). Obligation of $93,686,000 and Annual Funding 
Program of $94,580,000 resulted in an obligation rate of 99.l percent. 

ELEMENT OF Percent of 
EXPENSE P2 P30 P3I P3C P7 PST P80 Total Grand Total 

Civ Pay & 532 14,397 28,957 1,031 30 60 45,007 48 
Benefits 
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C - ELEMENT OF Percent of 
EXPENSE P2 P30 P31 P3C P7 P8T P80 Total Grand Total 

Travel & 523 1,710 2,683 390 503 27 5,836 6 
Trans 

Rents/Corrm/ 40 1,038 2,445 94 3,617 4 
Util 

Contr Svc 1,330 380 22,270 298 57 24,335 26 

Supplies 2,574 1,039 11,041 161 1 75 14,891 16 
& Equip 

Total 4,999 18,564 67,396 1,974 : 31 . : 503 219 93,686 100 

Military Construction, Anny. (U) The INSCCJ-1 FY 1983-87 Military Construction 
Army {MCA) program was submitted to HQDA on 30 September 1980 with the approval 
of the Commanding General. The total value of the construction requested for 
FY 1983 is $5,825,000. . 

(U) In Korea, there were several projects undertaken to support both the opera
tional needs and troop welfare. Operationally, the conversion of Building 
1237 to a communications center had progressed to an active stage. An additional 
hanger for Camp Humphreys was programmed for FY 1982. On the troop support 
side, the project to modernize the dining facility had reached the construction 
stage with an award expected soon. Due to programming changes at HQDA, the 
modernization of the existing barracks was postponed until FY 1983, a delay 
of four years. In Turkey, political maneuvering by the Turks and the seasonal 
scarce water supply finally led to the decision to build a desalinization plant. 
The Corps of Engineers placed.the European Division Engineer in charge. It was 
anticipated that 30 percent design would be completed by the time the project is 
presented to Congress in January 1981. Although the land surveys for plant site 
and pipeline right-of-way and the subsequent acquisition of the land itself are 
not moving as fast as EUD had hoped, EUD is continuing to press TUSLOG for the 
necessary permits. The final say-so must come from the Turks themselves. 

(U) Other projects include air conditioning upgrade and power upgrade. Major 
air conditioning upgrades were·in progress at Field Stations Okinawa, Augsburg, 
and Berlin. Okinawa is about 80 percent finished, and the other two are in 
the latter stages of design. In addition, there was an upgrade plan for Field 
Station Sinop for FY 1983. These upgrades will permit uncleared foreign nationals 
to perform the work more efficiently by arranging the systems to be put mostly 
outside SI-secured areas. In the past, air conditioning needs were tailored 
to specific thermal loads required by a certain type of equipment. However, 
often the equipment was reconfigured. The remedy is to rebuild the system 
to the variable-air-volume concept which supplies cool air in quantities 
matched to the need of each area without over or under cooling. Finally, older 
systems often·used conflicting systems to achieve the desire results; by sim
plifying thedesign and eliminating the competitive use of heat and cooling, 
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the energy efficiency is improved. With new systems, advantage can be taken 
of the available cool outside air. 

(U) During FY 1980, power upgrades were completed at Field Stations Korea 
and Okinawa (both FY 1975 MCA projects) and at Field Station Berlin (a FY 1977 
project). Each installation included several important features to help attain 
a 99.99 percent reliability standard: duplication of all major circuit elements; 
improved auxiliary generators with automatic starting; uninterruptible power 
supply to power critical circuits such as computers and comnunications equip
ment; and improved arrangement to place most of the systems outside SI-secure 
space to enable uncleared electricians to perfonn the maintenance.2 

Family Housing Units. (U} The US Arll1Y Intelligence and Security Command operated 
and maintained family housing units at Arlington Hall Station and Vint Hill Farms 
Station. Funds were also received from DA for leased housing. The Annual Fund
ing Program for these units for FY 1980 was $700,000 of which $699,000 was 
obligated (99.9 percent).3 . 

INSCOM Program and Budget Guidance, FY 1980 (Authorized Strength). (4) Based 
on DA Program and Budget Guidance, May 1980, the manpower data shown in the 
following table represents the authorized strength for end of FY 1980. 

Table 2. - INSCOM Program and Budget Guidance, FY 1980 

Authorized Strength 

Program OFF WO ENL MIL US CIV FN CIV 

P2 Gen Purpose Forces 89 59 962 1,110 11 13 

P3 Intel & Comm 891 373 6,293 7,557 1,583 426 

PB & 10 Tng & Mil Sales 3 2 10 15 8 

P3 Joint Acty (NSA} 112 _ll _fill ~ 

TOTAL 1,095 465 7,797 9,357 l ,602 439 

TOTAL 

1,134 

9,566 

23 

675 

11,398 

(U} Of the 66 space net loss in FY 1980 end authorized strength, 59 spaces 
were decrements by HQDA in selected functional areas of Base Operations at 
Vint Hill Farms Station (Program 3 - Other} which were scheduled for review 
for possible contracting out under the Commercial/Industrial Type Activities 
(CITA} Program. These space reductions will be offset either by contracting 
out the function if found to be more cost-effective or by partial reinstatement 
of the spaces with US Direct Hire Civilian spaces. 

{U} The 328 spaces authorized in Program 3 - Other for Base Operations at 
Vint Hill Farms Station were transferred to the Consolidated Cryptologic 
Program (P3-I) by HQDA during implementation of OSD Program Change Decision 
{PCD) X-0-001 1 dated 5 February 1980. PCD X-0-001 required the separation 
of Real Property Maintenance {RPMA) from Base Operations {BOS} and a restructuring 
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of appropriate program elements to provide increased standardization among 
the Services and DOD elements. One of the major changes in Anny manpower 
accountability required by the PCD was the requirement to establish separate 
BOS and RPMA Program Elements for the Consolidated Defense Intelligence Program 
(CDIP). However. it did not require that all intelligence activity BOS/RPMA 
be consolidated into a single Intelligence Program. The Director. NSACSS, 
nonconcurred in the DA action on the premise that the majority of the opera
tional activities at Vint Hill Fanns Station were in support of Anny tactical 
Programs. rather than Consolidated Cryptologic Program activities. Final 
resolution of this action is pending. 

(U) A separate program for Foreign Counterintelligence (FCI) Activities (PE 
315127) was implemented with the transfer of 367 spaces from the Counterintelli
gence and Investigative Activities (CI&IA) Program (PE 315128). The FCI Program 
was concurrently incorporated into the National Foreign Intelligence Program 
(NFIP). The new FCI Program Element will simplify the identification and manage
ment of manpower resources allocated to the two separate functional activities. 

(U) An Anny Management Headquarters Account (AMHA) for CI&IA (PE 315298) was 
established with the transfer of 123 spaces from the CI&IA Operational Activities 
Account (PE 315128). The new AMHA account will facilitate ease in distinguishing 
the manpower resources engaged in the Operational Control and Management of 
the CI&IA Program from those engaged in CI&IA field operations.3 

Military Strength by Program. (C) The table below reflects authorized and 
assigned military strength by program. Program 2 (General Purpose Forces) 
was 16 percent short. The shortage was generally spread across the board, 
heaviest in the 641st MI Detachment and 11th MI Company in CONUS and the 501st 
MI Group in Korea. The Consolidated Cryptologic Program (CCP) portion of 
Program 3 was two percent over. But the General Defense Intelligence Program 
(GDIP) portion was 14 percent under, the Counterintelligence and Other portion 
were one percent under, and COMSEC was 22 percent under. Within the GDIP. 
the intelligence Data Handling Systems (INSCOM Automated Systems Activity) was 
at 61 percent fill. In the area of Counterintelligence and Other. the excess 
Support to NSA subcategory overshadowed shortfalls in other areas. Shortages 
within COMSEC was mostly at the 902d MI Group. Overall, the shortage for all 
programs co1ined amounted to three percent. an improvement over the previous 
fiscal year. . 

Table 3. - Military Strength by Program 

Program Authorized Actual 

2 Gen Purpose Forces 1,109 932 
3 Cryptologic Activity ( CCP) 4,834 4,844 

AMHA (CCP) 187 195 
Base Opns/RPMA (CCP) 311 376 
HUMINT (GDIP) 574 526 
Imagery (GDIP) 59 48 
Production {GDIP) 145 116 
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(-177) 
( + 10) 
( + 8) 
(+ 65) 
(- 48) 
(- 11) 
(- 29) 
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Program Authorized 

Intel Data Handling Sys (GDIP) 49 
AMHA Gen Defense Intel Prog (GDIP) 72 
AMHA (CI & Other) 61 
Foreign CI (CI & Other) 204 
Scty and Invest Actv 831 
Support to NSA (CI & Other) 675 
COMSEC 230 

8 Training 12 
Family Housing 3 

TOTAL 9~357 

Actual 

30 
51 
21 

177 
766 
179 
179 

11 
2 

Plus/Minus 

(- 19) 
(- 21) 
(- 40) 
(- 27) 
(- 65) 
( +111) 
( - 51 ) 
( - l ) 
(- 1) 

Command Personnel Situation. (C) Autho5ized and actual 
for FY 1979 and FY 1980 are shown below. 

total corrmand strength 

OFF ~JO 
30 Seetember 1979 

ENL TOT MIL CIV** GRAND TOTAL 

Authorized* 1,078 474 7,851 9,403 1 .638 11 ,041 
Actual 952 425 7,377 8,754 1,634 1 o.288 

30 Seetember 1980 
OFF WO ENL TOT MIL CIV** GRAND TOTAL 

Authorized* 1,092 464 7 .773 9,329 1,597 l 0,026 
Actual 1,023 466 7,621 9. 110 1,588 10,698 

*The FY 1979 authorized is Pennanent Orders Authorized and the FY 1980 authorized 
is Command Program Authorized. 

**The FY 1979 civilian strength does not include 440 authorized foreign nationals 
and 394 actual foreign nationals; FY 1980 figures do not include 439 authorized 
and 383 actual. 

(U) For FY 1980 command personnel strength by unit. see Appendix F. 

DA Scrub Team. (U) In accordance with a HQDA Directive dated 5 May 1980, a 
DA Scrub Team reviewed all INSCOM TDA's. including both HQ INSCOM and subordinate 
TOA units. The purpose of the action was to reduce officer and NCO·authorized 
positions in numbers and grades so that all active Army positions could be better 
supported by FY 1982. Although primary attention was directed toward the military, 
the scrub team also recommended the elimination of several civilian positions. 
HQ INSCOM reviewed the DA Scrub Team recommendations to reclama any potential 
DA decrements and to develop trade-offs within the Command for fulfilling total 
reductions. By the close of FY 1980, the team had assessed INSCOM about 100 
eliminations and some 850 downgrade/upgrade actions. 6 But the review was still 
in progress. and no final decisions had taken place. 
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INSCOM Key Personnel. (U) Appendix H contains a listing of personnel occupying 
key positions within the US Army Intelligence and Security Command, as of 30 
September 1980. 

Reenlistment Rates. (U) INSCOM continued to have reenlistment problems but 
showed improvements among careerists during FY 1980. The table below shows 
the command 1 s FY 1980 reenlistment rate by unit.7 

Table 4. - Unit Reenlistments, FY 1980 

· · First Termers · careerists· 
Units Q!?J. Reenl · !...QE1 . .91?1. Reenl % Obj 

Group I 

USAFS Augsburg 182 .12 104 57.09 108.57 90 82.90 
CONUS MI Gp 61. 71 63 102.09 168.81 100 59.24 
501st MI Gp 39.61 48 121 . 18 85.06 75 87.17 
USAFS Berlin 78.47 28 35.68 52.58 48 91.29 
USAFS Okinawa 35.79 40 111. 76 42.00 47 112.00 
66th MI Gp 17.01 23 135.21 74.90 85 113.48 

Group II 

C: USAFS San Antonio 37.88 47 124.08 27.59 35 126.86 
USAG AHS 23.21 13 56.01 80.24 42 52.34 
902d MI Gp 13.81 10 72.41 61.28 39 63.64 
USAG VHFS 10.30 12 116. 50 27.84 26 93.39 
USAFS Mi sawa 10.03 9 89.73 14.90 15 100.67 
USAITAC 11.41 17 148.99 50.33 28 55.63 
500th MI Gp ------ 3 .12 4 128.21 
470th MI Gp 2.90 l 34.48 5.33 6 112.57 
TUSLOG Det 4 9.44 6 63.56 14. 51 6 41.35 

Group III 

I TIC-PAC .88 ------ 3.27 l 30.58 
USAFS Homestead , 100. 00 
Central Scty Fae ------ .52 
Sp Ops Det ------ 4.01 2 49.88 
Admin Survey Det .53 2 377.36 1. 72 6 61.73 
Ft Meade Hq Sp Det .60 ------ 3.54 2 56.50 
Opnl Gp .24 ------ 4.06 1 24.63 
Crypto Spt Gp ------ 1 100.00 

Command TOTAL 535.94 424 79 .11 842 .18 659 78.25 
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Critical MOS Recruitment Posture, FY'l980. (U) The table below depicts INSCOM's 
critical MOS recruitment posture for FY 1980.8 

Table 5. - Critical MOS Recruitment Posture, FY 1980 

MOS Objective ·Enlistments Percent of Fi 11 

050 228 186 82 
05G 246 240 98 
05H 585 388 66 
05K 379 305 80 
33S 316 286 90 
968 715 650 91 
96C 308 113 37 
978 341 253 74 
98C 889 625 70 

(U) The table below reflects the 98G recruitment by language skill. 

Table 6. - Recruitment by language (MOS 98G) 

Language Objective Enlistments Percent of Fill 

Arabic-Egyptian 22 10 45.45 
Arabic-Syrian 19 19 100.00 
Chinese-Mandarin 93 91 97.85 
Czech 86 75 87 .21 
French 9 9 100.00 
German 215 210 97.67 
Korean 157 135 85.99 
Polish 34 19 55.88 
Russian 481 481 l 00.00 
Spanish-American 46 29 63.04 
Vietnamese 12 4 33.33 

TOTAL 1 , 174 1,082 92 .16 

Critical MOS Fill. (U) A comparison of the enlisted personnel posture by 
critical and

9
critical support MOS's in FY's 1979 and 1980 is shown in the 

tab 1 e be 1 O\'J. 

MOS 

05D 
05G 
OSK 

Table 7. - Enlisted Personnel Posture by Critical MOS 
FY's 1979-1980 

FY 1979 FY 1980 
Auth 

161 
77 

635 

Act Percent of Fill ·Auth Act Percent of Fill 

185 
75 

582 

115 
97 
92 

Ar· 
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177 188 
101 102 
652 650 

106 
101 
100 
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FY 1979 FY. 1980 

. MOS Auth Act Percent of Fi 11 Auth Act Percent of Fill 

05H l ,079 l, 120 104 1,2011,160 97 
335 425 367 86 449 398 89 
96B 106 75 71 112 122 109 
96C 120 121 101 117 134 115 
96D 58 32 55 57 56 98 
97B 456 326 71 455 348 76 
97C 123 54 44 132 53 40 
98C 920 827 90 969 861 89 
98G 715 749 105 744 774 104 
98J 150 158 l 05 153 143 93 
982 105 63 60 100 87 87 

(U) The posture of MOS 33S fluctuated throughout the fiscal year. The short-
ages were caused primarily by Additional Skill Indicators and special training 
requirements. 

(b)(3):50 USC 3024(i) 

(U) Analysis of the MOS 97B posture during the FY indicated that the percentage 
of fill remained steady. A breakdown by unit showed the 66th MI Group moving 
from 78 to 86 percent; 500th MI Group from 65 to 91 percent; 470th MI Group 
from 133 to 43 percent; 902d MI Group from 62 to 69 percent; and 501st MI Group 
from 89 to 74 percent. 

(U) In MOS 97C, there was a critical shortage Anny-wide (41 percent). and the 
fill was expected to decrease even further. By unit. the 66th MI Group decreased 
from 95 to 86 percent; 500th MI Group from 60 to 42 percent; 470th MI Group from 
140 to 33 percent; Operational Group 56 to 50 percent; and the 501st MI Group 
remained at 36 percent. In coordination with MILPERCEN. INSCOM developed a 
fill plan in April 1980 to assist in a balanced fill of available manpower. 

Enlistment and Reenlistment Incentives. (U) At the close of FY 1980, the 
tables below depict the enlistment and reenlistment monetary incentives that 
were in effect.10 

Table 8. - Enlistment Incentives 

MOS Title/Language 

05D EW/SIGINT Identification Locator 
DSG Signal Security Spec 
05H EW/SIGINT Interceptor 
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Aroount 

$3.000 
$2.500 
$3,000 



MOS Title/Language Amount 

OSK EW/SIGINT Non-Morse Interceptor $3,000 
96C Interrogator . $2,500 
98G EW/SIGINT Voice Interceptor by Language 

(b)(3):50 USC 3024(i) 

Table 9. - Reenlistment Incentives 

$3,000 
$3.000 
$2,500 
$2,500 
$2,500 
$2,500 
$2,500 

MOS Title/Language 

05D 
05G 
OSH 
OSK 
335 
96C 
96D 
97B 
97C 
98C 
98G 

98G 
98G 
98G 
98J 

EW/SIGINT Identification Locator 
SIGSEC Specialist 
EW/SIGINT Morse Interceptor 
EW/SIGINT Non-Morse Interceptor 
E~l/lntercept Systems Repair 
Interrogator 
Image Interpreter 
Counterintelligence Agent 

4A 1B 
2A 4B 
4A 1B 
4A 1B 
2A 2B 
2A 
3A 
4A 

Area Intelligence Specialist 2B 
EW/SIGINT Specialist ~---~ 2A 1B 
EW/SIGINT Voice Interceptor I 4A 4B 

(b)(3):50 USC 3024(i) 
~-~-----------~ SA 4B 
A 11 other 1 anguages 2A 1 B 

~I -----(-b)~(3-):5~0-U~S~C~30~2-4(~i)----~ 4A 28 
EW/SIGINT Non-Collection 2A 18 

*Zone A applied to 1st Termers (6 or less years active service at 
ETS). Zone B applied to Career soldiers (6-10 years active service 
at ETS). Maximum bonus allowable for either Zone A or Bis $12,000 
before taxes. 

Additional Skill Identifiers. (U) Two INSCOM proponent Additional Skill Identi
fiers (ASI} were approved during FY 1980. The ASI T2 (Model 40 Teletypewriter 
Maintenance) was approved effective 1 June 1980 for MOS 31J. Effective 1 September 
1980, ASI M7 for MOS OSK became

1
effective; this replaced ASI's H2 and J4 which 

were dropped at the same time. 1 

Establishment of USARI Committee of Visitors. (U) The United States Army 
Russian Institute (USARI) Committee of Visitors is an interagency committee 
responsible for providing expert assistance to the Commander. INSCOM. and 
Commandant. USARI. on a wide range of problems, concerns and challenges relating 
to USARI. In order to establish a Committee of Visitors for USARI, it was 
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first necessary to produce an appropriate regulation in accordance with AR 
15-1. To this end, the INSCOM Language Office prepared and staffed USAINSCOM 
Regulation 15-2, which was yet to be published at the close of FY 1980. A 
HQ INSCOM Committee Management Officer has been designated with the remaining 
members of the committee to be identified by l Dece·mber 1980. It is anticipated 
that the first meeting of the comn,ittee will be held by 3rd Qtr FY 1981. The 
USARI Committee of Visitors will be responsible for reviewing and evaluating 
USARI policies, procedures, and programs as they relate to administration and 
management, staff, faculty, students, equipment and facilities, curriculum, 
methodology and evaluation strategies. For this reason it is absolutely essential 
that members of the comnittee be highly knowledgeable with comprehensive back
grounds in education and training evaluation.12 

Establishment of Langua1e Office. (U} Due to the Commander 1 s concern with 
the overall posture ofinguistic readiness and the "Language Problem" within 
INSCOM, the Language Office was established on 4 February 1980. During the 
executive session held on 22 to 24 October 1979, MG William I. Rolya, CDR INSCOM, 
had indicated that since no one else was orchestrating the establishment of 
a language center within the AnYIY, INSCOM should take the lead and become the 
Executive Agent for Intelligence Language Training. The INSCOM Language Office, 
an element of DCSOPS, Training Division, provides staff supervision and centralized 
coordination for INSCOM language programs and is the principal staff advisor 
on all matters dealing with the recruitment, training, utilization and retention 
of INSCOM linguists. The Language Office is also responsible for reviewing 
and coordinating dissemination of foreign language dictionaries, glossaries 
and training aids in support of US Anny language programs. 

{U} The Language Office was specifically tasked to review the existing posture 
of INSCOM linguists and propose .solutions for any problem areas encountered. 
An integral part of this task was to prepare a briefing for the Vice Chief of 
Staff, US Anny outlining the "Linguist Problem 11 and presenting INSCOM's recom
mended solutions. This briefing for which overall responsibility was later 
assumed by DA staff {with input supplied by the INSCOM Language Office) was 
to be presented in October 1980. 

{U} The major problem encountered by the Language Office is the rapid identifi
cation of qualified linguist personnel to support short-fuse contingency opera
tions. This problem is especially critical in those third-world language 
for which no, or inadequate, Defense Language Proficiency Tests (DLPT) exist. 
To address the problem, the Language Office requested authority to access MILPERCEN's 
computer-stored linguist personnel listings and also requested that the DLPT 
be prepared to realistically evaluate major Arabic dialects. The Language Office 
also recorrmended the establishment of a foreign language exploitation unit to 
support contingency operations. This unit would be primarily composed of linguists 
proficient in third-world languages.13 

Far East In-Countr~ Language Training Pro~ram. ( U) The Far East In-Country. 
Language Trainingrogram was to give bot INSCOM and tactical support linguists 
refresher maintenance training and/or intennediate level training at civilian 
institutes in the country in which the linguist was stationed. Initially, it · 
was limited to the European theater languages but was scheduled for expansion 
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to countries in the Far East during FY 1980. Plans called for three personnel 
to begin school in Korea during the 1st Quarter. However, this did not occur, 
and the Far East portion of the program was put on hold. A major consideration 
was the Defense Language Institute's doubt as to the applicability of the training 
being offered to mission related language requirements.14 

New Equipment Training (NET). (U) After implementation of the Intelligence 
Organization and Stationing Study 1976 and 1977, there was no longer a single 
Army coordinator (previously the US Army Security Agency) for training support 
for strategic signals intelligence systems developed by NSACSS. Army training 
responsibilities were fragmented between elements of the USA Training and Doctrine 
Command (TRADOC), the USA Materiel Development and Readiness Command (DARCOM), 
the US Army Military Personnel Center (MILPERCEN), and INSCOM. It gradually 
became evident that a single contact point was required for coordination of 
Army support for new equipment systems. In December 1979, DA ACSI assigned 
INSCOM the responsibility for coordination of Army support planning, programming, 
and other efforts related to strategic signal intelligence systems developed 
by NSACSS, including responsibility for overall coordination of Army training 
requirements.15 

C--) 
Civilian Stren1th by Program. ~ The table below reflects authorized and 
assigned civil an strength by program. It includes foreign nationals. temporaries~ 
and permanent over-hires. As with the military personnel, the greatest shortfall 
was in Program 3 (both General Defense Intelligence Program and COMSEC portions). 
However, the real shortages were not as extensive as the percentages appear 
(11.3 and 25.5 percent under fill respectively). Many of the temporary and 
permanent over-hires being accounted for under the Consolidated Cryptologic 
Program portion of Program 3 (6.6 percent over fill) were actually utilized 
in GDIP and COMSEc.lb 

Table 10. - Civilian Strength by Program 

Program 

2 Gen Purpose forces 
3 Base Opns/RPMA {CCP) 

AMHA {CCP) 
Cryptologic Actv (CCP) 
HUMINT (GDIP) 
Imagery (GDIP) 
Production (GDIP) 
Intel Data Handling Sys (GDIP) 
AMHA Gen Defense Intel Prog (GDIP) 
Base Opns (CI and Other) . 
Scty and Invest Actv (CI & Other) 
Foreign CI (CI and Other) 
AMHA CI (CI and Other) 
AMHA Other (CI and Other) 
COMSEC 

8 Training 
Family Housing 

10 Sales 

TOTAL fl r• .. : I 065 

Authorized 

24 
299 
211 
247 
442 

71 
110 

34 
32 
1 

279 
163 

69 
4 

47 
3 
4 
1 

2,041 

56 .. 
COMnorarn n • 

Actual 

27 
304 
242 
261 
412 

55 
88 
22 
34 
0 

254 
157 

66 
4 

35 
2 
4 
0 

1,967 

Plus/Minus 

(+ 3 ) 
(+ 5 ) 
(+31 ) 

!
+14 ) 
-30 ) 
-16 ) 

(-11.3) 
(-12 ) 
(+ 2 ) 
( - l ) 
(-25 ~ 

~= ~ ) 
~ - l ~ ~ 
( - l ) 
( 0 ) 
(- 0 ) 
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INSCOM Senior Level Positions. (U) During FY 1980, INSCOM received an addi
tional 15 high grade positions (GS-13/14/15), raising its DA Senior Level 
Position Allocation from 197 to 212. The DA based its increase upon INSCOM's 
request for 41 additional high grade allocations to aid the command in providing 
the necessary expertise required to accomplish the mission. \~hen the Army 
Security Agency (ASA) became INSCOM, the high grades were transferred with 
the functions but no provision was made to provide a 11 corporate headquarters 11 

to manage the new multidiscipline intelligence mission. In addition, the 
ceilings by grade had been removed. The DA authorized high grade allocations 
may increase INSCOM's Average Grade which was 9.0544 at the end of FY 1980. 
However, the prevailing guidance was to be at or lower than end FY 1979 average 
which was 9.1238. With good position management, INSCOM should remain below 
the established Average Grade Ceiling.17 

Merit Pay S~stem. (U) The Civil Service Reform Act required employees GS-13 
through GS- 5 in policy making positions be included in the Merit Pay System 
to be effected for pay purposes on 1 October 1981. Out of 213 positions above 
GS-13, 205 were identified for Merit Pay.18 

Presidential Hiring Limitation for Civilian Employment. (U) Effective 29 
February 1980 the Civilian Personnel Hiring Limitation was imposed by President 
Carter. Based on this, a civilian who left the co11111and for a position in any 
other DOD organization, INSCOM could hire another DOD employee to fill, i.e., 
one for one. However, if the loss was to a non-DOD source, then INSCOM would 
have to draw upon non-DOD sources to enable the command to hire one fill from 
outside DOD. At the end of FY 1980, INSCOM had lost 103 spaces to non-DOD 
sources and hired 53 from non-DOD sources. This placed I~~COM three filled 
spaces above their ceiling at the end of the fiscal year. 

Reduction of Hire Lag. (U) Beginning in January 1979, an intensive management 
effort was undertaken to reduce hire lag within the entire command. On 31 
January 1979, 13.3 percent of all civilian positions were unfilled. It was 
determined that by 31 December 1979, the lag would be reduced to only five 
percent, a 95 percent fill rate. Supervisors were directed to submit an SF-
52, Request for Personnel Action, against each existing vacancy and to submit 
crediting plans for all positions (non career field) regardless of whether 
or not a vacancy existed, and all activities were required to submit a monthly 
SF-52 report. In addition, the Deputy Chief of Staff for Resource Management 
distributed 85 Permanent Overhire spaces against the hire lag. 

(U) As a result of these actions, INSCOM had an end-of-quarter fill rate as 
follows: 92.4 percent for 3d Qtr FY 1979; 92.3 percent for 4th Qtr FY 1979; 
94.3 percent for 1st Qtr FY 1980; 94.4 percent for 2d Qtr FY 19B0. Therefore, 
the 95 percent fill target was reached; however, the actual fill rate by the 
end of the 2d Qtr was 101.3 percent due to the cancellation of Comprehensive 
Employment Training Act (CETA) spaces for FY 1980.20 

DA, 0MB, OPM Part-Time Civilian Employment Program. (U) The Federal Employees 
Part-Time Employment Act effective in FY 1980 is intended to give manag_ers 
increased flexibility in obtaining skilled manpower and distributing work. 
Up to now, almost all part-time employees were hired temporarily and counted 
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under manpower ceilings as full civilian spaces. · Consequently, part-time 
employe~s within INSCOM were hired for supplementary clerical support, only. 
Commencing FY 1980, the pennanent appointment of part-time civilians for all 
types of positions is permitted and encouraged.22 

U~ward Mobility. (U) A DCSPER, HQDA survey in August 1978 was critical of 
t e progress in implementing an Upward Mobility Program at Vint Hill Farms 
Station (VHFS). Progress was slow in correcting the problem. By the close 
of FY 1979, two positions had been identified, but neither of the spaces filled. 
During FY 1980, three spaces were actually filled.22 

Civilian Intern Program. (U) Begun in FY 1979, INSCOM had a total of 27 
civilian interns assigned to two programs by the close of FY 1980. Three 
interns were assigned from the Secretary of the Army's Mobility, Opportunity 
and Development (SAMOD) Program in which the DA provided the spaces and the 
interns would complete their training within INSCOM. In addition, INSCOM's 
own intern program had a total of 24 personnel assigned. Interns from both 
programs were assigned to nine different career programs. During FY 1980, 
the DA queried INSCOM as to whether or not the command desired to participate 
in the DA Intern Program. INSCOM replied in the affirmative and requested 
25 spaces by career program. Although DA had not officially approved the 
request by the close of the fiscal year, they had informally indicated that 
INSCOM would receive 15 spaces including the three assigned as part of the 

23 Secretary of the Anny's Mobility, Opportunity and Development (SAMOD) Program. 

CONUS Rotation Excettion at the US Army Russian Institute. (U) US Army Russian 
Institute (USARI),armisch, Gennany, conducted a Foreign Area Officer Program 
in a two-year curriculum of advanced language training and research in Soviet 
Area studies. In addition to Army officers, the student body consisted of 
military and civilian personnel of DOD elements, the US State Department, and 
other government agencies. 

(U) The authorized civilian instructor strength was nine US in the 1710 series 
and ten local nationals. At present, the nine competitive service US positions 
were filled by two US citizens, three third country nationals, and four local 
nations. The US positions were filled by non-US personnel primarily because 
of the inability to recruit Soviet Union area instructors from universities 
in CONUS. A primary cause of the inability to recruit lay in the fact that 
the Russian Institute could not offer the equivalency of 11 tenure, 11 a form of 
job continuity granted by American universities. Quality Russian area university 
instructors were highly reluctant to leave positions in which they either have 
tenure or can be granted tenure in CONUS. Civilian instructors in US Army 
CONUS schools had 11 tenure, 11 in effect, under normal competitive service status. 
However, competitive status did not afford the psychological equivalency of 
tenure to Russian Institute instructors because of the five year rotation policy. 
Extension to eight years did little to alleviate the situation because of the 
brevity and tentativeness of the one-year increments. 

(U) INSCOM contended to DA that the Soviet studies instructors should be exempted 
from rotation under AR 690-301, V-3c, Employees in Oversea-Unique Positions, 
which pennitted exception from rotation to CONUS if the position required frequent 
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contact with host nation officials and detailed current knowledge of host nation 
culture. mores. law. customs. and government processes of the host nation. The 
justification was based on the fact that. if possible, the Institute would be 
located within the Soviet Union; instead, it was as close as geographically 
feasible to the Soviet Union. The intent of the Institute was to instill total 
immersion in the Soviet culture. Russian fluency was required of all students; 
all classroom instructions were in Russian; Russian was the only acceptable lan
guage in all non-academic activities. e.g., all signs were in Russian and Russian 
was spoken at coffee breaks and meals. 

(U) Other Foreign Area Officer Programs afforded on-the-job, on-site training 
in the particular foreign area. Since accessibility to the Soviet Union was · 
severly restricted, the Russian Institute must substitute for the on-the-job, 
on-site training. The total environment of the Institute was structured and 
functioning as if it were actually in the Soviet Union. Although Germany was 
technically "the host nation' to the Russian Institute under AR 690-301.V-JC. 
INSCOM contended that the instructors should be exempted under V-3c since, by 
construction and in practice. the Soviet Union was "the host nation." DA con
curred on 13 May 1980. As a result, INSCOM began to approve three year extensions 
in perpetuity. This permitted sufficient job continuity and served as a recruit
ment i.ncenthe within the academic contnun ity. 24 

INSCOM Exclusion from Unionization. {U) Executive Order 12171 specifically 
excluding INSCOM from the Federal Labor Relations Program was signed 19 November 
1980. The issuance of the Executive Order was necessitated by the Civil Service 
Reform Act. The exclusion grants the same status to INSCOM as has been held by 
CIA, FBI. NSA, and DIA. Up to now, the INSCOM exclusion was authorized only 
by DA Civilian Personnel Regulation. subject to a variety of DA interpretations 
and open to union challenges. requiring affirmation of the exclusion by the 
Secretary of the Anny. As a result of the Executive Order 12171, the INSCOM 
exclusion was beyond questioning. 

{U) The exclusion meant that INSCOM activities could not be unionized for the 
formal negotiation of civilian personnel policy. regulations. working conditions, 
etc. INSCOM employees continue to retain the right to join unions and/or have 
unions represent them in grievances and appeals. Management officials must 
continue to maintain strict neutrality as to civilians joining unions. 

{U) Although the General Intelligence Production Detachment, US Army Intelligence 
and Threat Analysis as an intelligence activity under US Continental Anny Command 
{CONARC) and FORSCOM, DA permitted it to be unionized along with all other 
activities at Fort Bragg. Executive Order 12171 rectified the problem. The 
Fort Bragg Civilian Personnel Office submitted a clarification of Unit Petition 
to the Federal Labor Relations Authority. The extrication of General Intelligence 
Production Detachment from the total Fort Bragg unit was not seriously challenged 
by the American Federation of Government Employees.25 . 
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(HBC). During the visits the Director met the Presidents, Vice Presidents 
for Academic Affairs, Cooperative Education Administrators, and deans of 
various colleges. Based upon the input from the HBC officials, the Director 
briefed the CDR INSCOM on the HBC program and recomnended possible areas for 
further exploration. As a result of the reconmendations the CDR INSCOM approved 
the following six initiatives: 

a. Cooperative Education 

b. College Faculty Augumentation 

c. Sumner Employment 

d. Temporary Appointment of Faculty 

e. Use of College Faculty/Facilities 

f. Recruitment of College Seniors for INSCOM Intern Program 

(U) Since becoming INSCOM, the command had not had a college recruitment program 
because a sufficient number of applications were received without college campus 
recruiting. At the three HBC's mentioned above, the Director of Civilian Personnel 
established two recruitment dates at each in 1980 and 1981, a guest lecturer 
bureau, and a management institute {to teach HBC faculty and staff oral communi
cation, effective listening, organization effectiveness, systems analysis, etc.). 
As part of INSCOM's comnitment to the FEORP program, the command designated two 
full-time spaces for the admioistration of the FEORP and Severaly Handicapped 
Recruitment Program (SHARP).2° 

Equal Employment Op~ortunity Pro~ram. {U) FY 1980 was the first year that 
HQ INSCOM had an in ormal complaint of discrimination become fonnal. A female 
employee felt she had not been selected for a job because the selecting official 
had wanted a male. The complaint could not be resolved at the informal stage, 
so the complaintant filed a fonnal charge. The US Army Complaint Appelate Review 
Office (USACARO) investigated but found no discrimination. Still, the complaintant 
was not satisfied and requested a hearing. A hearing was scheduled but cancelled 
when the complaintant decided to drop the complaint. 

(U) Recognition of EEO as a primary responsibility of the command was evidence 
in the publication of INSCOM Regulation .5-5, INSCOM Management by Objectives 
(ft'BO) Program, l August 1980. The command acknowledged three basic goals: 
Human, Mission, and Management. In both the areas of the Human and Management, 
EEO Objectives were listed. 

{U) During FY 1980, HQ INSCOM EEO staff and USAG Arlington Hall Station EEO 
representatives sponsored several weeks and events of special emphasis. These 
included Women's Week, Martin Luther King's Birthday, Black History Month, 
Asian Pacific American Heritage Week, and Hispanic Heritage Week.27 

INSCOM Federal Women's Program. (U) The USAG Arlington Hall Station Women's 
Week held from 22 to 27 October 1979 was termed as the best yet by the HQ INSCOM 
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Equal Employment Opportunity Office. The five day emphasis included the pre
sentation of awards for outstanding contributors to the program. a musical 
play by a touring high school .group. workshops and seminars for employees and 
supervisors. and an all day executive session held at Fort Belvoir for staff 
heads. their respective FWP Committee Representative and a senior woman employee 
for each staff element. 

(U) An analysis was performed of women in mid~level positions at HQ INSCOM 
from January 1978 to January 1980. Following is a breakdown by year: 

Table 11. - HQ INSCOM Mid-level Homen Employees by Vear 

GS-09 Gs.:.10 Gs.:.11 Gs.:.12 Gs.:.13 TOTAL 

1978 7 1 4 2 0 14 
1979 5 1 7 5 0 18 
1980 15 1 10 15 , 42 

Kudos were sent to all staff heads/commanders commending their progress and 
asking for continuing support.28 

Management by Objectives ~MBO) Program. (FOUO) The command group approved 
the staff proposed object ves in support of the new command goals and directed 
the replacement Circular 5-1 with INSCOM Regulation. INSCOM Management by Objec
tives (MBO) Program. dated l August 1980. The following command goals were set 
forth by the regulation:29 

HUMAN: 
a. Get and keep the best people. train them and give them meaningful. 

satisfying jobs. 
b. Upgrade the quality of life in all INSCOM units. 
c. Provide every opportunity for advancement and growth. reward individual 

achievement. and recognize responsibility and creativity. 

MISSION: 
a. Expand intelligence collection and counterintelligence operations. 

production/threat analysis. and intelligence security to improve 
multidiscipline support to the Army and the national intelligence 
effort. 

b. Improve our ability to rapidly respond to crisis and changing situations. 
c. Set a standard of excellence for the Army. 

MANAGEMENT: 
a. Refine and improve our planning and our organization. 
b. Improve the management of our people. money. material, and time. 
c. Take full advantage of the tools of our profession. 

Baseline Planning. (U) In a memo dated 30 June 1980. DIRNSA established the 
Baseline Planning Concept. a planning and reviewing process designed to better 
direct program priorities and pennit improved resource trade-off positions 
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within the Consolidated Cryptologic Program. Previously, what little planning 
which occurred on a timely basis within INSCOM was largely hit and miss and 
varied from system to system and organization to organization. Baseline Planning 
attempted to address the need for establishing planning as a cornerstone and 
framework within which specified program proposals could be evaluated, approved/ 
rejected, and implemented. In the future, baseline planning would be used as 
the basis for program development; it should be a very rare instance when program/ 
budget proposals would not have already been substantiated in an approved plan. 
Baseline planning would cover three time periods: Current plan (through budget 
year), midrange plan (program years, 3-7 years) and long range plan (ten years 
beyond program years).30 

Or anization Effectiveness OE . (U) Shortages of personnel in a critical 
operationa MS 97B Counterintelligence Agent) were negatively impacting on 
the ability of INSCOM and other commands with military intelligence personnel 
to perform their missions. During FY 1980, a four hour problem solving conference 
was conducted to address the problem. Representatives from DOD, DA, MILPERCEN, 
TRADOC, and INSCOM attended. Four months later, the conferees met again to 
evaluate the results of actions taken. The evaluation revealed that the average 
processing time of applicants had been shorted by almost four months, mainly 
by eliminating certain outdated procedures, and a successful promotion effort 
had been conducted to interest more soldiers in applying for the MOS. Both 
of these actions led to an increase at TRADOC schools and possibly a 20 percent 
per year increase in the number of school trained soldiers holding the MOS. 

(U) A problem solving/action planning session emerged from the annual INSCOM 
wide Reenlistment Conference. As a result of actions generated from the session, 
INSCOM achieved 100 percent of its monthly retention goal in January 1980, 
believed to be a first since becoming INSCOM. Retention of first term soldiers 
was up three percent in FY 1980 despite a sizeable increase in the retention 
goals set by DA, and the retention of career soldiers was up by nine percent 
for the same time period. 

(U) To reduce the internal and external turbulence inherent in the establishment 
of a new organization, HQ INSCOM Organizational Effectiveness Office worked with 
the Deputy Commander, INSCOM, CDR USA Field Station Kunia, and CSM of the field 
station to design a two-year multi-phase operation. The design addressed both 
internal issues and external interface with other MACOM 1 s, DA, and DOD agencies 
which have an impact upon the ability of the Field Station to become fully 
operational and perform its mission. By the close of FY 1980, the commander's 
goals had been clearly communicated within the organization, and the duties and 
roles of key staff members had been clearly delineated. 

(U) The major emphasis of the OE Program within INSCOM was to establish a control 
group committed to long range strategy of utilizing OE within an organization. 
Many times after an OE intervenes, the energy level for change will drop. An 
internal committ§9 group will continue the OE process without the direct facilitation 
of OE personnel. 
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Executive Sessions. (U) In FY 1980, HQ INSCOM continued the practice begun 
the previous year in the assembling of the Command Group arid heads of staff 
elements on an aperiodic basis to assess the mission. functions and operational 
direction of the Corrmand. Three such meetings took place: 22 to 24 October 
1979 at Camp Peary, 2 June 1980 ·at Vint Hill Farms Station, and 18-19 August 
1980 at the Warrenton Training Center. Since the executive sessions first 
began in February 1979, topics of discussions have become progressively more 
specific in nature. 

(U) The October session was one of the more important of the executive meetings 
held over the past two years. In his opening remarks, MG William I. Rolya, 
CDR INSCOM. stated that 11 it is time for a significant breakthrough the full
fledged establishment of INSCOM. 11 In keeping with this theme. MG Rolya approved 
with certain modifications the implementation of the conclusions of an organi
zational study which would reorganize the headquarters along more functional 
lines, permit a greater degree of multidiscipline operations, and provide for 
an immediate solution to the split headquarters situation. 

{.U) At both the June and August meetings. items were discussed and actions 
reviewed which stenmed from the previous executive session. In June. a great 
deal of time was spent focusing on INSCOM's wartime planning and INSCOM 1 s support 
role to the Rapid Deployment Force during periods of contingency. One or two 
subjects did not dominate the August discussions as had taken place in June, 
rather numerous operational and planning activities were reviewed. In some 
instances. MG William I. Rolya. CDR INSCOM, furnished guidance; on other occasions, 
he tasked the responsible staff element with prioritizing the needed resources 
and requirements.32 

1979 INSCOM Commanders• Conference. (U) The 1979 INSCOM Conmanders' Conference 
was held at Arlington Hall station during 3-7 December 1979. The theme was 
INSCOM in the 1980 1 s. After the conference. an Executive Session was held 
at Vint Hill Farms Station. Warrenton, Virginia, from 10-11 December for 
selected conmanders and staff chiefs. See Appendix K for photograph of INSCOM 
Commanders attending the 1979 Commanders' Conference.33 

Command Exercise Su~port. -fer- HQ INSCOM entered FY 1980 with unresolved issues 
involving its exerc se within the framework of echelon above corps (EAC) concepts 
outlined in draft FM 100-16. FORSCOM/ARRED/ARLANT had not recognized INSCOM 
as an active player at the EAC level, but mainly saw INSCOM in the role of 
providing advice and assistance below corps. t•owever, INSCOM had resolved not 
to participate at or below corps level. In addition, HQ INSCOM exercise support 
continued to be constrained during FY 1980 by personnel shortages. An officer 
billet was identified for the function but was filled on a part time basis only; 
the NCO (E-9) billet remained vacant throughout the period. HQ INSCOM only 
monitored traffic during the JCS sponsored command post exercise (CPX) PRIZE 
GAUNTLET (24-28 March 1980) and POSITIVE LEAP (2-6 June 1980). Although unable 
to realize any progress, INSCOM made initial plans for the creation of a Intelli
gence Staff Support Element ( ISSE) to support Joint Task Force (J.TF) Rapid 
Deployment Force deployment exercises. The ISSE would provide the same services 
as the Staff Support Cells described in FM 100-16. Employed at EAC level, !SSE 
conceptually provides an 18-20 person cell with expertise in each of the various 
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disciplines (SIGINT, HUMINT, IMINT) to perfonn a variety of intelligence, 
counterintelligence, electronic warfare, and security missions. The ISSE 
would provide such support as the following: advice and assistance to J-2 
staff for intelligence tasking and mission management of EAC systems and other 
organic intelligence resources; liaison between assigned/attached intelligence 
units (CEWI/EAC) and National level systems/organizations; advice and assistance 
on CI/OPSEC support to JTF; assistance in deception planning, as appropriate; 
and J-2 staff augmentation as required.34 

Exercise CRESTED EAGLE 80 CARAVAN WEST II. (C) Between 4-12 March 1980, the 
66t MI Group responded tote tas 1ng of USAREUR by providing the best multi
discipline intelligence and security support ever to CRESTED EAGLE 80 participants. 
This support involved a major undertaking within the 66th MI Group, which took 
the initiative for: a full deployment of the Group (FTX CARAVAN WEST II) concurrently 
with CRESTED EAGLE 80; a practice of the Noncombatant Evacuation Order (NEO) 
play by Group dependents; the first test of establishing the Headquarters, 
Theater Army Intelligence Command (TAIC) under the command of the DCSI, 
USAREUR; the provision of extensive support to the USAREUR Theater Intelligence 
Center (UTIC); and the simulated passing of command of two counterintelligence 
battalions to corps in accordance with USAREUR OPLAN 4102. The exercise included 
the utilization of HUMINT, SIGINT, CI, SIGSEC, and OPSEC. 

(b)(1 );(b)(3):50 USC 3024(i) 

OPSEC CI-Su ort to Exercises. (U) During 1980, the 902d MI Group p.rovided 
CI and SIGS C support to oint Chiefs of Staff, unified command staffs, and 
major Arll\Y command staffs during three command post exercises and five field 
exercises. These included.JCS-directed exercises PRIZE GAUNTLET. 80, POSITIVE 
LEAP 80 and PROUD SPIRIT; similar support was provided during JCS coordinated 
exercises BRAVE SHIELD 80 and GALLANT KNIGHT 80, both sponsored by the US Readiness 
Command. In addition, for the first time, CI and SIGSEC resources were used 
to evaluate the operations security (OPSEC) posture of large numbers of contin
gency forces operating in a tactical mode. On three separate occasions, JCS 
requested that.OPSEC support be provided at several locations throughout the 
continental United States to assess how well the units involved practiced OPSEC. 
As a result of lessons learned concerning tactical forces' OPSEC posture and 
INSCOM's capacity to support these types of operations, in the future INSCOM 
will be better prepared to expand the scope and nature of support to the Arr,y's 
OPSEC program. 

(S) In late June, DCSOPS, DA, tasked INSCOM to perform an Operations Security 
Evaluation (OSE) of a Joint Training Exercise by operating covertly as a hostile 
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C intelligence source might do. The objective was to determine what an outside 
agency/force could learn about a highly sensitive and classified training 
exercise. Although given little information and utilizing only a small number 
of CI/SIGSEC personnel, INSCOM was able to determine the purpose of the exercise 
the units involved, their role. and the EEi sought. Two months later, INSCOM 
was again tasked to perform an OSE of a similar joint training exercise. How
ever, this time the exercise planners supplied additional information to INSCOM 
and authorized the CI/SIGSEC operators to communicate directly with the units 
involved so that on-the-spot corrections could be made.36 

(U) ~ 
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INSCOM Operational Readiness Report. (U) The INSCOM Operational Readiness 
Report (ORR) was established in November 1978 by MG William I. Ralya, CDR INSCOM, 
as an initiative ta gain more visibility for INSCOM organizations in the unit 
readiness status reporting arena at DA level. Following a pilot report prepared 
in November 19781 quarterly unit reports were submitted in March 1979. Unit 
reports have been staffed at HQ INSCOM in each quarterly cycle. The process 
has provided staff feedback to the reporting organizations, a written co111nand 
summary for DA DCSOPS, DCSLOG, DCSPER, and ACS!, and a quarterly DCSOPS briefing 
for CDR INSCOM and the staff. In March 1980, however, office personnel losses 
made the compilation and staffing of the ORR difficult to maintain. As the 
ORR was not achieving the results for which it was instituted, a recommendation 
was submitted to and approved by the Command Group to discontinue the report 
indefinitely. The recommendation was based on the fact that readiness deficiencies 
noted in the report were due primarily to DOD budget limitations and personnel 
recruitment shortfalls well known to DA force managers, who were unable to take 
any action that would directly assist INSCOM's readiness posture. The ORR was 
discontinued as of the end of March 1980.38 

INSCOM Field Visitation Pro ram FVP. (U) An HQ INSCOM Ad Hoc work group 
met in October 979, consisting of representatives from ODCSOPS, ODCSITA, ODCSI, 
ODCSPER, to discuss and assess the INSCOM Field Visitation Program (FVP) under 
the provisions of INSCOM Regulation 5-1. The work group unanimously felt that 
the FVP should be discontinued. It was merely an additional headquarters visit 
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and was duplicative of many other visits such as normal staff visits, JG, Man
power Survey, etc. Consequently, FVP has not eliminated other visits despite 
the fact that it was a stated aim of FVP. The topics covered by FVP team 
are often not time or project sensitive. This is because of the lack of know
ledgeable team members to handle all technical or specialized topics. In the 
final analysis, the cost and manhours expended could not be justified. There 
was a minority opinion among the Ad Hoc Wor~ Group which believed that the field 
would support the FVP idea of "consolidating routine advice/assistance/orientation 
visits of the HQ staff and to staff FVP with personnel with in-depth experience 
to address/solve problems and provide needed technical guidance." 

(U) Although the FVP was discontinued and the associated INSCOM Regulation 
5-1 rescinded, the NSACSS FVP for field stations was continued under provisions 
of US SIGINT Directive 520. In addition, it was anticipated that with the 
establishment of a multidiscipline ODCSOPS in May 1980, there would be oppor
tunities to schedule on a time available basis multidiscipline operational 
advice and assistance staff visits to subordinate INSCOM field elements.39 

INSCOM Mobilization Operation Plan. (U) The purpose of the INSCOM Mobilization 
Operation Plan 1-80 was to provide guidance for the effective accomplishment 
of INSCOM's intelligence, security, and electronic warfare mission in support 
of the CONUS base during phased mobilization and to ensure that the plan is 
integrated into the Army Mobilization and Operation Planning System. The CofS, 
HQ INSCOM promulgated the MOB OPLAN 1-80 on 23 July 1980. In turn, subordinaae 
elements of INSCOM began development of their supporting mobilization plans. 

The A!11JY Capstone Program (CAPSTONE). (U} HQOA charged FORSCOM with the res
ponsibility of implementing CAPSTONE in coordination with the other Major Army 
Comnands and the National Guard Bureau. The purpose of CAPSTONE was to improve 
mobilization and wartime planning throughout the force, training and deployability, 
and management of the force. These objectives would be accof1l)lished through 
planning and training associations between units which will be assigned to the 
same wartime command (either an overseas headquarters or a CONUS MACOM} and are 
located in the same geographical region during peacetime. Planning and training 
associations are intended to provide for interaction of units from the Active 
and Reserve Components to conduct post-mobilization mission planning in peacetimei 
and to train together as appropriate, during inactive duty training and annual 
training, in order to improve overall readiness. The planning and training 
associations were to be developed from existing comnand relationships or local 
arrangements (i.e. MOU's) made by commanders of Active Component (AC} installations 
and Army National Guard and US Army Reserve major headquarters. 

{U) On 22 July 1980, a Memorandum of Understanding was signed between CDR 
FORSCOM and CDR INSCOM outlining their respective roles in CAPSTONE. In fulfillment 
of its role to conduct intelligence, security, and electronic warfare {ISE) in 
support of EAC, INSCOM, or its overseas groups, become the gaining command for 
certain FORSCOM AC and Reserve Component ISE units upon mobilization and deployment. 
Units were identified to perform periodic training together in order to becowt 
familiar with operating procedures and techniques to be employed in wartime. 
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Mobilization Desi nee t()BDES to MTOE Units. (U) DA changed AR 140-145 
r«>BDES rogram to penn t conmanders to requisition members of the Ready 

Reserve to be assigned as MOBDES against unit AL0-1 requirements not authorized 
at peacetime level of organization. All officers, warrant officers. and enlisted 
grades E-4 through E-9 would be considered under the program. The 641st MI 
Detachment.became the first US Army MTOE unit to have MOBDES when two 03's 
(MOS 36B) were assigned.42 (U) 

Reserve Unit at 66th MI Groua'.i ~ As a result of an OACSI survey of December 
1979 to February 1980 in whi the ability of the 66th MI Group to fulfill its 
wartime mission was questioned, a proposal was made for a paid multi-disciplined 
MI Reserve unit located in Europe. The unit would consist of US civilian employees 
in overseas areas eligible to serve in the Reserves. The 66th MI Group responded 
to the proposal by requesting a survey be completed prior to initiation of any 
such unit at its headquarters. The survey was completed on 15 October 1980 and 
reached approximately 150 Reserve personnel throughout Europe. Informally, 
Office of the Chief, Ar111Y Reserve (OCAR) enthusiastically endorsed the idea 
for a MI Reserve unit in Europe. However, HQ USAREUR voiced inmense interest 
in the unit being used to augment the staff of the Deputy Chief of Staff for 
Intelligence. Talks between OCAR and HQ USAREUR were being conducted at the 
close of FY 1980, and it was undercertain whether the Reserve unit would be 
located with the 66th MI Group or.at HQ USAREUR.43 

Securit of H INSCOM at Fort Gear e G. Meade. (U) On 13 February 1980, Building 
5 , HQ INSCOM e ements at ort George G. Meade was made a restricted area. 

This action restricts access to Building 4554 to persons who have not been 
properly cleared by the Command Security Office and Special Security Office. 
The exchanged badge system placed into effect was compatible with INSCOM elements 
at Arlington Hall Station and Vint Hill Fanns Station. Besides providing for 
increased security, the new system facilitated day-to-day working contacts 
between the headquarters elements.44 

Implementation of Interim SCI Access Proram. (U) The pilot program for interim 
sensitive compartmented intelligence (SC) access was implemented within the 
Conmand, and a message giving guidance was dispatched on 6 February 1979. Under 
this program, certain individuals who met the requirements listed in the message 
would be eligible for the interim access. This allowed personnel to be granted 
SCI access on an interim basis prior to the completion of a Special Background 
Investigation. Due to the success of the pilot, the program became permanent 
in July 1980. 45 

Investigative Records Repository (IPR). (U) The most significant accomplishment 
during FY 1980 was the reduction of the files from 3,655,069 to 3,587,660. 
The reduction was due primarily to the efforts of the File Maintenance Review 
Division personnel. Total files reviewed were 200,886; deleted 84,752; and 
retained 116,134. All of the files retained were identified in the Defense 
Central Index of Investigations with the year indexed, type of file, and retention 
period. 

(U) In August 1979, the IRR initiated the purge/review of the records with 
a view toward the categorization, sanitization, separation of material and the 
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disposition to the appropriate agencies of the records in accordance with the 
contents of the file. During a 19 October 1979 briefing, BG John A. Smith, 
OCG-S&P, INSCOM, reemphasized the disposition of the files in the same manner. 
Initially, it was detennined that Personnel Security Files would be transferred 
to the Defense Investigative Service (DIS); Adjudicative Files to the Central 
Personnel Security Clearance Facility; Industrial Security Review Office Files 
(ISCRO) to DOD, possibly DIS; an_d Prisoner of War Files to DCSPER, DA. The 
Files Maintenance Review Division, IRR (Purge/Review Division) operated under 
this concept with three exceptions. The first exception was to maintain both 
personnel security investigative and adjudicative material in the same file 
(effective May 1980). Each of these files was identified in the Defense Central 
Index of Investigations (DCII) by the letter 11 S11 irrmediately following the 
dossier number. The second exception was to maintain each Prisoner of War file 
intact for continuity of the investigation. The third exception was the elimination 
of the downgrade/declassification review action. This action met the parameters 
set forth in 000 Regulation 5200. 1-R for storage of material. vlhen requested, 
the classified material contained in these files was reviewed prior to transfer/ 
loan to any agency. 

(U) INSCOM proposed that the personnel security investigative (PSI) files be 
transferred to the Defense Investigative Service (DIS) and that OACSI take 
appropriate action to effect this transfer. The matter was referred on the 
Deputy Under Secretary of Defense (Policy Review), who approved the transfer 
of files in principle provided resource implications were worked out between 
INSCOM and DIS. As a result of numerous meetings and ~iscussions between INSCOM. 
DIS, and OACSI representatives from September to December 1979 various options 
and impacts for transfer of the PSI files to DIS were explored. After having 
reviewed these alternative courses of action. it was decided that the most 
efficient and least disruptive, in tenns of resource allocations, was to retain 
the files in IRR and allow them to obsolesce in place. This is not withstanding 
OSD investigative policy decisions in 1972 and 1977 directing that the PSI 
mission would henceforth be the responsibility of DIS. This action did not alter 
the disposition of existing PSI's conducted previously by the services. Since 
the majority of the PSI files will age out by 1987 or be routinely transferred 
to DIS in conjunction with ongoing PSI's. retention of these files in IRR will 
preclude the possibility of a transfer of much needed spaces to DIS and attendant 
disruption usually accompanying such a nDve. At the same time, it was decided 
that effort would continue to be made in exploring the ultimate transfer of 
adjudicative files to the US Army Central Personnel Security Clearance Facility 
(CCF). In January 1980. OACSI accepted the action of resolving the issue of 
transferring adjudicative files to CCF. 

(U) During a May 1980 meeting between representatives of the Central Security 
Facility and the Industrial Security Review Office Files (!SCRO), CSF requested 
that the retention criteria for ISCRO files be reviewed in order to reduce the 
number of files IRR must retain. !SCRO personnel felt that there may be a need 
to retain the files more than the 25 years in the best interest of the Government 
in cases of reinvestigatioo~ Further coordination was necessary before a final 
decision could be reached.4° 
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Military Justice. (U) The number of non-judicial punishments imposed under 
Article 15 in FY 1980 was 397, a significant increase from 298 in FY 1979. 
There was no one cause for the rise but a series of seemingly isolated and non
related incidents. Despite the increase. INSCOM still remained below the Army 
in general. Courtsmartial in FY 1980 totaled six Summary. 14 Special, eight 
General; in FY 1979. there were four Summary. four Special, and one General. 

Table 12. - Serious Crime Offenses 

Crimes of.Violence 

Rape 
Robbery 
Aggravated Assault 
Assault 
Assault/Battery 

Crimes Against Property 

Larceny 
Burglary 
Auto Theft 
Destruction of Property 

Drug Offenses 

Use/Possession of Marihuana 
Narcotics 
Sale/Trafficking 

FY 1979 

0 
1 
2 

12 
3 

21 
2 
l 

17 

53 
l 
0 

FY 1980 

l 
l 
0 

19 
2 

13 
l 
0 

12 

48 
5 
2 

(U) Personnel were administratively discharged for the reasons. shown in the 
table below. during FY 1980. 

Table 13. - FY 1980 Administrative Eliminations 

Authority Hon Gen Less Than Hon 
Chap 5. AR 635-200 16 9 1 Chap 9, AR 635-200 9 1 0 Chap 10, AR 635-200 l .o 6 Chap 13, AR 635-200 

0 Unsuitability 6 0 
Chap 14, AR 635-200 3 l 0 All Others 5 0 0 

(U) Units were required to indicate 2~mber and method of disposition of certain 
offenses as shown in following table. 
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Table 14. - Disposition of Other Offenses, FY 1980 

Disposition/Offense 

Art 86 (Absences Without Leave) 
Art 86 (Failure to Repair) 
Art 89/90 (Disrespect/Disobeying Commissioned Officer) 
Art 91 (Disrespect/Disobeying Order of WO or NCO) 
Art 92 (Failure to Obey Order/Dereliction of Duty) 
Art 111/112/134 (Offenses regarding intoxication) 
All Others 

Number 

26 
113 
19 
17 
70 
44 
16 

Berlin Democratic Club v. Brown Litigation. (U) After six years in litigation, 
the Berlin Democratic Club case was-settled 4 April 1980. The settlement provided 
that plaintiffs be provided one copy of relevant portions of documents within 
the sealed and segregated files subject to deletions under provisions of the 
Freedom of Information Act. The plaintiffs agreed not to challenge deletions 
made because of the G-10 law or involving sensitive sources and methods of 
electronic surveillance in West Berlin. Preliminary DA review and sorting of 
·documents to meet settlement tenns began in February 1980. A joint OACSI/OTJAG 
team reviewed all relevant documents in the sealed and segregated files and 
identified those items that were responsive to terms of the settlement agree
ment. Approximately 30,000 such documents (90-100,000 pages) was segregated 

111 for a Freedom of Information/Privacy Act type review prior to release to the 
~· plaintiffs. A tentative suspense for completion of all screening and release 

was 31 March 1981. Although the civil litigation was not brought against INSCOM, 
the corm,and was requested to furnish 26 personnel in support of H9BA. The 
personnel were attached to the US Anny Central Security Facility. 

Congressional Inquiries/Requests for Assistance. (U) Responses to Congressional 
Inquiries during FY 1980 totaled 53 and represented a slight decrease from the 
57 accomplished in FY 1979. Contrary to FY 1979, grievances in no single category 
accounted for more than ten percent of the total actions processed. As has 
been the case historically, only a comparatively small percentage (17 percent) 
was found to be substantiated. The figures reflect only Congressional Inquiries 
processed by the Inspector General system; occassionally replies are accomplished 
in command channels. 

(U) Responses to Inspector General Action Requests (IGAR) received by HQ INSCOM 
detailed Inspectors General during FY 1980 reflected a substantial increase 
over the previous year, 211 compared to 153. Much of the increase was directly 
attributable to a greater awareness of and access to a detailed INSCOM IG among 
European-based personnel. The desired shift in IGAR workload toward Acting 
Inspectors General (AIG) at major subordinate units--successfully accomplished 
in FY 1978 and FY 1979--suffered an inexplicable setback in FY 1980 when AIG's 
accomplished less than a majority (45 percent) of cases processed. An unofficial 
objective of the INSCOM OIG remains a 70 percent AIG completion rate, an objective 
in consonance with problem-solving at the lowest possible level. 

(U) In FY 1979, the only category of IGAR accounting for over ten percent of 
the total actions processed remained Administration. The striking aspect of 
!GAR within INSCOM continued to be that a majority were found to be substantiated. 
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Such a high substantiation rate is believed to reflect that most !GAR continue 
to concera

9
matters which are irresolvable in normal command/administrative 

channels. 

TRILOGY FARE. (U) ODCSLOG, HQ INSCOM, has long recognized the need for a 
systematic means of relating supply, maintenance, and configuration management 
of hardware and facilities used by INSCOM. A comprehensive study was conducted 
of the HQ logistics information needs, as well as those of field station managers, 
in order to establish such a system. It was believed that any responsive system 
should incorporate the following features: First, there was no logistics data 
required by the ODCSLOG of HQ INSCOM which was not also required by managers in 
the field to properly perform their functions. Thus, if the data requirements 
of field managers in the field, greater data accuracy would ~e assured. Thirdly, 
the data collection should occur in the normal course of activities of the func
tional user; it should not require separate, redundant recording or transcribing. 
Finally, the system must not become a "reporting" system but rather should 
replace and eliminate current periodic and, insofar as possible, one-time 
reports. The ODCSLOG must be able to function utilizing raw data parasited 
from that collected and used by field elements. 

(U) The study resulted in the creation of a functional system entitled TRILOGY 
FARE, which was briefed to the Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Army, 
Installation and Logistics (HQDA), and subsequently approved for development 
in June 1980. While awaiting DA approval, coordination was initiated with the 
General Services Administration to solicit their assistance in developing the 
TRILOGY FARE System Specifications. GSA agreed to accept the task and placed 
the order for the service with their supporting contractor, the Computer Science 
Corporation (CSC}. In September 1980, two CSC personnel along with HQ INSCOM 
representatives from DCSLOG and DCS Automation conducted a one-week field visit 
to Field Station Augsburg to better orient themselves and gather additional 
information to assist in their system specifications development effort. The 
first draft of the specifications is expected to be submitted to this HQ for 
review and approval during the 1st Qtr FY 1981. The follow-on effort will 
include development of the system documentation, testing, and installation 
at the field sites. The first operational system is expected to be installed 
at Field Station Korea in early 1982 with installation at the remaining field 
stations after verification that the system functions as intended. All systems 
are expected to be installed by mid FY 1983.50 

Opposing Forces Program. (U) The Opposing Forces (OPFOR) Program is a DA 
Program designed to train US soldiers in an environment which simulates as · 
closely as possible that which would be encountered in wartime with potential 
adversaries. A key element in the program is the use of materiel and weapons 
currently in use by potential US adversaries. Logistics support of this equipment 
is difficult since few if any US sources of replacement parts have been located. 
Support is further complicated due to lack of operator, maintenance and repair 
parts manuals, drawings and specifications, as well as a system of cataloging 
components and repair parts. INSCOM became deeply involved in the OPFOR Program 
as a result of Intelligence Organization and Stationing Study which transferred 
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the only Anny Technical Intelligence Unit {the 11th MI Company - formerly Co D, 
319th MI Battalion) to INSCOM. AR 350-2 which describes the program also placed 
the majority of the logistics support responsibilities on the 11th MI Company. 
A review of these responsibilities and the functions required to accomplish 
these operations were made by the INSCOM Command Logistics Review Team. Expanded 
(with DA representatives) (CLRT-X) in February 1979 which concluded that the 
unit was not equipped or staffed to perform the required functions,· many of 
which were depot level such as.major overhaul, principle and secondary item 
management. In February 1980, the INSCOM CLRT-X reached the conclusion that 
a major revamping of the logistics support of the OPFOR program was required 
if the program was to continue on a long-term basis. As a result. DA requested 
INSCOM develop a new draft of AR 350-2 revising the regulation as necessary 
to support the program. Supply and Services Division, ODCSLOG, undertook this 
task, developing missions and responsibilities in such a manner that the support 
would be provided by agencies and activities which nonnally provide such support 
to similar US equipment. The OACSI, DA. has accepted the dratf and forwarded 
it to all interested and effected major commands for comment. 

(b)(3):50 USC 3024(i);(b)(3):P.L. 86-36;(b) (1) Per NSA 
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Base Operations Sul~ort for Torii Station. (U) Base operations support for 
USAFS Okinawa pecu ar to the Anny continued to be provided by US Army Garrison, 
Okinawa (USAGOJ during FY 1980 with one exception. FS Okinawa by a message 
dated 12 March 1980 advised that USAGO had been directed by US Army, Japan 
(USARJ) to develop a plan in Coordination with the Field Station to transfer 
administration and management of the KP contract and accountability for dining 
facility equipment (that part not yet on FS Okinawa's property books) related 
to the Field Station Enlisted Mess from USAGO to the field station. Hq INSCOM 
concurred in this action. A USARJ message on 29 July 1980 to USAGO later indi
cated that the earliest date funds related to this action could be transferred 
in FY 1983. In the interim, USAGO is to continue funding until INSCOM is pre
pared to accept the responsibilities. 

(U) On 25 April 1980, at direction of this headquarters, FS Okinawa provided 
a study concerning support responsibilities of USAGO. This excited CDRUSARJ 
to advise CDRINSCOM by a 9 May 1980 message that he emphatically opposed any 
suggestion that any of USARJ/USAGO Base Operations support responsbilities 
be transferred to INSCOM. In reply, MG Wil 1 iam I. Rolya, CDR INSCOM, assured 
the CDRUSARJ that he had no intention of infringing on USARJ's mission. This 
confinned prior pol icy guidance. The transfer to INSCOM of certain functions 
related to the dining facility is the exception rather than the rule.53 

Housing for Command-Sponsored INSCOM Positions in Korea. (U) On 12 July 1979, 
CDR US Forces Korea disapproved a 501st MI Group request for a share (50 sets) 
of 200 family quarters planned for Osan Air Base, stating 110san has been designated 
as unrestricted area only for Air Force personnel. 11 The 13 month tour creates 
excessive personnel turnover, lack of continuity and operational inefficiency, 
but family housing is normally necessary to establish command sponsored (two-
year tour) positions. Despite the turndown by USFK, CDR INSCOM directed a 
letter to the Chief of Staff, US Anny, GEN John W. Vessey on 24 March 1980. 
The letter. asking for CSA support to obtain reconsideration of the relative 
priority of USAFS Korea and a "reasonable share" of related Osan housing. con
cluded that the request was supported by MG Thompson (ACSI), ADM Inman (DIRNSA) 
and GEN Wickham, the new CDR USFK. 

(U) GEN Vessey, who had served as CDR USFK at the time of the original turn
down of the 501st Group's request, declined to forward a letter asking USAF 
for reconsideration until assured of GEN Wickham's full support. (A back channel 
from GEN Wickham had indicated the Air Force ·still has priority for existing 
Osan housing.) By message dated 14 May 1980, ACSI tasked INSCOM to review all 
official actions taken in theater to establish and validate requirements for 
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theater designations of key billets, command sponsorship far such billets, and 
the results of coordination with Osan Air Base and Eighth US Army to secure 
allocation of air base billets. 

(U} GEN Wickham sympathized with the requirement and had, in fact, authorized 
a limited number of command sponsored key positions for SIGINT specialists 
at Camp Humphries (Pyong Taek) to have commissary and exchange privileges but 
neither government housing, nor DOD school support. He supported plans by the 
Korean National Housing Corporation (non Military Construction, Army) for con
struction of a minimum of 300 family housing units for the Army in the Osan M/ 
Camp Humphries vicinity. Three sets of quarters at Osan where made available 
for the commanders of Field Station Korea, the 146th MI Battalion (Provisional) 
and the US Naval Security Detachment, Pyong Taek. No further, action was being 
planned by INSCOM.54 

Search for Stationing for New CONUS Group. (U) In January 1980, DCSLOG was 
tasked to determine stationing alternatives for six new CONUS Military Intelligence 
Units. These units were to be organized during FY 1982 from 603 spaces to be 
transferred to INSCOM from FORSCOM for that purpose. These units would constitute 
a new MI Group in support of the DA approved Echelons Above Corps (EAC) concept 
and would parallel in CONUS actions taking place in Europe to refine the FY 1983 
EAC structure based upon the 66th MI Group. The 641st MI Detachment and the 
11th MI Battalion (Provisional) were to be assigned to the new group upon acti
vation but would remain at the present stations (Ft George G. Meade and Aberdeen 
Proving Grounds, Maryland, respectively). 

(U) DARCOM and TRAOOC provided no recommendations to INSCOM as to the stationing 
of the new group. FORSCOM recommended stationing of the group headquarters and 
MI Battalion (Production and Collection) at Ft McPherson; the CI Battalion at 
Ft Lewis, WA; MI Company (Imagery Interpretation) at McPherson with Detachments 
at Ft Bragg, Bergstrom AFB and at Shaw AFB; MI Company (SIGINT) at Ft Hood; 
and MI Company (Interrogation) at Ft Devens. MG William I. Rolya, CDR INSCOM, 
did not receive the recommendations favorably. He considered stationing at 
McPherson would not lend itself to test of a viable EAC operational concept 
and would be an invitation to continued subordination to FORSCOM although support 
to that command was for peacetime utilization only. OCSLOG was tasked to continue 
a search for more acceptable alternatives. 

(U) The DCSLOG and his representative made trips to Fort Dix, Fort Monmouth, 
and Fort Devens. All installation commanders welcomed the possibility of new 
tenant unit, as all three installations were presently underutilized and could 
improve cost effectiveness by adding to the military population served. MG 
Rolya, together with the principal staff, was briefed on the DCSLOG's observations 
on 28 July 1980. The CG approved the OCSLOG recommendation to seek stationing 
at Ft Monmouth, based on the following factors: 

(1) Permanent type facilities (vacant since relocation of the Signal School 
to Ft Gordon, GA) are available for BEQ, administrative and operational require
ments to.permit the collocation of all elements of the group, facilitating 
mission accomplishment in peace and in war. 

(2) Post facilities at Ft Monmouth are excellent and would enhance the 
Quality of Life for assigned personne·1. 
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· (3) Rapid deployment of. the group in support of CINCUSAREUR or the Rapid 
Deployment Force (RDF) for contingency operations would be facilitated by 
proximity to McGuire AFB and Port of Bayonne, NJ. 

(4) Ft Monmouth warmly supported the proposal, welcoming the backfill. 

(U) On 2 October 1980 in a letter to DA, MG Rolya recommended that the Department 
of Army initiate action to approve stationing of the new USAINSCOM at Ft Monmouth. 
In the interval since original tasking, DA had "slipped" the projected activation 
from FY 1982 to FY 1983. Organizational carrier units were to be established 
in 3rd Qtr FY 1982.55 

Paid Parking at Arlington Hall Station. (U) As part of the implementation 
of the Federal Paid Parking Program, a monthly parking fee was collected for 
use of Arlington Hall Station parking spaces beginning in November 1979. The 
charge was determined by Government Services Administration on an annual basis 
and was to be equivalent to the fair monthly rental value for the use of com
parable commercial facilities in the area. For the period from November 1979 
to September 1980, the charge was assessed at one-half the established GSA rate; 
thereafter, the full rate was to go into effect. The initial charge on 1 Novent>er 
1979 was $12.50 per month and was assessed for use of parking spaces during 
normal duty days between the hours of 0700-1615. Certain exemptions were allowed 
and monetary savings were to encourage car pools. 

(U) During FY 1980, the pay parking office sold 12,204 monthly permits, and 
5,520 daily permits. In addition, it issued 351 TOY permits and granted 987 
parking exemptions. Income from permit sales totaled more than $156,700 of . 
which $34,861.89 was spent in support of parking related activities; the balance 
was turned over to the US Treasury Department. 56 

Status of Aircraft Resources. (U) One change within INSCOM's aviation resources 
during the year was the addition of a second C-12 aircraft to Field Station, 
Sinop. The C-12 replaced the U-21A, utility aircraft, which was traded on a 
one for one basis with USAREUR at the direction of the Department of the Army. 
The second C-12 was justified by mission and safety considerations as well as 
substantial savings in funding and manpower requirements. The C-12 aircraft 
represented the newest of the Army's models and provides pressurized, all-weather 
passenger and cargo service at altitudes up to ;5,000 feet. INSCOM aircraft 
on hand at the end of FY 1980 are shown below: 5 

UNIT 

146th AEB ( Prov) 

USAFS Korea 
USAFS Si nap 
USAFS Augsburg 
66th MI Group 

Total INSCOM Aircraft 

TYPE OF AI RC RAFT 

RU-21H 
U-21A 
OV-1 D 
RV-1D 
UH-lH 
C-12 
UH-lH 
UH-lH 
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Communications Programs and Resources. (U) The Assistant Chief Staff, 
Telecommunications (ACSTEL) was the Program Manager within INSC ~ or Program 
Element (PE) 381055A, Crfptologic Communications, Anny. This p ram was divided 
into two subelements (SE). The first subelement SE49 (Cryptol gic Communications, 
non-Defense Communications System (DCS)) included all teleco n cation resources 
(except cryptographic equipment) required to provide, operat. d maintain 
US Anny Communications Command fixed station Special Intelli en e communications. 
The SE54 (Cryptologic Conmunications, DCS) involved funds n ce ary to support 
leased or government-owned communication circuits which in ud AUTODIN sub
scriber tails and other circuits in support of the cryptol gi effort. It did 
not, however, include AUTODIN "backbone" costs. 

(U) Department of the Army worldwide Consolidated Cryp log c Program manpower 
levels in PE 381055A increased from the 511 spaces allo ate in FY 1979 to a 
total of 547 spaces in FY 1980. This increase resulte fro the opening of 
Field Station Kunia. 

(U) During FY 1980, all PE 381055A funds were appor ione to NSACSS for budgetary 
management. Major expenditure of these funds were imite to procurement of 
Model 40 teletypewriters. The total FY 1980-85 Qt er Pro urement, Army funding 
program for PE 383055A, as of 30 September 1980, i depi ted in the table below 
( thousands ( K)). 5 

Table 15. - OPA Funding - P 

Test Equipment 
Equipment Replacement 

FY 1980 

O 31K 
125K .JM' l36 

FY 1983 FY 1984 FY 1985 

158K 
471 K 

169K 
505K 

180K 
536K 

Communications Facility, AN/MGC-38. ~ he AN/MG -38 was a transportable 
conmunications facility capable of termin ting eith r five or six full duplex 
low speed teletype circuits. In 1975, H US Ar1T1.Y ecurity Agency (predecessor 
to INSCOM) established a requirement for. four of t e AN MGC-38 facilities in order 
to support the future mission requireme ts ofc__----,---~GUARDRAIL. INSCOM 
provide project funds; Tobyhanna Ar1T1.Y pot assumed engineering, overhaul, and 
fabrication tasks; and US Army Connnun· ations and Electronic Readiness Materiel 
Command (CERCOM) provided configurati n management, documentation and follow-on 
support. In November 1979, represen atives from HQ INSCOM participated in the 
operational test and acceptance of e AN/MGC-38 at Tobyhanna Anny Depot in 
Pennsylvania. In September 1980, e last of the four AN/MGC-38 units were 
delivered; this one to Fort Bliss, Texas for use in GUARDRAIL. The previous 
three had gone to ~----:r::,------,,-,-,,--,-:--TI...--...rF.::-:-::---rr:-:::-:r=--::-:;:---..-....--........-,.-.-:---::-::::-::r-~~n.:i:~i'""'lr~=-=:;;;::-' 
to 145th ASA Company n u y or sBJect U ompany 
in November 1978 for Project GUARDRAIL. 
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Communications Facilit ,·AN MSC-67. (U} The AN/MSC-67, Communications Facility 
C MFAC , was an automate , transportable communications facility specifically 

tailored to support the Army Corps tactical electronics warfare and intelligence 
operations. COMFAC was to provide highly unique automated communication capabilities 
controlled by an AN/UYK-19 computer system for handling both formal and informal 
or OPSCOMM traffic. The COMFAC contract was awarded to ECI Division/E-Systems, 
Incorporated, on 8 September 1977, but due to expensive -overruns and mismanagement 
of the project by ECI Division, the Government decided to terminate the contract 
with ECI and complete the project in-house under the auspices of the Communications 
Electronics Engineering Installation Agency (CEEIA} at Fort Huachuca, Arizona. 
The transfer of the project and equipment began in November 1979. 

(U} Termination funds were used to place the system in an operational configuration 
at Fort Huachuca for the purpose of providing OJT instruction in operational 
and trouble-shooting procedures and software training to CEEIA personnel. In 
March 1980, the funds were exhausted, and by June, the Chief of Staff, US Army 
had called a halt due to lack of funds. The following month, HQ DA requested 
TRADOC to revalidate the AN/MSC-67 requirement. The US Army Intelligence Training 
Center and School held the responsibility to responding to the request, but HQ 
INSCOM reinforced the school's position by detailing existing needs in the field 
and the capabilities of the AN/MSC-67 to meet these needs. As a result, DA 
revalidated the AN/MSC-67 project on 2 September 1980 and tasked DARCOM to provide 
OPA/OMA funds to complete the development effort.61 

Automated Data Processin ADP Activities. (U} During FY 1980, the INSCOM 
Automate Systems ctivity assumed responsibility for five new projects: INSCOM 
Theater Intelligence Center-Pacific (ITIC-PAC) Automation Support (Pacific 
Command Data Services Center (PDSC); 66th MI Group Automation Support (Primary 
Control and Analysis Center (PCAC)); TRAILMARK, a feasibility study addressing 
the development of an automated name-tracing system; upgrade of the KALA system 
at Field Station Augsburg; and upgrade of the automated data processing equipment 
from the terminated TRACER ROUND Project for use in support of Project TRILOGY 
FARE, a management information system at field stations. In addition to the 
five new projects undertaken, there were nine on-going: TRIPLE SCOOP, TRIPLE SPACE, 
ASSIST Accreditation, DESKTOP Computers, TOPSAIL GAFF, TREBLE CLEF, TRIPLE SWEEP, 
TRILOGY FARE, and CHUBBUCK II. 

(U} In an effort to acquire the resources and ADP hardware needed to establish 
the !TIC-PAC as a full Army mode of the PDSC computer network system, INSCOM 
forwarded the Mission Element Need Statement (MENS} to OACSI where it was validated 
and sent to the DIA Intelligence Data Handling System (IDHS} Program Manager 
for approval. DIA withheld approval of the MENS until they had received the 
full and unqualified concurrence of the Commander in Chief, Pacific. Initially, 
it appeared that a single AN/GYQ-21(V} computer (also known as PDP 11/70) would 
suffice for the ITIC-PAC requirements,-but later in the year it became apparent 
that the PDSC system had outgrown the capability of a single computer and that 
a second one would be needed. In June 1980, INSCOM learned that excess AN/GYQ-21(V} 
were available. After substantial documentation was provided, HQDA approved the 
requirement for a second computer at ITIC-PAC. Next, DIA validated the MEMS 
and gave a qualified approval to acquire the computer subject to the development 
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of additional documentation to be provided them in early FY 1981. · 

(U) In February 1980, INSCOM submitted a MENS documenting automation require
ments at the 66th MI Group. Both HQDA and DIA approved. In June 1980, INSCOM 
prepared additional documentation to acquire one of the excess AN/GYQ-2l(V)'s 
for the 66th MI Group. This effort was a successful subject to the same addi
tional documentation requirements specified for procuring the AN/GYQ-2l(V) 
for ITIC-PAC. However, the 66th MI Group did not have a suitable computer 
facility since the system was not intended to be acquired until about FY 1983. 
The early delivery forced the selection of an alternate site at Field Station 
Augsburg, approximately 50 miles from the group headquarters. Since the com
puter was scheduled for installation in December 1980, progranmed resources 
were not available, and the operational costs had to be absorbed for a couple 
of years. HQDA (ACS!) planned to assist with financial resources, and the 
INSCOM Automated System Activity will designate two military spaces with duty 
station at Augsburg, Germany to alleviate the staffing shortage until the 66th 
MI Group get personnel authorized. 

(U) In the area of ADP, personnel turnover continued to be the most significant 
problem. Among civilians, five supervisors left the Automated Support Activity 
as well as several nonsupervisory types. An aggressive civilian recruitment 
effort supplemented by participation in the ADP intern program helped to alleviate 
the problem. On the military side, the officer situation went from bad to worse. 
At the beginning of the year, there was only a 50 percent fill; by the end of 
the year, the Activity had lost seven more officers. Enlisted fill was a blurred 
picture. At the start of the year, a shortage existed in MOS 74F (programmers) 
but a maximum fill of computer operators (740); at the close of the year, just 
the opposite was the case. However, the bulk of newly arriving enlisted personnel 
from ADP t,OS courses at·Fort Benjamin Harrison were considered to be outstanding. 

(U) Funding level restrictions imposed at higher levels constrained INSCOM's 
ADP efforts in the area of the General Defense Intelligence Program (GDIP). 
INSCOM units funded by the Consolidated Cryptologic Program had a relatively 
high degree of automation. However, INSCOM units funded through GDIP were less 
fortunate with a few exceptions, notably elements of the Automated System Activity 
located at Pentagon and Fort Bragg. The curtailment of new programs had the 
potential of seriously effecting field units. but the approval to reutilize 
the two excess AN/GYQ-21{V) computers somewhat reduced the impact of the GDIP 
funding restraints. In addition, OACSI and DIA appeared ready to support

6
~ 

computer system for the US Anny Intelligence and Threat Analysis Center. 

Freedom of Information Privac Office. (U) During FY 1980, the Freedom of 
Information Pr vacy O ice FOI received and processed 724 FOI requests 
and 1,845 Privacy Act {PA) requests for a total of 2,569 requests. This represented 
a one and a half percent increase over the total of 2,532 (752 FOI and 1,780 PA) 
in FY 1979. The table below shows a breakdown of both FOI and PA requests in 
FY 1980 by month. 

~ ( ! . 
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Table 16. - FOI and PA Requests During FY 1980 

Month FOI 'PA Total 

Oct 79 53 190 243 
Nov 79 56 200 256 
Dec 79 48 144 192 
Jan 80 59 136 195 
Feb 80 57 152 209 
Mar 80 54 177 231 
Apr 80 56 150 206 
May 80 74 161 235 
Jun 80 65 113 178 
Jul 80 68 147 215 
Aug 80 58 139 197 
Sep 80 76 136 -1J1. 

724 1845 2569 

{U) On 12 August 1980, the FOI/PO was tasked to assist HQDA in the screening 
of approximately 30 thousand documents {90-100,000 pages) for release under tse 
terms of the litigation settlement, Berlin Democratic Club vs Brown Project.6 

Public Affairs Activitie64 (U) The following is a list of INSCOM publications 
as of 30 September 1980: 

Publication 

The Journal 
Augsburg Profile 

*Berlin Bee 
Alamo Wrangler 
Torii Typhoon 
66th MI Scrambler 

**Zelhyr 
\~r te On 
The Vint Hill Vanguard 

***Misawa Sentinel 

Unit Publisher 

HQ INSCOM 
USA Field Station, Augsburg 
USA Field Station, Berlin 
USA Field Station, San Antonio 
USA Field Station, Okinawa 
66th MI Group 
USA Fiels Station, Korea 
INSCOM CONUS MI Group (SIGINT/EW) 
USAG, Vint Hill Farms Station 
USA Field Station, Misawa 

*The Berlin Bee ceased publication in November 1979. 
**The Zephrr suspended publication in October 1979 due to lack of qualified 

Personne. 
***The Misawa Sentinel suspended publication in September 1979 due to lack 

of qualified personnel. , 

Travis Trophy Award. (U) By the close of FY 1980, the Travis Trophy Award 
Ceremony for CY 1979 winner had not taken place. See Appendix J for a complete 
list of previous years' winners. 
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Director's Trophy. (U) During FY 1980, Vice Admiral B.R Inma , DIRNSA, 
established a new award which will recognize the mobile GINT element which 
makes the most significant contribution to the cryptolo ic co unity during 
the calendar year. The Travis Trophy will continue to be aw ded for the most 
outstanding perfonnance by a fixed field station whil the rector's Trophy 
will serve as equal recognition of performance by a obile tation. INSCOM 
nominated the 146th ASA Company (Avn) for 1979, bu ACS!, A selected the 193d 
MI Company in Panama as the Army's nominee. The lectio of the winner from 
among the three Service nominees will not take p ce unt l FY 1981.65 

The BG Bernard Ardisana·Award. (U) The BG Be ard Ar isana Award, a National 
Security Agency (NSACSS} award, was presented nnuall by the Director under 
the sponsorship of the NSA Collection Associ tion. is award was to be given 
to the intercept operator who, through sust ined an exceptional performance, 
was judged to be the Collector of the Year The ai of the. award was to promote 
and recognize excellence in the field of ollecti . All INSCOM Field Stations, 
the 470th MI Group, the 146th ASA Compan (Avn) ( wd), and the 332d ASA Company, 
Operations (Fwd) were eligible to nomi te an in ividual for this award. 

(U) During FY 1980, INSCOM nominate three in ividuals: SSG Garry W. Evans 
(FS San Antonio), SSG Paul L. Durnw d (FS Au sburg), and SGT Mark Codd (FS 
Berlin). Although none were selec d, SGT C d was chosen as runner-up in 
the May competition.66 

The Anny Aviation Unit of the Year Award. (U) The Army Aviation Association 
of America selected the 146th ASA Company (Aviation) as the Anny Aviation Unit 
of the Year for 1979. The annual award recognized the unit for its outstanding 
contributions to Army aviation and the US Army. The unit is unique in that it 
is the first company size unit to combine all US Army fixed wing intelligence 
collection capabilities within a single organization. Although the unit was 
constantly undergoing changes in location, organization, and systems while 
experiencing critical equipment and persogBel shortages, an overall 93 percent 
mission accomplishment rate was achieved. 

Association of Old Crows Outstandin~ Unit Medal. (U) The Association of Old 
Crows (AOC) announced that the 146t ASA Company (Aviation) was selected to 
receive the 1980 Outstanding Unit Medal. The ceremony will be held on 28 October 
1980 at El Toro Marine Base, California, and the medal g~ll be presented during 
the opening ceremonies of the 1980 Technical Symposium. 
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INSCOM Team Day Awards. (U} Since 1976, INSCOM attempted to foster the military/ 
civilian team concept as well as to recognize outstanding contributions made by 
civilian employees through the annual celebration of the INSCOM Military Civilian 
Team Day. INSCOM Team Day Awards for FY 1980 were presented as follows: 

A"V1ard 

The A 1 bert \oJ. Sma 11 Awa rd 

The Action Officer of the Year Award 

The Virginia McOill Award for Outstanding 
Secretarial Ability 

The Equal Employment Opportunity A\•1ard 

The Wage Grader of the Year Award 

The Non-Appropriated Fund Employee of 
the Year Award 

The Military-Civilian Team Improvement 
Award 

Military 

Civilian 

Recepient 

Mr. Richard P. Swisher, 
OOCSRM, HQ INSCOM 

Mr. James R. Morris, 
CI and SIGSEC Spt Bn, Ft 
Sam Houston 

Mrs. Barbara A. Bacot, 
470th MI Group 

COL John M. Carr, 
Chief of Staff, HQ INSCOM 

Mr. Lawrence E. Ward, 
USAG, AHS 

Mrs. Barbara F. NiP-lson, 
USAG, VHFS 

SFC Rodney F. VanGuilder, 
902d m Group 

Mr. Aved is D. Do·nabed i an, 
Auto Sys Actv 

(U} The Military Civilian Team Day was held on 25 April 1980. Activities 
began with the awards luncheon at Arlington Hall Station which was attended 
by 225 people. Guest speakers included Dr. Sue Dueitt, Deputy for Human Systems 
and Resources, Office of Assistant Security of the Army and BG Joseph C. Lutz, 
Director of Human Resource Development, DA

1 
Later in the day, an INSCOMFEST 

was held, featuring music and refreshment. 0 · 
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OPERATIONAL ACTIVITIES 

INSCOM Wartime Missions. (S) There did not exist a comprehensive set of 
plans describing Army activities in wartime, and the wartime plans which 
did exit gave only cursory treatment to intelligence, security, and electronic 
warfare. In December 1979, the CDR INSCOM directed Chief, Mission Analysis 
Office to undertake a study to define the wartime mission of HQ INSCOM and 
units remaining subordinate to the headquarters during time of war. In its 
study, MAO began with a set of wartime scenarios which laid out a total range 
of conditions under which INSCOM would possibly have to function. Using 
the scenarios as a springboard, the authors of the study analyzed the res
ponsibilities of INSCOM under each of the wartime situations and estimated 
the possible resource and organization implications of INSCOM's wartime 
missions. In May 1980, MOA completed the first draft with the intention 
of updating the stuctY as events and premises change. The document would 
serve as a foundation for additional planning.l 

i§/NQFO:l!ll~fmt I Ef7 LIMDiS} 

(b)(1 );(b)(3):50 USC 3024(i) 
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{U} The table below lists significant products produced by ITAC. 

Table 17. - Products Produced by ITAC 

Title 

Base Development Survey {BOS) 
Matanzas, CU 
Guantanamo, CU 
Iraq ( Country Resume) 
Tobruk, LY 
Azores 
Barbados 

Drop Zone Survey (DZS) 
San Isidro, Dominican Republic 

Emergency Evacuation Survey (EES) 
Lebanon 

Ground Forces Order of Battle Book (GFOB) 
Algeria 
Jordan 
Lebanon 
Libya 
Morocco 
Syria 
Tunisia 

Handbook of Military Forces (HMF} 
Cuba 

Tactical Commander's Terrain Analysi.s {TACCTA} 

{U} In support of the RDJTF requirements, the Army Intelligence Survey (AIS) 
program was initiated. The purpose of the AIS is to provide detailed intelligence 
information on countries, thoroughly researched and validated, in order to aid 
crises and international situations requiring US involvement. Coverage of each 
country is divided into such categories as overview, geography, capabilities 
of ground forces, extent of counterintelligence, medical/health environment, 
and potential for psychological operations. There exist the ongoing need to 
assure that prioritization of AIS is validated with Army component commanders 
of operational forces as well as the continual requirement to legitimize the 
AIS and other products in support of the Joint Operations Planning System and 
contingency planning. 

(U) Following the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in late December 1979, 
the Chief of Staff, US Army requested that Black Book coverage of the USSR/ 
Afghanistan situation be expanded. A special crisis team was fonned within 
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the Current Intelligence Division. ITAC, to work around the clock, five days 
a week. The team functioned in this manner for approximately five months 
until the CSA3modified his guidance to be notified only of significant 
deve 1 opments. 

Regional Appraisal Program. (U) INSCOM's Regional Appraisal Program (RAP) 
was based upon concept that required INSCOM to examine its intelligence 
collection and production effort in support of consumer needs. As originally 
envisoned, a regulation was to have been published to guide the effort. 
However, the lack of decision making due to proposed reorganizations delayed 
and finally killed the action in FY 1980. Although not in the form of a 
program. the function of evaluating intelligence collection and production 
against consumer needs was very alive. Within the ODCSOPS, the Marketing 
Group was established on 13 March 1980 as INSCOM's client-oriented, sensing 
arm to identify user intelligence requirements against the full spectrum of 
INSCOM operations and to ass4st INSCOM clients in articulation and prioritization 
of those intelligence needs. 

(b)(1 );(b)(3):50 USC 3024(i) 

(5/Pl8f8RP0 The effective definition and all-source analysis of the North Korean 
grid system was used in tactical maps. As a result of Project POLONAISE, 
the North Korean system of map usage can be exp!oited much more readily, 
particularly in the key 2d and 5th Corps areas. 

CLUSTER THIMBLE. m During January 1980, INSCOM Theater Intelligence Center
Pacific (Provisional) played a crucial role in the timely and effective exploi
tation of a Soviet data collection device recovered at sea near the main 
island of Hawaii. As a result of the effort of the Co1T111ander, USAITIC-PAC (P). 
the device (designated CLUSTER THIMBLE) was flown by Army aircraft to Oahu 
and from there to USAITIC-PAC (P). After evaluation of the device, an 
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Intelligence Infonnation Report was issued giving full details of the device 
which appeared to be a submersible conobuoy with passive data collection and 
recording instruments as well as an electronic beaconing system for retrieval 
purposes. After initial exploitation, the device was turned over to the US 
Navy elements on 17 January 1980 for shipment to Command Task Group 168, 
Washington, D.C., and Naval Intelligence and Security Command Detachment, 
Chesapeake Beach, Maryland.6 

(b)(1 );(b)(3):50 USC 3024(i) 

US Ar Tactical Intelli ence Readiness Trainin REDTRAIN. (U) The past 
year was one of expans on forte US rmy Tact ca nte igence Readiness 
Training (REDTRAIN) program. For the first time both Reserve Component and 
National Guard units participated in REDTRAIN. In January, the 641st MI 
Detachment and the US Army Intelligence and Threat Analysis Center began 
to identify live environmental training (LET) opportunities appropriate for 
the 142d MI Company (Linguist) of the Utah National Guard. A major step 
was also made in June to fully integrate the Reserve Component into the program. 
The 314th MI Battalion (USAR) received personnel and training aid support from 
INSCOM REDTRAIN during the Battalion's Annual Trainf~g period. The effort 
was well received and serves as a basic design for future support to other 
RC units. 

(U) During 1980, an increasing amount of INSCOM 1 s REDTRAIN program was devoted 
to non-SIGINT training. The 641st MI Detachment developed the HUMINT REDTRAIN 
program/schedule to accorrmodate both FORSCOM/WESTCOM/USAREUR and INSCOM per
sonnel/units participating in Specialized Operational Training (SOT) and LET. 
The Detachment established over 110 LET/SOT opportunities worldwide and coordi
nated nearly 60 LET/SOT for attendance; approximately 18 percent of al 1 per
sonnel participating in INSCOM's SOT were interrogators. As manager of the 
!MINT REDTRAIN program, the INSCOM Threat and Analysis Center coordinated SOT 
for 49 active duty personnel and provided LET for 14 active and 80 Reserve · 
personnel and support to 16 Reserve units during their annual training. All 
in all, these actions represented an encouraging beginning for the non-SIGINT 
side of the REDTRAIN program. 

~ The Department of the Arll\Y designated CDR INSCOM, th.e Anny Executive, 
agent for the REDTRAIN program, to assess the technical readiness of tactical 
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SIGINT/EW personnel and units and their ability to perfonn the te n cal 
tasks required to effectively execute SIGINT and EW operations 1 e ce and 
war. The first Technical Evaluation of Anny Tactical (TEATAC) IN /EW 
team deployed to Europe in January 1980 and was later followed y si ilar 
teams which visited FORSCOM and Pacific tactical units. Theta I indings 
concluded that tactical SIGINT/EW is suffering from a lack of pe sonn 1, 
operational, equipment, and technical training and that ther ex sted a 
critical need for an increased emphasis on SIGINT REDTRAIN. Thee co clusions 
were to be presented in a briefing to the VCSA in early FY 981. 

(U) ~Asa result of TEATAC, Collection, Processing, Analy s an Repo ting 
(CPAR) Element, INSCOM CONUS MI Group began to organize ad de oy Mob le 
Training Teams {MTT) to assist tactical sigint/EW units n the r REDT IN 
efforts. CPAR deployed its initial MTT to the 853d ASA mpan in Jul 1980. 
The MTT hold intensive two-week training programs whic focus n MOS sill 
training keyed to target areas. The Mobile Training Tams ar designe to 
train the unit trainers, improve individual and team roficie cy (98CM ), 
prepare the unit for in-house missions, and compleme the A y Trainin 
and Evaluation Program and the skill qualification st. Tra ning pack ts 
are designed to familiarize personnel in MOS 986 an 98C wit specific eatures 
of the communications structures associated with t ir respe tive targe areas. 
The MMT training packets are developed especially or each u it and are left 
for use by the unit upon the team's departure. 

(C)-f.Y.t There were various other milestones which curred wit in the REDT IN 
program. In early 1980, the REDTRAIN program i Europe wa implemented ith 
the assignment of personnel to USAREUR and the 66th MI Gro and the est blish-
ment of the CPAR Detachment, Europe The ur 
of Detachment Europe is to assist the 66th MI Group and 
units in the implementation of REDTRAIN program and to c'--oo-'-r--..n-a----.t-e----.S=o---T.-;===t===;--~ 
opportunities for FORSCOM and USAREUR units alike. Another milestone w 
establishment of two reports in December 1979 to facilitate the management 
and evaluation of the program. These two reports are the quarterly REDTRAIN 
report and the semiannual MACOM report. In May 1980, the REDTRAIN Office 
assumed full responsibility for the management of REDTRAIN. Originally, 
the Chief of Staff, HQ INSCOM had given the responsibility to various staff 
elements DCSOPS {$JGINT/EW), DCSCI (CI/SIGSEC/OPSEC), and DCSITA {lMINT). In 
turn, the staff elements were dependent upon operational elements (CONUS MI 
Group, 902d MI Group, and USA Intelligence and Threat Analysis Center, respec
tively} for day-to-day management of their discipline's program. However, 
serious lack of development in the CI/SIGSEC/OPSEC due to communications 
failure led to the transfer of all program responsibilities to the REDTRAIN 
Office. 

{U) The REDTRAIN program faced continued funding programs, and FY 1981 appears 
to hold more of the same. During FY 1980, DA reduced the travel funds which 
led to a drastic decline in SOT/LET after mid-year. III Corps actually froze 
all REDTRAIN travel funds for approximately three months.a 
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(~' ~ With regard to the problem of dropping accountability of the intelligence 1 property on long term loan to the Special Military Intelligence Office {SMIO) 
and the Special Intelligence Detachment {SID), OACSI {DA) advised on 7 February 
1980 that the long awaited International Security Assistant Act of 1979 was 
finally enacted into Public Law 96-92 on 29 October 1979. Under the provisions 
of Section 23b of this law, the President of the US is authorized to transfer 
to Taiwan US property which was located on Taiwan on l January 1979. However, 
OACSI detennined that this method of transfer would become complex and would 
involve several agencies which did not have a "need to know." Consequently, 
OACSI authorized the 500th MI Group to obtain relief by completing and submitting 
the Government Property Lost or Damaged Report {DA Form 4696 - Test) under the 
provisions of Chapter 2, AR 735-11, 15 October 1978. Relief under this AR 
could be claimed when no apparent negligence was involved. On 24 March 1980, 
the Intelligence Property Book Officer and Accountable Officer of the 500th 
MI Group submitted the completed DA Form 4696 {Test), which was approved by 
the Commander, 500th MI Group on 26 March 1980, terminating accountability 
for the intelligence property placed on long tenn loan to SMIO an SID. 

(Lt)~ There remained the problem of officially tenninating the Arll\Y'S intelligence 
formal relationships with SMIO and SID. It was still intended to provide ter
mination notices to these agencies as part of the US review of all agreements 
in order to mask military intelligence relationships with them. ln an attempt 
to hasten a decision, the Commander, 500th MI Group sent out feelers on a pro
posed visit by him to meet with the heads of SMIO and SID organizations in 
Taiwan. OACSI's guidance was that the Commander, 500th MI Group was only 
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authorized to state that "the official U.S. position on further intelligence 
relationships is still being studied and will be provided to you soon." In 
view of thi~ restriction, the Commander, 500th MI Group did not further pur
sue his proposal to visit Taiwan. 

AARCS. t!1'~RK) AARCS is the unclassified acronym for Automatic Agent 
Radio Conrnunications System (S/NOFORN). Office of the Assistant Chief of 
Staff, Intelligence (OACSI), Department of the Army is the sponsoring and 
funding agency for development of the AARCS. The Intelligence Material 
Development & Support Office (IMDSO) is the project manager for AARCS, inter
facing directly with the development contractor (Rockwell International) 
and the Contract Administration Office (Harry Diamond Laboratories). Ongoing 
coordination is maintained with the National Security Agency (NSA), who 
monitors and advises on design aspects associated with communications security. 
The ADCSOPS-HUMINT, HQ INSCOM, coordinates directly with IMDSO to provide 
input regarding user requirements and to assist with field tests and analyses. 

(&,<~~~) . The development of AARCS is seen as going through four "generations," 
AARCS I through IV. AARCS I was completed in 1976 and was a feasibility 
prototype produced by a small firm that was unable to undertake the larger 
contracts for the production models. AARCS II was tested by IMDSO and ADCSOPS
HUMINT during the fall of 1977. In March 1978, IMDSO invited NSACSS to study 
the AARCS' vulnerability in a hostile environment (Eastern Europe). As a 
result of the field tests and NSA's analyses, extensive modifications were 
made to the AARCS II system. 

(&f'1'f!a~) The prototype AARCS III was delivered to IMDSO in December 1979, 
and extensive field testing of the system was conducted during the period 
January - March 1980. The tests were based in Fort Riley, Kansas, and several 
military installations south of Fort Riley. Transmissions were made between 
the agent radio sets and the base station and from the base station to the 
agent radio set, using several different antenna configurations and transmission 
modes. The test team included technical personnel from IMDSO and HUMINT per
sonnel from the 66th, 470th, 500th and 501st MI Groups and the US Army Opera
tional Group. SIGINT representatives from San Antonio Field Station also 
participated. Operational capabilities of the system were tested at various 
ranges up to 1,000 kilometers (600 miles). Equipment improvements based upon 
findings from this series of tests will be incorporated into AARCS IV, which 
was anticipated to be delivered in the summer of 1981. Acceptance tests at 
that time will consist of both CONUS-based and Europe-based tests, and field 
deployment of the system will follow soon after acceptance. 

Latin American Emi re Ex loi tat ion Pro ram LEEP • -4SfN61'0RNT LEEP is an 

~ _/ J from a permanent base of operations at 
- - Begun in October 1979, the program 
-fij~ upon former political prisoners, normal emigres, and US citizens 

who remaTn--e-ct-m-CU.Qa after revolution. Continual re-c ntac coordination 
is maintained with tne -- Prior Q to mid-April 1980 when the first of a surge of nonpolitical refugees began 

· entering the US through Key West, LEEP identified over 300 potentially know-
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ledgeable personnel. After April the number of Cubans entering CONUS increased 
dramatically and the operation was revamped to meet this unprecedented collection 
opportunity. In an attempt to exploit the intelligence data possessed by 
these emigres, some of whom had only recently left military service in Cuba, 
USAOG augmented its original two-man team with eight other people and in turn 
with 70 additional personnel from FORSCOM, DARCOM, INSCOM MI Groups, as well 
as contingents from the US Marine Corps and the Utah National Guard, and fanned 
teams at the five CONUS refugee processing centers. Working around the clock, 
these personnel screened more than 27,000 refugees and collected data for 
approximately 800 Intelligence Information Reports. In the analysts's feed
back, the LEEP reporting of 1980 was judged to represent the most significant 
breakthrough in HUMINT reporting for Cuba since the early 1960 1 s. 

Prisoner Release Claims. (S/NOFORN/WNINTEL) With the release of massive 
numbers of Cuban emigres in the 11 Freedom Flotilla" in mid-April 1980, OACSI 
in July 1980 requested HQ INSCOM to review Army records and determine the 
probable number of potentially legitimate financial claims from former Cuban 
sources which could foreseeably be brought against the US Army for settlement. 
A review of approximately 700 Army dossiers (identified with 1,371 former 
Cuban sources and leads) disclosed/positively identified 55 former Army sources 
as potentially eligible to apply for legitimate claim settlement resulting 
from arrest, incarceration, and/or death as a result of intelligence activities 
in Cuba. Furthermore, an additional 24 former Army sources were identified 
as questionably legitimate claimants; however, attempts to positively identify 
these individual's eligibility to apply for settlement were hampered by the 
condition of the former US Army Field.Activities Corrmand (USAFAC) dossiers. 
Future funding requirements may be substantial if the identified claims are 
brought against the US Army for settlement. It was anticipated by the OACSI 
action officer that a figure of 60 or 70 multiplied by the average CIA settle
ment which had been about $65,000 plus medical expenses would be used in 
approaching OSD. 

(b)(1: 1.4a; 1.4c Per DIA 

( 61'HOFORfl~ 
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Project SEEK. ( G,'PtBF8~1f) Under the auspices of the lnteragency Defector 
Committee and chaired by CIA/OCD (Domestic Collection Division) of the JWG 
(Joint Working Group), Project SEEK was a positive intelligence collection 
program of interviews and debriefings of Jewish and other emigres from the 
USSR. Immigration and Naturalization Service records (INS) and other official 
assessment forms were used to identify and screen knowledgeable Sources who 
were contacted and debriefed by contact specialists (C/S) linguists through
out CONUS. Exceptionally knowledgeable Sources were brought to the Washington, 
D.C. area for community debriefings, seminars, and symposiums attended by 
analysts from numerous agencies of the Intelligence community. 

~ During FY 1980, Detachment L, US Anny Operational Group accomplished 
the following: 

Table 18. - Project SEEK FY 1980 Production 

(b)(3):50 USC 3024(i) 

While the results obtained in FY 1980 were more than satisfying, both quanti
tativel and ualitativel • as exem lified b a 30 June 1980 letter from LTG 

wherein Detachment 
'----c----------.-~-----,--.---=,------,--~~!-'-LL--+---'---'--'-e~-L..LLJ~'-'-------..lo,L_U___.__~________,,_~~~ 
L was identified as the best collection agency o e ector emigre infonnation 
in both CONUS and overseas. It was anticipated that the output would even 
improve in the near future with the assignment of additional personnel and 
improved administration which would pennit more effective selection and screening 
of sources to better satisfy the requirements levied on the SEEK Program. 

China. (5i{NQliQA•I~ The "Opening" of the People's Republic of China (PRC) 
to Western trade and technology served as a catalyst to review ongoing and 
proposed operations to insure that clandestine resources were being applied 
against target which could not be reduced by other means. The 500th MI Group 
operations were focused on science and technology (S&T) subjects, Chinese 
logistic capabilities, and the reinforcement of enemy warnings/indicators 
of hostilities (EW/IOH) reporting capabilities. The latter were developed 
through the combined reporting from Japanese businessmen visiting the PRC 
for both brief and extended stays. In FY 1980, Group sources spent in excess 
of 1,000 days in the PRC. Their travels were performed at varied times so 
that the cumulative effort afforded EW/IOH reporting on a constant basis by 
Japanese visitors who have traveled in and out of Eastern China for several 
years. The majority of these Sources were fluent Chinese linguists, have 
resided in China for extended periods, and were well qualified to detect small 
or subtle indicators of change which might present hostilities for mobilization. 
Other collection highlights included operations to report on Chinese armor 
developments, a capability for future reporting in Xizang and Xinjiang. and 
extensive reporting on current and future PRC logistics capabilities. Four 
new operations were approved during the year and three are awaiting approval 
at the end of FY 1980. ('(' 102 
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/Q>r '=-=-;i-""'-·~··---:· (U) Project! ·. lwa/s-the nam,,assigned to the /g/4 actfon which i 
~) was intended to provide Program/{! Europ~n personnel/b1lle:ts /atl : I 

to fill Program III spaces tyansfer-red.to the consolidatedlwfdeband retrieval t 
center at San Antonio. Al)IIOst from jts inception Projec~had di ffi cul 
providing the required p.etsonnel to/the Field Station. e situation further 
deteriorated during the early pos/t Viet Nam period when 1 cryptologic personnel ·. 
became more and mor,e/scarce. Tne Intelligence Organiz¥tion and Stationing Stu~ 
(IOSS) further C9ff(pounded adni,tnistrative/support probVems associated withl · 
to the point ~,llere during_ t'September 19?9 v~sit to OCSI (USAREUR), the SJ 

I /j proposed an/1nmediate termination of c:::::::===J versus the planned 
FY 1981 termination da~e. By Mid-June 1980 final arrangements and details 
~!~~~a~:~~~g ofl lhad been finalized, and the project was formally 

Technical Evaluation of A Tactical TEATAC SIGINT. ~ Since the Intelli -
gence Organ1zat1on and Stat1on1ng Stu , t ere as een no mechanism to evaluate 
the technical health of the Anny's tactical SIGINT units, but reports had been 
received at HQDA which indicated the inability of tactical SIGINT forces to 
perform their mission. The ACSI took the initiative and tasked INSCOM in 
November 1979 to perform a worldwide technical evaluation to determine the 
technical readiness of Army tactical SIGINT/EW personnel and units; to recommend 
corrective action to improve technical proficiency when required; and to provide 
technical advice and assistance and take corrective action. where practical, 
during the conduct of the evaluation. The evaluation within Europe, Pacific, 
and CONUS was conducted from January to Apri 1 1980 by INSCOM led teams with 
a representative from NSACSS and HQDA. The teams produced the first objective 
look at the Anny's tactical SIGINT units in at least, five years. The results 
of this evaluation indicated that the Army does not have the capability to 
provide SIGINT support during either peacetime or wartime. This conclusion 
was based on evaluations of the individual (primarily the 98G linguist and 
the 98C traffic analyst). unit, and the system. Recommendations of the team 
were to increase emphasds on training for MOS maintenance including linguists 
and maki2j full sue of Tactical Intelligence Readiness Training (REDTRAIN) 
program. 

----------------------- --- --------- --------- -
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Issuance of USSID In Microfiche. (U) The operational directives office in 
NSACSS queried HQ INSCOM to detennine US Army interest in microfiche dissemi
nation of US SIGINT Directive (USSID). The primary advantages of microfiche 
USSID were described as ease of storage and capability for rapid destruction. 
An earlier investigation into microfiche USSID was conducted in 1973. At 
that time. the microfiche documents were believed to have been discontinued 
for the following reasons: (1) Microfiche dissemination is inherently slower 
than electrical amendments as it is routed via courier. (2) The small size 
of the library contributed to a greater chance of theft/compromise. (3) 
Changes to microfiche USSID were slow to be produced by NSACSS as each amended 
page required a new fiche to be produced and internal backlogs quickly developed 
causing slow distribution to consumers. 

-tet HQ ·1NSCOM again surfaced these problem areas with the NSACSS Operational 
Directives Office but was assured that NSACSS had weighed the security consi
derations and that technological improvements in microfiche production would 
enable NSACSS to meet the expected demands. HQ INSCOM staffed the NSACSS pro
posal with ACS! DA, Major Anny Commands with SIGINT missions. INSCOM field 
sites. and internal HQ elements. 

(U) On 5 March 1980. this HQ passed the Army position to NSACSS. INSCOM 
activities (essentially. INSCOM fixed sites) believed the disadvantages of 
microfiche USSID outweighed the advantages. Nearly all sites stated micro
fiche distribution was inconvenient and that electrical USSID changes would 
still be necessary pending arrival of updated fiche. The single exception 
to the above was received from .......... .-----~(Consolidated Security Operations 
Center) who firmly supported U 1 microfiche. However, among Anny tactical 
SIGINT units. HQ INSCOM received indi ting microfiche libraries provided 
advantages when working conditions were uitable (for example. Division/Brigade 
Support companies while in Garrison and Operations Rear and Aviation companies). 
On the other hand. all comments concerning se of USSID in extreme tactical 
conditions ruled out microfiche documents. 

~ In light of its findings. HQ INSCOM did no concur in unrestricted dis
tribution of USSID in microfiche. Where microfi e were supplied. electrical 
changes were to be retained on distribution. Int instance of INSCOM manned 
fixed sites. microfiche USSID was considered most e ective where rapid 
destruction is essential (for example,"-=.-..--c..-..-.1i.,-,.-..----.:.o rations) or when large 
manuals/catalogs (which are slow to change an or 1nfre uently referred to) 
are reduced to fiche. Specific recommendations or each IGINT Activity 
Designator (SIGAD) were offered to NSA for select e distr ution. For Army 
tactical SIGINT activities. only hard copy USSID we propo d for. field 
use by Division/Brigade Support companies. Microfic dissem ation to Aviation, 
Operations rear and Control and Processing was to be a ressed ·n a unit-by-unit 
recommendation as required. 

(U) At the close of FY 1980 no 
USSID distribution policies.~8 
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USSID 1600. -tet US SIGINT Directive USSID 1600 (SIGINT Tasking for US Army 
Tactical SIGINT Units (U)) was published by NSACSS on 17 October 1979. USS ID 
1600 outlines the SIGINT mission, operational relationships, and tasks per
fonned by US Anny tactical SIGINT units worldwide. 

(U) -(t+ The issuance of USSID 1600 represented over two years of coordination 
effort among NSACSS elements, supported Army Major Commands (MACOMS). ACS! 
DA, and HQ INSCOM. USSID 1600 superseded existent USSID 2606(P) (SIGINT 
Tasking for USAREUR Tactical SIGINT Units (U) and USSID 1630(P) SIGINT Tasking 
for 329th ASA Company (U)).29 

USSID 1600R. (U) An 11 April 1980 meeting with NSACSS, FORSCOM, and INSCOM 
representatives resolved existent concerns and cleared the way for printing 
and fonnal coordination of NSACSS Draft US SIGINT Directive USSID l600R (SIGINT 
Tasking for US Army Tactical SIGINT Reserve Units (U)). Draft USSID 1600R 
represented a first time effort to document the role of US Amy Reserves 
(USAR) tactical SIGINT units as members of the US SIGINT System (USSS). 

(U) USSID 1600R will document the SIGINT mission, operational relationships, 
and tasks perfonned by USAR tactical SIGINT units. under the SIGINT operational 
control of DIRNSA/CHCSS (as exercised through the USSID system). 

(U) Draft USSID 1600R was reviewed by ACSI DA, CDRFORSCOM, the Collection, 
Processing, Analysis and Reporting (CPAR) Element (INSCOM CONUS MI Group), 
the Major US Army Reserve Commands, and HQ INSCOM. HQ INSCOM provided an 
Army response to NSACSS on 15 July 1980 which stipulated several mild concerns 
but essentially concurred in promulgation of fomal USSID 1600R.30 

Coordination of Draft US SIGINT Directive USSID 505. (U) NSACSS forwarded 
to t s a new y eve ape Ora t D as c ocument entitled II Di rectory 
of SIGINT Organizations (U) 11

). The draft was reviewed in ODCSOPS, who is the 
HQ INSCOM office of primacy. When promulgated the new draft would replace 
extant USSID 505 dated 16 July 1973. The substantive differences between the 
previous USSID and its replacement were as follows: 

(U) fG-t- The draft USSID's criteria for assignment of a SIGINT Activity Designator 
(

11 SIGAD11 
- for Army activities a 0 USM-" number) is now precisely defined. 

(U) 

Specifically, SIGADs are to designate activities which perfonn: (1) intercept, 
(2) processing, (3) reporting, or (4) radio direction finding. Also, SIGADs 
are to be assigned to activities which are listed in the Consolidated Cryp
tologic Program (CCP), listed in the Tactical Cryptologic Program, or other 
SIGINT resources under the operational or technical control of DIRNSA/CHCSS. 

(S/CCO) The draft USSID contained the current/more stringent NSACSS SIGAD 
classification criteria and was the first USSID (or USSID draft) to do so. 
This criteria classifies the association of even one SIGAD with its true unit 
identify/location (formerly a single SIGAD association was unclassified). 
Similar protection is afforded mere listings of US and Second Party SIGADs 
(even without the true unit identities/locations). 

· )<:( A new 11 anonymi ty program" was established in the draft whereby NSACSS 

f'. ('\ 11.0 
1 h1,l •eLf. 'f'I,\ eeMll41f 
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cryptologic activities were assigned a Roman numeral between I and IV. The 
numerals indicate the "class" of sensitivity of the activities• cryptologic 
operations. Class I - the least restrictive level - was assigned to NSACSS 
activities whose operations require no anonymity arrangements. Class IV 
required the use of cover designators/addresses and precluded all visible 
association with the individuals involved in the cryptologic activity and 
NSACSS. The classes were derived from requirements levied by foreign govern
ments pursuant to concluded agreements. As stated in thp draft, only NSA 
activities were affected, I (b)(1) J_CYqualified 
for anonymity arrangements as well. 

(U) An INSCOM concurrence of Draft USSID 505 with cornnents was passed to 
NSACSS on 14 May 1980. A new USSID 505 was released by NSACSS on 29 May 
1980 which included all of the draft's requirements/criteria.31 

(b)(3):50 USC 3024(i);(b)(3):P.L. 86-36;(b) (1) Per NSA 
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for the relocation of the three units and the rehabilitation of a fonner 
Navy fleet sonar school building for operations. On 26 June 1980 1 approval 
was received on the System Concept Paper III; the.military contract for 
rehabilitation of the building was awarded in September; and actual construc
tion was scheduled to begin in October 1980 and be completed in July 1981. 
The total cost for the rehabilitation of facilities. relocation of the units. 
and installation of updated mission and communications equipment would amount 
to {fl)oximately $2. 7 million. 

(Bfeeer FS Homestead's mission had been limited to processing Cuban HF manual 
Morse, but with the move. the unit would man two collection positions (one 
Cuban and one Russian) and two voice transcription positions. Both collection 
positions would have a 20 to 450 MHz range in either single or multichannel 
modes. Initially. the Cuban position would be tasked for 16 D-IOC. seven days 
a week; the Russian position would be tasked for eight DHOC 1 five days a week. 
In the past. these targets were intercepted on a time available basis by Navy 
and Air Force positions; this move would enable the Army to perform its mission ~I same priority basis as the Navy and Air Force. 

) The entire 20 personnel strength has been increased by one. The 
unit's MOS structure has also been revised to provide the needed collection 
and processing capabilities. The realignment will include 14 collection/voice 
processor spaces targeted against the Cuban ground forces and three collection/ 
voice processor spaces targered against the Soviet brigade in Cuba.33 

WOBECK. (U) The U.S. Army\ (b)(1) !station located at Wobeck. West 
Gennany. has been managed by various tactical organizations over the past 
several years from out-of-hide resources. Whereas the situation was sufficient 
on a short term basis, it has become increasingly evident that a more permanent 
solution is demanded. In an effort to formalize W e ' us as a 

·50 USC 3024 i ; b 3 :P.L. 86-36;(b) (1) Per NSA OACSI L.-.,-r-ec~e-.-----~ 
INSCOM to assume responsibility for the station as an echelon above corps 
(EAC) asset. 

(U) On 29 November 1979. an in-process review (IPR) was held at HQ INSCOM 
and in December 1979. action was initiated to draft up an implementation 
plan which describes various tasks and objectives necessary to achieve the 
ultimate goal of providing a viable training platform and collection effort 
at Wobeck effective 1 October 1980. The Program Decision Issue Paper (PDIP) 
submission for Wobeck, legitimizing its existence. was sent to the Department 
of the Army in December 1980. Submission was for 54 persons. In January 
1980. HQ INSCOM sent a planning message relative to EAC objectives to USAREUR 

(b) 
(3):50 
use 
3024 
(i);(b) 
(3):P. 
L. 86-
36;(b) 

and 66th MI Group outlining their main roles. Also during the month a more 
detailed message was sent to 66th MI Group. expounding upon their role specifically 
as it pertains to the Wobeck effort. After much intensive work. a draft 
plan was sent on 27 May to ACS! (DA). USAREUR. 502d ASA Battalion and the 66th 
MI Group for s ta ffi ng. 

(U) Logistically, adequate equipment is now being purchased to operate the 
site. However, it appears that acquisition of proper personnel fill through 
normal pipeline procedures will not provide people in time. Efforts are under-
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way to man the site with volunteers, both from CONUS and overseas to tempo
rarily solve the problem. The present operations building is inadequate 
for human habitation. Funds have been acquired to rehabilitate the structure 
so as to increase the level of working conditions. No formal training program 
currently exists at Wobeck for Readiness Training for US Army Intelligence 
Resources {REDTRAIN). This problem is currently being overcome by publishing 
a REDTRAIN plan specifically designed for that site along the same lines of 
FS Augsburg's plan. Funding for the FY 1981 time frame is only partially 
solved and a continuing effort to acquire adequate O&MA money for operating 
funds will have to be effectived b~

4
INSCOM. Unfunded requirements money will 

have to be used to fill this void. 

(b)(3):50 USC 3024(i);(b)(3):P.L. 86-36;(b) (1) Per NSA 
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Field Station Homestead. ~ Perhaps the most significant operational 
problem continued to be the inability to influence and provide timely and . - -

(b)(3):50 USC 3024(i);(b)(3):P.L. 86-36;(b) (1) Per NSA 
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Modernizat on Pro·ect at Homestead. ~ The modernization or 
e omes ead joint se ice cryptolog c facility's morse collection and pro

cessing efforts were ne rl complete at the end of the fiscal year. The pur
pose of the entire l,---,~---r---rrsystem was to enhance collection and analysis 
capabilities throug t e mmediate accessing of analysts to the intercept 
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(b)(3):50 USC 3024(i);(b) 
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/{ 1/ I il !I j ' 
being copied at any one time and to a computer data,!j'k/<>if/;,,chnical and 
order of battle. The system is characterized by a ~ vJnf~i ~signed system 
of high frequency collection and analysis hardwar~;

1 ~3/f~;0 s,_\~Onsisting of 
a modern design morse keyboard and video displ~~,asigut1f -q,e morse operators 
:~~l;~t:~alytical typewriter keyboard and dat~r,~:(r/fisl 1/ay\\ scope for the 

;}/;//1~! '1 1// / / / / I 1 

(C) Training on the operation of the MAR09rSAI):: ,cqmp;(Jte , ico"ducted by the 
Navy between 22 August and 14 September, ~no/fs;te~ ,6f/a 5 ~our\ block of 
instruction. The Field Station Command~/, Sli i anc1;1yS!ts, an three transcribers 
attended and successfully completed ~~,~61p-ckl of :ins£ruc1io . tn preparation 
for the Operational Readiness Demonswtipn/( oiwf, Vimit~d ~cce1s to the system 
was permitted conmencing 24 Septemb~~ ~RP W¥1sch~duleA for mid-October 1980 
with ful 1 system implementation p~~ran,im~,d a~1tf s~cces~ful comp\1 etion of ORD. 38 

I I ~ 
,/ II I 

/// / /i I I II 
/;/ ' I I I I I 

(b)(3):5~tf~ 3~~4(i);(b){~j~.L. ~-36;(b)/(1) P~r NSA\ 
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I I 
I I 

I /})¢\ /~ ~al a/
1 
real-time data ~orwar ing and \collection 

steerage syste1JJ<which prq,vided ttre ~apabil ity to intercept~ forwardi, and 
process criti a-1, time-~nsitivff conmunica1tions from/ the E4ropean fprward 
'---~~----I---'/ area to NSA. I r ; I would/maximize mission /effectiv.ness by 
rap d y communicating/the target/environment to col~ection imanagers 1at NSA. 
The I /I system would provi d71 a forwardin and r cordi n capabi qty for 
24 audio channels f/om Terminal; A : to Termi al B at 
NSA. Twenty-three/of the chan~els wou e use fol trans erring co lected 
audio information/ and the 24th' would be used for digi ldi--.J.--'-"µ.<l____...~ro ide communi
cations for end/to end coord'nation and NSA access/to i formation. 
The desian f:r(l)roject I was based upon ~Project'---__ __, located 
at\ /\The on-s e user test plan for was published, and test 
run during t e 3d Qtr FY 1980. However, the ac ua results had not been issued 
by the close of the fiscal year.40 
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switch, LO-(Joea-,ofcil~tor) synthesizer~d/~FT demo~ator contro,T~/ 1riit. 
I /Twould.prov1de 72 Bullet VFT ~JllOdulators for/this purpose/ . ¢ 
proJect wou! d 1 nterface directly w.t:ttr Subsystems J. cµ,d K in orde~/ tor11 cti fy 
problems wh, ch affected the col lac:tion and process}flg capabil iUes o1 'ub-
systems J and K since the 1 I I 0perational~nd Eval vition/w con-
ducted in 1972. During FY 1980, Field Station L_jpublis)(ed a :/ , 
on-site user test (0SUT) plan, but it was found to be unac~ptabl~~~'+---1 -T---+----e-__J 
0SUT was rescheduled for February 1981. The system was installedi/in April 
1980, and part of it became operational in September. The remai~~er would 
not be operation!1 until Subsystem J was reinstalled an~ Subsys~em K moved 
in January 1981. / // I 

I 
1; 
I; 
// 

/; 
/ I 
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I I 
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J,.G1 The funding/initially programmed for 1 1 was $4 million dollars 
($3 million b,w

1

the Army and $1 million by the ir Force). Bylthe time of actual 
acquisition,./the cost had risen to $7 mill ion/ After negoti~tion with ESL and 
discussiono/'between NSACSS and Army. the con~ract was let fot $5.2 million. 
NSACSS made up the shortage of funds. 43 / / 

~· C,e1" All collection receivers at /4ield Station~I ------1,l-__,~ill be replaced 
~. digitally controlled receivers that are more accurate, stable and more 

reliable than existing receivers. Thel I 
I concept is found in three new 

capabilities to be provided to the collection operators. The first is convenient, 
automated setup and tuning of collection equipment from a centralized position 
CRT/keyboard. Tasking, signal environment and resource files {largely developed 
through automatic data entry and accessible from the position CRT/keyboard) 
constitute the second major system capability. The third capability involves 
the introduction of a built-in-test capability to allow for the testing of 
equipment state and health 4y be routinely analyzed. The installation date 
is scheduled for July 1981. · er 11s 
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L_ __ -__,t%;~~b-task under I . --:-::h~~:~se}~c~i ve col fection 
and pre-processing system to monitor dialing, detect sj,gnal acti]i y, and 
perfonn limited mode analysis on signals contained irv·frequency, ivision 
multiplex (FDM) multi-channel networks. The results of dial rec nition, 
director look-up and activity detection are use(}to automaticaJJ,N se]e~t 
and prioritize traffic for future processing./nuri_ng FY 1980·,l, ~x-
perienced continuous slippage and was not eX1)ected to be deployed until early 
1981. There were problems within the tratriing area. One maintenance training 
contract expired at the same time 1 · was to be fielded, precluding the 
training of two engineers. Another contract would not be let in time to 
permit their people to be trained on the system prior to deployment. The 
remaining problem in the area of training was that no fonnalized package 
had been devised by NSACSS. t-tlre importantly, the software problems delayed 
the development.45 

(b)(3):50 USC 3024(i);(b)(3):P.L. 86-36;(b) (1) Per NSA 

Direction Finding Nets. ~ At the close of FY 1980, INSCOM direction 
finding (DF) net configurations were as follows: 

(b)(3):50 USC 3024(i);(b)(3):P.L. 86-36;(b) (1) Per NSA 
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to US Army Signals Warfare Laboratory (SWL) for shipment to HONEYWELL for 
rehabilitation. The first of these rehabed equipments is expected to be 
returned to the field on or about the first of September.47 

(b)(3):50 USC 3024(i);(b)(3):P.L. 86-36;(b) (1) Per NSA 

was na zed in June with the US Army Signals Warfare 
'----r-...a;c.o ... r.;.a-..o ... r..-y~l:."J:IT-,-~re=p=r~esentatives holding meetings with both the HQ INSCOM 

~--~ office of interest and the Southwest Research Institute (SWRI) contract holder. 
Purpose of these meetings was to finalize and clarify requirements for the 
SSL upgrade and provide final guidance to SWRI as to operational requirements 

(b)(3):P.L. ~-tbe__system. The upgrade actually consists of two contracts, one to test 
86-36;(b) . \.-l'emo..~~ t at SWRI facilities in Texas and one to change opera-
(1) Per i\i\t~ J as~ts__ of the system · -- 2he remote sound~r test in Texas 
NSA \ .. ~iri,aet~nmne ~-th.It remote sounder is taken~and installed as part 

11\0l\ttte;.~~ll upgrade.---1'.hg_ end of the year saw SWRI involved in getting 
. \I f~~\SO~~r·.¾~111 US Anny Ele~~ Command {ECOM) in shape to begin testing 

~--~· 1\ '\he\~~ota:;~oun4e.c. concept in 1981. ------
1 \ \ \ ' '\'," "s...,'',"' ---~ 

\ (S(CC{))\ Durt~· ,.FY19.')o SSL was plagued by mainte~roblems, problems which 
1

,

1 
\~~~ld ~ a.ttril:> ~d to··the. contract for system maintenance--b.g_ing taken away e ,~frolt) So~hwest Re ~rch ~tttute (SWRI) ·and placed under theT~ I station 

· '
1 

~ntract. \ 1-\: '1n&,inten~~ersonnel were not familiar with the system 
1,, ,n~ t\ad in~~ffl,cient ~umentat~n-...~o allow them to adequately support the 
.. ~ysteft!. On ·~8 S~ptembe~ 19· .. 79 a cC>Qtr"a(:t was awarded to SvJRI to allow them 
', t\0 'pro\vide as,ist~nce to ~ on-stati-Qn·~-~---,personnel in getting the 
; s~stem\back into service. ~ initial'~ncept of support was a seven- to 

It n-''pay\research, effort at the;·SWRI plant'tQ isolate problems. than an on-
, s te\effQrt by S\il.RI t'h. repair t~'~ystem and·-...t_rain maintenance personnel. 
1 A~ter\ mu°'h effort:\the~.SL was ffna•t]y returnechto full time on-line service 
: on . 3 l;)e celt)be r. 48 \ \ ·, ,, , 

~-+---+--I- \ \ ',·r-----~ 

', 
1
, \ {S/CCO) \At th~ start of t~ '{iscal vead · was out of 

se vic~ ue to work be~g completed on the.[~--~--,.J operations building 

i
nd\to an extremely comp,ex harQware problem. causedy what looked like power 
mb~lance. On 15 October\1979 HQ INSCOM was lnformed that the 96 megabytes 
MB)1 dis~ drive unit was a~o dea(Qined and that repairs were beyond on-station 

l)lain1~enan.ce expertise.to re~ir. 27 February,\ I system was reported 
4s up an fully operational b after replacement parts were received 
f,or the 96 MB disk unit. · continued to operate with many software 
qras~es u~til 21 April when twas s ut down due to the uninterrupted power 
~uppli· of I peing taken down for repair; this outage was originally 
piann d to be for a short time but the on-station engineers found that the 
u int rruptible power supply (UPS) was unrepairable and that the station would 
h ve o operate off island power until the new UPS was operational. At that 
t me, ~he planned operational date for the new UPS was the first week in July. 

/I["-, F rther slippale of the UPS installation date finally forced a decision that 
~ t~el · ~system would be operated on island power, and on 3 June the 

1sys em was brought back up. The system continued to experience 

,.., (' 1.21 
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nu~rous ~oftware crashes and after numerous short outages'--,---~~~ Emitter 
Loc~tion •nd t~entification Officer decided to take the system off line on 
10 July u~til software problems could be identified and corrected.49 

\ '1 \ 
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\ 

~ In 1977 the E~\tter Location and Identification 
TEFl"1"'ant-..,......,.,,.....,----,--,,-h.-.L-ops, wrote and submitted \an RCP ( Resource Change Proposa 1) 
for replacement of the R0-361 equipment (Ad,vanced Identification Technique 
(AIT)). This RCP spelled out a requirement Fy 1980 other procurement. Army 
(OPA) dollars o~ $1,325,500 to purchase four ~dified Special Signal Analysis 
Systems (SSAS). !The SSAS had been tested and t~at test culminated in an 
engineering mode1 that underwent extensive feasfb,ility testing and a six-
moth operational fest against a live SIGINT missi~r- • 

(A When INS,~OM came un:der the System Concept \~per (SCP) program all 
outstanding RCPs were rewritten as SCP-ls. INSCOM s~mitted an SCP-1 (a 
rewrite of the RCPJ, again calling for $1,325,500 FY 1~81 procurement dollars 
to purchase four SrAS systems. NSACSS sent this SCP-1 \ack to INSCOM for a 
rewrite. NSACSS (~3) did not like the SSAS system and w~nted references to 
a specific system ~aken out of the SCP-1, with just the r~quirement being 
delineated. The r~written SCP-1 dated 10 January 1980, was\submitted to 
NSACSS with an addi~ional 40 thousand O&MA dollars per year\for Research, 
Development, Test ahd Evaluation (RDT&E). RDT&E funds reques'ted were $518K 
in FY 1982, $876K i~ FY 1983, $460K in FY 1984, $485K in FY l!JQ5, and $512K 
in FY 1980. '1\ \\ 

(c/1:.llJ(f( While the S~P-1 was being rewritten, NSACSS provided the\~uidance 
~-December 1979 t~t SCP-ls do not require formal review as stiP\,llated in 
NSA Circular 25-5. n 15 January 1980, a letter and a copy of the[ I 
SCP-1 was sent to US rmy Signals Warfare Laboratory (SWL) from DCS Systems, 
HQ INSCOM statinl tha~ NSrCSS had approved of the subject requirement and 
exempted Project ' rom additional NSACSS Circular 25-5 process, and 
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th~t ffflaS not necessaey for---t-ha-SCP-1 to go through the SCP-III and SCP-IV 
s~alges ~H~ corresponding~l~~s. -tlowev_g_r_, NSACSS was upset about the 
ddferen~\in cost of the SCP-1 for_an AIT r~ment which they exempted 
frqm the '~R\process and the SCP-1 for - datect~-0-~anuary 1980. The 
Aq replace~~t called for $1,Jis,soo in 1982 dollars; the[ I SCP-1 calls 
fort a totai\'Qf\$2,851,000 in 1982-86 dollars. 

i \ \ ', 
\ \ \ 

0) . On 2'J\May, 1980, a DF was sent from DCSOPS to DCSFM requesting they 
a e action to,~rite an SCP-1 for a replacement AIT system that would replace 

th present SYS'f~ ttut not have any ag~itional capabilities and not require 
a large expendi'C.\'rr d'f RDT&E dollars. 

' \ 

\ \ is an ELINT identification and 
o at,on system co fiting of an airborne platform, a ground processing facility 

(G F), an operations\ c~ntral, and associated maintenance and ground support 
eq ipment. The syst~'~perates over a range of .5 to 18 GHz against non-
co unicatfons emitters {radars). Two antennas located on the outer wing 
st res of the RV-1D co\le~t the radar signals and transmit the signals to 
pr cessing units inside\th~ aircraft for initial analysis. The signals are 
th n downlinked to the I~F ~or more extensive anal sis and re ortin. The 

\ 
\ 

\ \ 
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o e so tware ~e at ,d and was subsequently corrected. 
Th second problem was a lack of I ' ~,training for operators and 
su ervisors. When confronted with inadequacie~ of the proposed training 
p gram, the US A1~ Intelligence Center and Sch_,ool at Fort Huachuca initiated 
corrective action. \ . 

OL MPIC TORCH. ~ Early in 1979, US Europea~ Command (USEUCOM) offered 
US Army, EuropeT[JSAREUR) the opportunity to man co}~ection positions in the 
highly productive OLYMPIC TORCH system. USAREUR's in1tial response was to 
inform USEUCOM that it would be unable to provide any ~IGINT operational 
p rsonnel due to shortages within its units. However, l)SAREUR did submit 
a Program Decision Issue Paper (PDIP) for a ten person u~it to support OLYMPIC 

I I I However, HQDA did not approve the PDIP. At this 'ppint, HQ INSCO~ 
offered to S'Upport the project if provided the personnel t& man the Army s 
portion of the operaUons. In August 1980, NSACSS authoriz)!,d the transfer 
of 11 enlisted spaces from San Antonio to Field Station I · I for the 
OLYMPIC TORCH Detachment,53 
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1· I\,\\ ~A~~a~'reS-LIJ~t of a visit to Fiel~St~ion Din 
Nove e :1 979, yzepresentat1 ves froln--tb~ US Anny Signals Warfare Laboratory 
and H 1· OM det~nnined the requi rements---to_ perfonn a basic upgrade of the 

1 , remote ~llection system. Besides~~cement of the receivers, 
._,,,,,.....,,.-t--,.e.,.x"'sc11ed the need for digital controlled demodui-a-tors, new receiver 
contm comple'te Trick Chief position equipment,r linterface 
with 1 · intercorrh,upgrade, time code signal from local GSQ-53 to 
opera or Aositions, and new RF spectrum displays. The entire package was 
given lthe

4
~roject name! I and was scheduled to be completed in 

FY 198~. 5 \ · 
I I 

AN/TS ~112,1TACELIS. 18'r' The Tactical Automated Communications Emitter 
Locat, nan Identification System (TACELIS), AN/TSQ-112. was a ground based 
conmun~catio~s intercept and direction finding system which was composed of 
a Cont ol an~ Processing Center. two Remote Master Stations (RMS), and four 
Remote lave ~tations (RSS). The two RMS's had the capability to interface 
with up\ to ei~ht RSS's. and each RMS had 16 AN/ULR-17 intercept receivers. 
In June\ 1980. ,the US Army Signals Warfare Laboratory notified HQ INSCOM that 
TACELIS'would iot be procured. However. ODCSFM, HQ INSCOM initiated an inves
tigatio~ into ossible deployment of the TACELIS prototype into an operational 
theater.: Alth ugh no decision had been made by the close of FY 1980, it appeared 
highly ~nlikely1that a favorable decision would be made. Units in the field 
were int~rested 11n acquiring the equipment but not without personnel resources 
to man them. anCI\ no such resources were availa~le to be given.55 

I . 

\ 
(b)(3):50 use 3024(i);(b)(3):P.L. 86-36;(b) (1) Per NSA 

\ 

L--------+---~\The system utilized a differential time of arrival (DTOA) 
and direc ion of ar~ival to compute fix locations for intercepted radars. The 
DTOA tech~ique allow~d for fix computations of less than 50 meters circular 
error pro~able of a target one-half distance from the total length of the 
baseline. 1

, The fix a&:uracy was totally dependent on baseline ratios. Highly 
accurate f;·x computations could be accomplished with baselines exceeding 100km, 
for exampl along the 

L------------------~ 

(U) ~n Ju 1 e 1980, the US Arn,y Signals Warfare Laboratory decided not to procure 
the as a result of an operational test. However, after examination 
oft e system, ODCSFM. HQ INSCOM recommended deployment of the prototype to 
an operational theater. At the close of FY 1980. the questions of whether 
to deploy the system and. if so. where had it not been resolved, but it was 
highly unlikely that the equipment would be deployed. Commands in the field 
were interested in the equipment but only if the personnel to man the systems 
were included. The resources were simply unavailable.56 
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AR 381-14 Technical Surveillance Co.untenneasures TSCM. (U) The revision 
of AR 381-14, Technica Surveillance Countermeasures TSCM}, was undertaken 
to clarify the policies and objectives of the TSCM program, and to redefine 
its relationship to the overall OPSEC support mission of INSCOM. The guiding 
principle behind this revision was to clearly define sensitive facilities 
requiring support by limited TSCM resources. An initial revision of AR 381-14 
was completed and submitted to ACSI, DA, on 17 September 1979. After subsequent 
coordination, a final draft of AR 381-14 was provided to ACS!, DA, on 14 July 
1980. Final publication of the AR is expected by the second quarter of FY 1981. 
(u) 
t-€i The initial revision (17 September 1979) of AR 381-14 sought to identify 
and establish several changes. On 18 June 1980, an agreement was reached with 
OACSI DA on the final draft. The final revision "echoed" the changes that 
were first sought under the initial draft. The sensitive Army activities 
which require mandatory TSCM support were defined. These activities include: 
Sensitive Compartmented Infonnation Facilities (SCIF) (C); Secure Communication 
Facilities (SCF) (C); Data Processing Activities (DPA} (C); and Restricted Areas 
(RA) (C}. 
JI?(.------------------~ 
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-f,6,- A more definitive personnel selection was established along with new 
training standards. A service obligation, for example, was established as 
one of the requirements for TSCM agents. Furthermore, the physical and techni
cal security standards for sensitive areas were updated, and reporting procedures 
were streamlined and roodified. Finally, AR 381-41 designated the CG INSCOM 
as the executive agent for the Army, for the selection of TSCM special agents, 
and for the training and the certification of the agents.68 

TB 380-9, SIGSEC Survey Guide. (U) Publication of Technical Bulletin (TB) 
380-9, SIGSEC Survey Guide, accomplished the fielding of guidance to all 
Army Signal Security (SIGSEC) support elements, activities, and personnel 
on the conduct of SIGSEC Surveys. This was the first fielding of definitive 
guidance on this primary SIGSEC support function. This task was initiated 
during FY 1978 within the then Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Counter
intelligence (ODCSCI) as a result of perceived need for this guidance and 
under the provisions of AR 530-2, COMSEC, which assigns responsibility to 
Cdr INSCOM to provide advice and assistance to Army colll!landers at all levels. 

(U) The INSCOM SIGSEC Operations Manual remains a primary reference within 
the Army for the conduct of SIGSEC support activities. Among its stated 
support functions, the conduct of SIGSEC Surveys is a primary activity of 
SIGSEC specialists. However, the manual is inadequate on how such Surveys 
should be organized and conducted. Cognizant of a NATO COMSEC document detailing 
COMSEC Surveys, a copy was obtained and reviewed for application in this area. 
It was found that much of the information had direct application and an effort 
was initiated to develop a similar document using the COMSEC Survey guide as 
a basic starting point, but expanding the scope to encompass the full range 
of SIGSEC topics. It was felt that the classification of such a document 
must be held to a minimum to ensure the widest possible dissemination. Careful 
attention was paid to the classification and to the elimination of direct 
NATO applications so as to preclude a NATO caveat. The goal was to obtain 
an unclassified document. Upon the completion of an early draft in FY 1979, 
the Guide was provided informally to interested staff elements at the National 
Security Agency (NSA). While no changes in the context of the document were . 
suggested, NSACSS strongly felt a minimum classification of CONFIDENTIAL was 
necessary due to the quantity and the comprehensive nature of the information 
involved. As the draft of the TB evolved, this opinion was considered and 
evaluated. The result was a final draft covering all appropriate aspects 
of COMSEC and ELSEC, rendering it a complete SIGSEC document, and offering 
comprehensive guidance on the conduct of a SIGSEC Survey. Though the docu
ment bears a CONFIDENTIAL classification based on the collection of infor
mation, the procedural aspects are unclassified and can be extracted for 
easier app116~tion. The printed document entered distribution channels in 
May of 1980. 

Revision of AR 381-12, Subversion and Es iona e Directed A ainst the Arm 
SAEOA. U Durin9 February 1980, a series of conferences between repre-

sentatives of OACSI {DA), US Army Special Operations Detachment (INSCOM), 
and OADCSOPS OPSEC (INSCOM) were held to revise AR 381-12, Subversion and 
Espionage Directed Against the Army (SAEDA). The original OACSI draft was 
deemed unsatisfactory to INSCOM representatives resulting in a number of 
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recornnended changes to the proposed revision. On 4 March 1980, a final 
conference between OACSI and INSCOM representatives was held. Highlights 
of changes in the proposed AR 381-12 are: terrorism and deliberate compro-
mise of classified infonnation were added to the regulation; INSCOM is charged 
with maintaining the SAEDA data base; INSCOM will be responsible for preparing 
and presenting SAEDA briefings to units above Corps and to units without CI 
resources; and SAEDA briefings must be multidiscipline, must include the nature 
of the terrorist threat, vulnerabilities of DA personnel and their dependents 
to terrorist acts, and defensive measures which can be employed to thwart 
such acts. OACSI plans to rewrite AR 381-12 and have it published by January 
1981. 

(U) If AR 381-12 is published as revised, two problem areas are expected. 
A data base will have to be prepared, staffed, approved, and maintained within 
INSCOM and the myriad of required SAEDA lectures will require extensive man 
hour expenditure which ~ill lesson the time available for other tasks within 
INSCOM field elements.7 

Personnel Securit~ Screening Interview Pro~ram. (U) Initiated 23 August 1978 
in accordance wit OACSI, DA tasking, theersonnel Security Screening Interview 
Program (PSSIP) consists of the conduct of Personnel Security Screening Interviews 
(PSSI) by designated INSCOM personnel in support of the US Army Military Personnel 
Center's (MILPERCEN) Personnel Security Screening Program (PSSP), directed by 
HQDA and implemented under the provisions of MOU between the Cdr, US Army 
MILPERCEN and the Cdr, USAINSCOM. The PSSP is a MILPERCEN-administered program 
at specified Training and Doctrine Command {TRAOOC) Training Centers to screen 
first term and prior service enlistees tentatively selected for assignment to 
sensitive duties, including special agent duties, and/or duties involving access 
to Sensitive Compartmented Infonnation {SCI). The PSSP is a four-phase program 
beginning with Armed Forces Entry and Examination Station (AFEES) pre-enlistment 
selection and screening by MILPERCEN Security Interviewers, and ending with 
final adjudication and granting or denial of security clearances and access 
by the US Anny Central Personnel Security Clearance Facility (CCF). The PSSI 
is administered during Phase II by INSCOM Special Agents trained and certified 
for the program. 

(U) In November 1979, approximately one year subsequent to the initiation of 
the PSSIP, INSCOM initiated an examination/assessment of the program. Two 
representatives of the ODCSCI, INSCOM (Messrs Daughters and Blotzer) visited 
each of the five principle locations where PSSI are conducted; namely, Fort 
Dix, NJ, Fort McClellan, AL; Fort Gordon, GA; Fort Jackson, SC; and Fort 
Leonard Wood, MO. During these visits, suggestions for the improvement of 
the PSSIP were solicited. PSSIP interviews were monitored, and personnel 
from both the PSSD and PSSID were queried as to problem areas. After visiting 
the PSSIP units, MILPERCEN, OACSI, and CCF were contacted to secure their 
assessment concerning the viability of the PSSIP. Feedback from these agencies 
revealed all were highly pleased with the efficiency of the PSSIP. Information 
received from CCF revealed that based on the 2,665 PSSI conducted in the first 
half of FY 1980, approximately 15 percent resulted in the individual being 
denied his/her enlistment option, thus resulting in substantial financial 
and manpower savings thru negating the necessity for DIS investigations and 
advanced training. A further benefit derived was enhanced security. 
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f) (U) An assessment of the PSSIP surfaced two major problems. The first problem 
was the lack of a current INSCOM regulation which outlined policy and procedural 
guidance for the conduct of the PSSIP. This problem was solved by the 1 July 
1980 publication of USAINSCOM Regulation 380-1, Personnel Security Screening 
Interview (PSSI) Program. The second problem concerned the methodology for 
passing on knowledge of criminal activity obtained thru the conduct of PSSI. 
On 19 May 1980, a meeting was held at OACSI, DA with representatives of OACSI 
and Law Enforcement Division, ODCSPER, DA. Based on this meeting, a formal 
letter was dispatched thru OACSI, DA to ODCSPER, DA requesting guidance. By 
indorsement 25 June 1980, INSCOM was notified that criminal infonnation obtained 
should be passed to the local Person9e1 Security Screening Detachment for 
transmission to the Provost Marshal. l 

Ex ansfon of INSCOM ADP Securit Mission. (U) In March 1980, the Cdr, INSCOM 
rece1ve a message ram 1 1ams, Deputy Assistant Chief of Staff for 
Intelligence. This document tasked INSCOM to provide input concerning the 
proposed expansion of mission in the area of computer security. The ADCSOPS, 
OPSEC ADP Program Manager coordinated with Systems Security Division (SSD), 
902nd MI Group to investigate the feasibility for and development of a positive 
concept for expanding the present INSCOM ADP mission to incorporate trusted 
software and security test and evaluation. On 4 April 1980, BG Smith, DCG 
for Security and Production, INSCOM sent a letter to BG(P) Williams outlining 
INSCOM's approach and identifying additional assets needed to perfonn the newly 
proposed ADP security services. 

(U) Recruitment/training of qualified technical personnel with the expertise 
and education to perform the requirements for implementation of trusted software 
on sensitive Anny systems and provide technical assistance in the selection of 
appropriate Army software systems poses a major problem. Operation Maintenance 
Arll1,Y (OMA) funding for computer equipment and the personnel for this expansion 
of mission would require over $300,000 of additional government funding. The 
request for these funds were included in the FY 1982 Program Objective Memorandum 
{POM) but were turned down.72 

Polygraph Activities. (U) Production figures fo
73

the worldwide INSCOM polygraph 
program for FY 1980 are shown in the table below. 

Table 20. - Polgraph Activities, FY 1980 

Activity 

Technical Review of Polygraph Examinations: 
(Field Examinations only) 

Review of Pennanent Polygraph Files: 

Examiner Certification Actions: 

Polygraph Examinations Conducted: 
ADCSOPS OPSEC/902d MI Gp (Field Examinations) 
902d MI Gp for NSA 
66th MI Gp (Field Examinations) 
501st MI Gp {Field Examinations) 

(Total) ,·,.' 
I 133 
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233 

2,952 
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55 
264 
135 

33 
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Activity 

Seminars: 

Examiner Refresher Training: 

Pre Polygraph Dossier Reviews: 

8 
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Consolidation of Polyera~h Activities at 66th MI Group. (U) MI polygraph 
examiners within the6t MI Group had been in a decentralized mode for several 
years, with individual examiners assigned Munich, Frankfurt and West Berlin. 
This separation of examiners did not provide adequate opportunity for them 
to communicate effectively regarding individual polygraph cases and general 
polygraph matters. This resulted in individual examiners attempting unorthodox 
methods 1n the conduct of examinations. 

(U) In November 1979, the Polygraph Program Manager, HQ INSCOM, met with 
individual examiners and their supervisors at the 66th MI Group to discuss 
various polygraph problems, and recormiended that the Corrmander, 66th MI Group 
announced his decision to centralize his polygraph activities in Munich. 

Technical Surveillance Countermeasures TSCM uick Reaction Team RT. (U) 
In Dece er 9 , the nee was dent ie y the CG, N COM for a TSCM quick 
reaction capability which would be. equipped and manned appropriately to respond 
worldwide to TSCM incidents and major unprogrammed TSCM support. On 25 February 
1980, the QRT Chief, Mr. David D. Groff, was officially hired by INSCOM. By 
the close of FY 1980, the team had one GS-12 Team Chief (certified TSCM Special 
Agent - TSA), three WO 971A91 certified TSAs, and one GS-11 TEMPEST Technician 
on the way. The INSCOM TSCM Program Manager selects and approves team members 
and directs all operational activities. Equipment procurement, development 
and unique fabrications are under the cognizance of the Team Chief. The 
preliminary mission of the ORT is in support of special projects, the first 
occuring in February 1980.75 

DAIG TEMPEST Findin~. (U) The DAIG TEMPEST Finding was initiated by the 
CDR INSCOM and publ shed in November 1979. It found major deficiencies in 
the management of TEMPEST and determined that the performance of TEMPEST 
tests were inadequate. The primary factor affecting TEMPEST was found to 
be insufficient resources, both authorized and assigned. This lack of suffi
cient resources was heavily underscored by two predominant facts: (1) that 
positions authorized to perfonn TEMPEST inspections and tests had been below 
a 65 percent fill rate for the past year; and (2) there was not TEMPEST career 
field for either warrant officers or enlisted personnel. In addition to per
sonnel shortfalls, an intolerably high rate of equipment failure was noted; 
equipment used for performing TEMPEST testing had not been usable for about 
20 percent of the available time during the past year. Consequently, personnel 
shortfalls, resource problems, and equipment failures contributed to the in
completion of an estimated 75 percent of known TEMPEST testing requirements 
over the past two years. This fact is coupled with the determination that 
new and reconfigured installations requiring TEMPEST testing had.taken place, 
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but at no level within INSCOM could these new facilities be identified with 
certainty. It was also shown that these problems were compounded by ineffective 
management practices. Personnel engaged in the management of TEMPEST at group 
level and below did not maintain essential statistics to track the progress 
of SIGSEC evaluations. Also, TEMPEST managers at HQ INSCOM by-passed subordinate 
commands in coordinating schedules, and scarce TEMPEST resources were diverted 
to fulfill unprogrammed requirements. Finally. it was determined that within 
HQ INSCOM, TEMPEST management responsibilities and resources were geographically 
fragmented, and that supported commands were not fulfilling their· regulatory 
responsibilities regarding TEMPEST. 

(U) The DAIG TEMPEST Finding stated that increased conmand attention, improved 
management practices, and resource augmentation and realignment would improve 
INSCOM's capability to fulfill TEMPEST responsibilities. The response given 
to this finding by ADCSOPS OPSEC, INSCOM was one of concurrence, and stated 
additionally that several actions had been planned and taken to correct the 
noted deficiencies, but that in the short-term the issues remained unresolved.76 

Military Intelligence Pol~graph Seminar. (U) The first annual Military Intelligence 
Polygraph Seminar was hel on 14-15 October 1979 at Fort Meade, Maryland. It 
was attended by all MI examiners assigned in CONUS and USAREUR. It is anticipated 
that this seminar will become a permanent training vehicle in future years. The 
MI Polygraph Seminar was in accordance with AR 195-6 and scheduled to occur 
i1T111ediately following the annual Federal Interagency Polygraph Seminar {8-13 
October 1979) held at the Federal Bureau of Investigation Academy in Quantico, 
Virginia. 

(U) The Ml Polygraph Seminar offered an excellent opportunity for an open and 
candid discussion of MI polygraph matters and for attacking common problem 
areas as a group. Due to individual attempts to solve problems, various 
examiners assigned to USAREUR developed idiosyncratic approaches to conducting 
polygraph examinations. USAREUR examiners are assigned in three different 
locations (Munich, Frankfurt and West Berlin) and, consequently, had limited 
opportunity for personal contact to discuss specific polygraph cases. The 
decentralization of examiners encouraged an individual to drift from principles 
taught at the Polygraph Course, US Arrny Military Policy School, Fort McClellan, 
Alabama, and as espoused by the Office of the Polygraph Program Manager. 
Quality control reviews of individual polygraph examinations were helpful 
in retarding examiner draft from principles, but is was recognized that isolated 
examiners had to be drawn back in the direction of 11 school solutions" when 
they were preferable to field expediency. The first annual MI Polygraph 
Seminar was a first step in that direction.77 

INSCOM Role In War On OPSEC. (U) In mid-July 1980, an Operations Security 
(OPSEC) Evaluation Group, under the auspices of the Office of the Deputy Chief 
of Staff for Operations and Plans, Headquarters, Department of the Army, met 
for three days and recommended actions to tighten security and to improve 
OPSEC in the Army at the direction of the Vice Chief of Staff, US Anny. This 
declared War on OPSEC is a significant step forward in INSCOM's efforts to 
sell OPSEC. The VCSA recommendations were of two types, those actions which 
can be accomplished irrmediately and others which must be implemented as available 
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resources were received. Generally. manners requiring immediate actions involve 
improving command .emphasis on OPSEC, establishing procedures for incorporating 
OPSEC considerations in combat development/materiel acquisition processes, im-

·proving OPSEC training throughout the Army. activating an OPSEC program at DOD 
level. and developing an OPSEC threat data base. 

(U} f.1ajor Army Commands (MACOM) were specifically tasked to accomplish designated 
actions by certain dates. Of the 54 taskings approved by the Vice Chief of 
Staff of the Army, the US Army Intelligence and Security Command (USAINSCOM} 
has primary. responsibility for four actions. These actions involve improving 
OPSEC training, improving OPSEC awareness, creating a threat data base. and 
formalizing OPSEC arrangements with other MACOMs, if necessary. To date, action 
has been completed on three of our four taskings and is 50 percent completed 
on one other. USAINSCOM continues to provide extensive support to other MACOMs 
and the Army staff to

7
~ssist them in completing seven other taskings which 

they have proponency. 
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N31UAA 
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WODRAA 
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W372AA 
W2JBM 
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H3CCM 
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APPENDIX A 

USA INSCOH ORGAHIZATIOflAL STRUCTIJRE* 
(As of 30 September 1980) 

Unit Designation 

HEADQUARTERS, US ARMY INTELLIGEflCE AND SECURITY COMMAND 
US Anny Garrison, Arlington Hall Station 
USA_ INSCC,, CONUS Military Intelligence Group 

(SIGINT/EW) 
USA INSC<J1 corrus Military Intelligence Group 

(Provisional) 
1st Battalion (Support) (Provisional), USA 

INSC<J4 cor-rus Military Intelligence Group 
(Provisional) 

2d Battalion (Operations) (Provisional), USA 
IHSC<Jt COMUS Military lntell igence Group 

(Provisional) 
US Anny Field Station, Homestead 
US Anny Field Station, San Antonio 

US Anny Element, National Security Agency 
US Anny Garrison, Vint Hill Fanns Station 
US Anny Field Station, Okinawa 
US Anny Field Station, Berlin 
US Anny Field Station, Sinop 
Classified Unit 
US Anny Administrative Survey Detactrnent 

US Anny Foreign Area Officers Detacf'l'lent 
US Anny Russian Institute 
US-Anny Field Station, Augsburg 
USA mSCOM Automated Systems Activity 
USA UJSC<l1 Detach!lent, Hawaii 
USA INSCor~ Theater Intelligence Center-Pacific 

(Provisional) 
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Location 

Arlington Hall Station, Arlington, Virginia 
Arlington, Virginia 

Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 

Fort George G. Heade, Maryland 

Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 

Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 
Homestead Air Force Base, Homestead, Florida 
San Antonio, Texas 
Fort t;eorge G. Meade, Maryland 
~-!arrenton, Virginia 
Sobe, Okinawa, Japan 
Berlin, Gennany 
Sinop, Turkey 
Fort 'ieorge G. Meade, ttaryland 
Fort Georqe G. Meade, Maryland 
Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 
Gannisch, Gennany 
Augsburg, Gennany 
Arlington Hall Statton, Arlington, Virginia_ 
Fort Shafter, ffa\'taii 

Fort Shafter, Hawaii 
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Unit Designation 
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W3QNAA 
W3YDAA 
WH60AA 

HEADQUARTERS, us ARMY INTELLIGENCE Arm SECURITY COf1MAtm 
US Anny Cryptologic Support Group 

WH6099 

V32BAA 
W35GAA 
W36SAA 

lf39CAA 
N318AA 
W319AA 
~J4DFM 
W4DKAA 
WBU6M 
WBU699 
WOOSAA 
W009M 

WOlAAA 

WOlBAA 

W3S2AA 

US Anny Intelligence and Threat Analysts Center 
11th Military Intelligence Company (Technical 

Intelligence) 
Augmentation, 11th Military Intelligence 

Company (Technical Intelligence) 
11th Military Intelligence Battalion (Technical 

Intelligence) (Provisional) 
US Amy Intelligence and Threat Analysis Center 

(Provisional) 
US Anny Central Security Facility 
USA rnscm Finance and Accounting Activity 
USA rnscOM Engineering and Maintenance Assistance 

Activity. 
US Anny Special Operations Detachment 
USA INSC(lt Fort Meade Headquarters Support Detachnent 
US Anny Operational Group 
US Anny Systems Exploitation Detachment 
USA INSCCJ,1 Administrative/Audiovisual Support Activity 
902d Military Intelligence Group 

Augmentation, 902d Military Intelligence Group 
USA INSC<J.1 Pentagon Countertntelltgence Force 
USA rnscm Counter1nte11 igence and Signal Security 

Support Battalion, Fort Houston 
USA rnscor1 Counterintel 1 igence and Signal Security 

Support Battalion, Presidio of San Francisco 
USA INSCOM Counterintelligence Detactlnent, Defense 

t1uc 1 ear Agency 
USA INSCOM Security Support Detacnnent, Ft Meade 
USA rnscOM Security Support Battalion 

(Provisional) 
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Location 

Heidelberg, Gennany 
Arlington Hall Station, Arlington, Virginia 

Aberdeen Proving Ground, ttaryland 

Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 

Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 

Arlington Hall Station, Arlington, Virginia 
Fort George G. t'leade, Maryland 
Arlington Hall Station, Arlington, Virginia 

Arlington Half.Station, Arlington, Virginia 
Fort George G. f'leade, Maryl and 
Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 
Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 
Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 
Arlington Hall Station, Arlington, Virginia 
Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 
Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 
Pentagon, Hashington, D.C. 

Fort Sam Houston, Texas 

Presidio of San Francisco, California 

Alexandria, Virginia 
Fort George G. Heade, Maryland 

Fort George G. Heade, ffaryland 
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APPENDIX A 

UIC Unit Designation Location 

HEADQUARTERS. US ARMY INTELLIGENCE AtID SECURITY CottffltID 
902d Military Intelligence Group 

W32AAA USA INSCOM Counterintelligence and Signal Security 
Support Battalion, Fort Meade Fort George G. Meade. Maryland 

WBU7AA 66th Military Intelligence Group P.1unich. Gennany 
WBU799 Augmentation. 66th Military Intelligence Group Munich, Gemany 
WGHTAA 18th Military Intelligence Battalion f•1unfch, liemany 
WGNT99 Augmentation, 18th Military Intelligence Battalion Munich, Gemany 
WBVNAA 5th Hil itary Intelligence Company Munich, Gennany 
WBtN99 Augmentation, 5th ttn itary Intelligence Company Munich, Gennany 
WBVHAA HHC, 165th Military Intelligence Battalion Frankfurt, Gennany 
WBVH99 Augmentation, 165th Military Intelligence 

Battalion Frankfurt, Gennany 
MBVKAA HHC, 511th Hilitary Intelligence Battalion Nuernberg Fuerth, Gennany 

;-~ WBVK99 Augmentation, 511th Military Intelligence 
~ 

Battalion Huernberg Fuerth, Gennany 
ro WBVLAA HHC, 527th Military Intelligence Battalion Kaiserslautern. Gennany 

WBVL99 Augmentation, 527th nnitary Intelligence 
Battalion Kaiserslautern, Gennany 

WBWKAA 430th Hilitary Intelligence Detachment Munich, Gennany 
HBWK99 Augmentation, 430th Military Intelligence 

Detactwnent r1unich, Gennany 
WBWVAA 766th Military Intellfgence Detactwnent Berlin, Gennany 
WBWV99 Augmentation, 766th f.til itary Intelligence 

Detactwnent Berlin, Gennany 
66th Hilitary lntellfgence Group, Intelligence 

and Security (Provisional) Munich, Gennany 
430th Military Intelligence Battalion 

(Provisional) Munich, Gennany 
WBUBAA 470th Military Intelligence Group Fort Clayton, Panama 
WBU899 Augmentation, 470th Military Intelligence Group Fort Clayton, Panama 
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APPENDIX A 

UIC Unit Oesi!!!_ati_on_ Location 

WBU9AA 500th Military Intelligence Group CaJ11> Zama. Japan 
WBlB99 Augmentation, 500th Military Intelligence Group Caq, Zama. Japan 
W~RAA US ArntY Field Station, Misawa Misawa. Japan 

US INSCOM Military Intelligen.ce Battalion 
(Collection) (Provisional) · · taq, Zama, Japan 

US INSCOM Military Intelligence Detachment 
(Counterintelligence) (Provisional) caq> Zama • Japan 

WH6AAA HHC, 501st Military Intelligence Group tall1) Coiner (Yongsan Military Reservation) 
Seoul. Korea 

WH6A99 Augmentation. 501st Military Intelligence Group Caq> Coiner. Seoul, Korea 
WBWFAA 209th Military Intelligence Detachment Camp Coiner. Seoul, Korea 
WBWF99 Augmentation, 209th Military Intelligence 

Detachment Camp Coiner, Seoul, Korea 
W33YAA US Anqy Security Detachment. Korea Camp Hovey, Uijongbu. Korea 

209th Military Intelligence Battalion (Counter-
intelligence) (Provisional) caq> Coiner. Seoul, Korea 

W3F1AA US Anqy Field Station. Korea · Caq, Humphreys, Pyong Taek, Korea 
WOLPAA 146th ASA Company (Aviation) (Forward) Camp H1111phreys. Pyong Taek, Korea 
WEDVAA 332d ASA Company. Opera ti ans ( Forward) Caq, Page. Chunchon. Korea 

146th Military lntell i gence Battalion (Aerial 
· Exploitation) (Provisional) Camp Hun.,hreys. Pyong Taek, Korea 

524th Military Intelligence Battalion (HUMINT) 
(Prov) Camp Coiner, Seoul, Korea 

W4ASAA US Anny Com>ined Research Detachment Yongsan, Korea 
WGTXAA 641st Military Intelligence Detachment Fort George G. Meade. Maryland 

*In previous Annual Historical Reviews, provisional units were not listed, but subsequently, they 
have increased significantly in numers and have taken on a role of pennanency. 
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WBU7 
WBUB 
WBU9 
WH6A 
l-1BU6 
WGNT 
WBVH 
WBVK 
WBVL 
WBVfl 
~JH60 
WDLP 
WEDV 
HB\·IF 
HBUK 
\·!GTX 
WBVW 

APPEt-lDIX B 

TOE 'UNITS 
(As of 30 September l980) 

66th Military Intelligence Group 
470th t-111 itary Intelligence Group 
500th Military Intelligence Group 
HHC, 501st Military Intelligence Group 
902d Military Inte111genc~ Group 
18th Mi1 itary Intel 1 igence _Battalion 
HHC, 165th M11 itary Intell fgence Battalion 
HHC, 511th Military Intelligence Battalion 
HHC, 527th Military Intelligence battalion 
5th Military Intelligence Company 
11th Military Intelligence Company (Technical Inte1119ence) 
146th Anny Security Agency Company (Aviation)(Forward) 
332d Anny Security Agency Company, Operations (Forward) 
209th Military Intelligence Detachment 
430th ~1i1 itary Intel 1 igence Detachment 
641st Military Intelligence Detachment (Collection) 
766th Military Intelligence Detachment 
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APPENDIX C 

CHANGES IN STATUS OF TOE UNITS 

RELOCATED 
Unit 

470th P1111 tary Inte111gence Group 
From: Fort Amador, Canal Zone 
TO: Fort Clayton, Panama • 

332d ASA Company, Operations (Forward) 
From: Camp Humphreys, Pyong Taek, Korea 
To: Camp Page, Chunchon, Korea 

136 

Eff Date Authority 

1 Oct 79 FY 80 470th MI 
Gp AHR, p.1. 

15 Aug 80 FY 80 332d ASA 
Co AHR , p . I -1 
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HOOY 
uooo 
WOOl 
tl002 
woos 
~1009 

WOlA 

WOlB 
WOlH 
UOlK 
U02B 
W02R 
WODR 

e WOKL 
W1U3 
W2JB 
l·J31 U 
~J32A 

W32B 
W33Y 
W35G 
H36S 
H39C 
W318 
H319 
W372 
W3AG 
W3BR 
\J3CC 
W3Fl 
W3NS 
W3Qtl 
W3S2 
W3YD 
W4AS 
H4DF 
W4DK 
WBU699 
WBU799 
~IBU899 
WBU999 

APPENDIX D 

TOA UNITS 
(As of 30 September 1980) 

Headquarters, US Anny Intelligence and Security Col!ll1and 
US Amy Garrison, Ar1ington Hall Station 
USA INSCm CONUS Military Inte111gence Group (SIGINT/El-1) 
US Army Element, Nitional Security Agency 
USA INSCDr·l Pentagon Counterintel 1 igence Force 
USA rnscor, Counterintel1igence and Signal Security Support 

Battalion, Fort Houston 
USA HISCDr·I Counterintelligence and Signal Security Support 

Battalion, Presidio of San Francisco 
USA INSCOM Counterintelligence Detachment, Defense Jluclear Agency 
US Anny Garrison, Vint Hill Fanns Station . 
US Amy Field Station, Homestead 
US Anny Field Station, Okinawa 
US Anny Field Station, Berlin 
US Anny Field Station, Sinop 
Classified Unit 
US Army Administrative Survey Detacmient 
US Anny Russian Institute 
US Amy Field Station, San Antonio 
USA INSCOM Counterintelligence and Signal Security Support 

Battalion, Fort Meade 
US Army Central Security Facility 
US Anny Security Detachnent, Korea 
USA INSCOM Finance and Accounting Activity 
USA INSCCJ.1 Engineering and Maintenance Assistance Activity 
US Anny Special Operations Detachment 
USA INSCCl-1 Fort Meade Headquarters Support Detachment 
US Anny Operational Group 
US Anny Foreign Area Officers Detachment 
US Anny Field Statio~. Augsburg 
US Anny Field Station, Misawa 
USA INSCOM Aut0r.1ated Systems Activity 
US Anny Field Station, Korea 
USA INSCCJ.1 Detachment, Hawaii 
US Amy Cryptologic Support Group 
USA INSCDr~ Security Support Detachment, Fort .Meade 
US Army Intelligence Threat and Analysis Center 
US Army Combined Research Detachment 
US Anny Systems Exploitation Detachment 
USA ItlSCOM Administrative/Audiovisual Support Activity 
Augmentation, 902d Military Intelligence Group 
Augmentation, 66th Military Intelligence Group 
Augmentation, 470th Military Intelligence Group 
Augmentation, 500th Military Intelligence Group 
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APPENDIX D 

NBVH99 Augmentation. 165th Military Inte111gence Battalion 
WBVK99 Augmentation, 511th f1111tary Intelligence Battalion 
WBVL99 Augmentation. 527th Military Intelligence Battalion 
WBVM99 Augmentation, 5th t-111 itary Inte11fgence Company 
WBUF99 Augmentation, 209th Military Inte111gence Detachment 
WBWK99 Augmentation, 430th Military Intelligence Detachment 
WB\-JV99 Augmentation, 766th Military Intelligence Detachment 
WGrlT99 Augmentation, 18th Military Intelligence Dattalion 
HH6A99 Augmentation, 501 sf· Military Inte111gence Group 
WH6099 Augmentation, 11th f1111tary Intelligence Company 
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APPENDIX E 

CHANGES IN STATUS OF TOA UUITS 

REASSIGNED 

M!ll! 
US Army Field Station, Misawa 
From: HQ INSCCJ,1 
To: 500th Military Intelligence Group 

US Amy Field Station, Homestead 
From: HQ INSCOM 
To: USA IUSCOM cmius Military Intelligence 

Group (Prov) 

US Anny Field Station, San Antonio 
From: HQ INSCOM 
To: USA HJSCOM cor,us Military Intelligence 

Group (Prov) 

Eff Date Authoritt" 

1 Oct 79 PO 61-1, 25 Sep 79 

1 Hay 80 PO 23-1, 21 Apr 80 

1 May 80 PO 23-1, 21 Apr 80 

• All Pennanent Orders are from HQ UISCOM unless stated otherwise. 
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APPENDIX F 

USA INSCOH PERSONNEL STRENGTH BY U~IIT* 
(As of 30 September 1980) 

OFF HO Unit Auth Asgd Auth Asgd 
HQ. US Anny Intelligence and Security 

Comand ( IflSCOM) 172 137 17 21 USAG, Arlington Hall Station 17 18 2 2 USA INSCOM CONUS Military Intelligence 
Group (SIGINT/EW) 124 141 37 33 USA Element, National Security Agency 17 11 0 0 USAG, Yfnt Hill Fanns Station 16 16 2 1 USA Field Station, Homestea~ 1 1 0 0 Classified Unit (•JOKL) 1 1 0 0 USA Administrative Survey Detacflnent 51 44 37 37 USA INSC<J4 Automated Systems Activity 16 7 2 2 US Anny Intelligence and Threat 
Analysts Center 79 79 25 21 11th Military Intelligence Company 
(Technical Intelligence) 24 14 8 7 ·USA Field Station, San Antonio 11 11 5 4 USA Central Security Facility 5 5 0 0 USA INSCOM Finance and Accounting 
Activity 1 1 0 0 USA INSC04 Eng1neerfng and Maintenance 
Assistance Activity 2 1 1 2 USA Special Operations Detachnent 8 7 7 5 USA IHSCOM Ft Meade Headquarters 
Support Detactwnent 1 1 1 2 USA Operational Group 44 40 14 13 

-

ENL MIL TOTAL DH CIV 
Auth Asgd Auth Asgd Auth Asgd 

102 94 291 252 292 313 141 197 160 217 154 157 
957 963 1118 1137 4 4 0 0 17 11 0 0 137 146.· 155 163 150 153 18 13 19 14 0 0 

5 6 6 7 14 14 51 48 139 129 268 251 99 91 117 100 62 59 
113 97 217 197 184 146 
139 105 171 126 0 0 341 328 357 343 5 5 

9 5 14 10 93 79 
15 14 16 15 19 20 

66 41 69 44 10 8 28 12 43 24 6 6 

10 8 12 11 14 14 
26 23 84 76 11 13 

*For the first time in the Annual Historical Review coverage of personnel strength by unit, the Conmand 
Program Authorized is being used in place of the Permanent Orders Authorized. 
HQ INSCOH, Manpower Conmand Strength (5 tlov BO). Table taken from DCSPER, 
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APPENDIX F 

OFF HO EUL HIL TOTAL DH CIV Unit Auth Asgd Auth Asgd Auth Asgd Auth Asgd Auth Asgd 
USA Systems Exploitation Detactnent 12 8 0 0 4 6 16 14 1 1 USA INSCOM Administrative/Audiovisual 

Support Activity 2 0 0 1 28 29 30 30 38 43 641st Militarr Intelligence Detachment 
( Co 11 ect ion 19 8 15 18 39 5 73 31 0 0 902d Military Intelligence Group w/ 
Au911entat ton 14 15 3 3 20 15 37 33 16 14 USA INSCOM Pentagon Counterintelligence 
Force 10 9 15 11 39 29 64 49 0 2 USA INSC(JI Counterintelligence and 
SIGSEC Support Battalion, Ft Houston 22 17 16 15 58 4~ 96 81 2 3 USA INSCOM Counterintelligence and 

I-• SIGSEC Support Battalion, 'Presidio 
CJl of San Francisco 20 19 21 21 39 30 80 70 2 2 C USA INSCll4 Counterintelligence and 

SIGSEC Support Battalion, Ft Meade 32 31 29 29 96 75 157 135 6 2 USA INSC<J1 Counterintelligence Detach-
ment, Defense tluclear Agency 3 3 5 5 7 4 15 12 2 2 USA UISCOM Security Support Detaclwnent, 
Ft Meade 21 17 17 12 53 49 91 78 4 18 

SUBTOTAL CONUS 745 662 279 2F5 2,640 2,482 3,664 3,409 1,377 1,329 
47oth Military Intelligence Group w/ 

Augmentation 13 13 1 2 99 97 113 112 4 9 
SUBTOTAL CARIBBEAH 13 13 1 2 99 ~1 113 112 4 9 
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APPENDIX F 

OFF .,o Etll MIL TOTAL DH CIV 
Unit Auth Asgd Auth Asgd Auth Asgd Auth Asgd Auth Asgd 

USA INSCOM Detachment. Hawaii 7 7 3 3 37 29 47 39 3 2 
USA Field Station. Okinawa 25 24 5 6 652 715 682 745 0 2 
USA Field Station. Hisawa 3 3 1 1 130 142 134 146 0 0 
500th M111tary Intelligence Group w/ 

Augmentation 18 19 14 18 79 60 111 97 54 53 
501st Military Intelligence Group w/ 

Augmentation ?.4 30 4 5 153 159 181 194 1 .2 
209th Military Intelligence Detachnent 7 9 6 5 102 76 115 90 0 0 
USA Combined Research Detachnent 3 3 1 1 15 14 19 18 0 0 
USA Field Station. Korea 13 11 6 .9 270 281 289 301 1 0 
USA Security Detachnent. Korea 1 0 0 0 8 7 9 7 0 0 
146th Anny Security Agency Company 

,-~ (Avn)(Fwd) 8 11 24 23 249 215 281 249 0 0 
U1 332d Anny Securitf Agency Company. 
..... Operations (Fwd 7 5 3 2 241 198 251 205 0 0 

SUBTOTAL PACIFIC 116 122 67 73 1,936 1.896 2.119 2.091 59 59 
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APPENDIX F 

Unit 

USA Cryptologic Support Group 
USA Fteld Statton, Berlin 
USA Field Station, Augsburg 
66th Military Intelligence Group w/ 

Augmentation 
5th Htlttary Intelligence Company 
18th Military Intelligence Battalion 
165th Military Intelligence Battalion 
511th Military lntell igence Battalion 
430th Military Intelligence Detachment 
527th Military Intelligence Battalion 
766th Military Intelligence Detactnnent 
USA Field Station, Si•nop 
US Anny Russian Institute 

SUBTOTAL EUROPE 

GRAND TOTAL 

-C'·fi::-, • . ..... - .--~,, i.. 

_. . ' : ~ I r.-~ I 

•.t :?r ~= ~r ~~h4 ... ·., 
&.,J,., "., •- ~---

OFF HO 
Auth Asgd Aut~ 

2 2 4 
30 32 16 
73 73 29 

23 26 10 
4 3 3 

10 9 10 
8 10 7 

10 13 9 
13 12 13 
13 13 7 
5 7 2 

24 22 7 
3 4 0 

218 226 117 

1,092 1,023 464 

1\sgd 

4 
20 
36 

10 
3 

12 
3 
8 

16 
4 
3 
7 
0 

126 

466 

-
ENL MIL TOTAL DH CIV 

Auth Asgd l\uth Asgd Auth Asgd 

11 11 17 17 0 0 
714 719 760 771 4 1 

1.607 1.669 1.709 1.778 12 40 

111 131 144 167 130 144 
43 54 50 60 0 0 

103 111 123 132 0 0 
78 57 93 70 0 0 
79 64 98 85 0 0 
28 17 54 45 0 0 
99 77 119 94 0 0 
17 21-· 24 31 0 0 

203 209 234 238 0 0 
5 6 8 10 11 6 

3,098 3,146 3,433 3,498 157 191 

7,773 7,621 9,329 9,110 1,597 1.588 

TOTAL direct and indirect htre Foreign rationals worldwide (439 authorized and 383 assigned) 
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APPENDIX G 

PROVISIONAL UNITS 
(As of 30 September 1980) 

Jst Battalion (Support)(Provisional), USA INSCC'-·1 COPlUS H11itary Intelligence 
Group (Provisional) 

2d Battalion (Operations)(Provisional). USA INSCOM CONUS Military Intel 11gence 
Group (Provisional) 

11th t1111tary Intel 1 igence Battal fon (Technical Intel 1 igence) (Provisional) 
66th Military Intelligence Group, Intelligence and Securit1 (Provisional) 
146th Military Intelligence Battalion Aerial Exploitation Provisional) 
209th t•111 itary Intelligence Battalion !Counterintelligence f Provisional) 
430th Military Intelligence Battalion Provisional) 
524th Military Intelligence Battalion HUMU:T)(Provisional) 
USA INSCOM CONUS M11 itary Inte11 igence Group ( Provisional) 
USA INSCOt1 t111 itary Intel 11gence Battalion ( Collection){Provis ional) 
USA JNSCOM Military Intelligence Detachment (Counterintell1gence)(Prov1s1onal) 
USA rn~COM Security Support Battalion (Provisional) 
USA INSCOM Threat Intelligence Center-Pacific (Provisional) 
US Anny Intelligence and Threat Analysis Center (Provisional) 
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APPENDIX H 

USA INSCOM KEY PERSONNEL* 

Position/Name Dates Served 
COMMANDING GENERAL 

HG 14111 iam I. Rolya 1 Sep 75 - Present 
DEPUTY COMMANDING GEtlERAL, INTELLIGENCE 

BG Thomas J. Flynn 31 Jul 79 - Present 
DEPUTY COMMAND I NG GE!~ERAL, SUPPORT 

BG John A. Smith, Jr. 15 May 78 - Present 
Cor+1ANO SERGEAHT MAJOR 

CSM Douglas B. Elam 1 Oct 79 - Present 
CHIEF OF STAFF 

COL John M. Carr 1 Aug 77 - 30 Sep 80 
DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF 

LTC John R. Yates 24 Jul 80 - Present 
ASSISTANT CHIEF OF STAFF 

MAJ John H. Prokopow1cz 24 Jul 80 - Present L TC Dona 1 d York 21 Aug 78 - 24 Jul 80 
SECRETARY OF THE GENERAL STAFF 

lLT Dorsey Jackson 24 Jul 81) - Present MAJ John H. Prokopow1cz 7 Jul 78 - 24 Jul 80 
USA INSCOM LIAISON OFFICE, FORSCN1 

LTC Jinny S. Hamett 8 Sep 80 - Present COL Horace S. Kelley, Jr. 25 Feb 78 - 8 Sep 80 
USA INSCOM LIAISON OFFICE, DARCOM 

LTC Henry W. Areheart 8 Aug 78 - Present 
USA INSCOM LIAISON OFFICE, TRAgoc 

MAJ Walter G. B. Wright 23 Sep 80 - Present MAJ James O. Campbell 17 Oct 77 - 11 Jul BO 
INSPECTOR GENERAL 

COL Jack E. Baker. 1 Sep 80 - Present LTC Joaquim D. Martins 7 Jul 80 - 31 Aug 80 
ti) COL Robert A. Hyatt 1 Sep 77 - 31 May 80 

*C0111n1nders of Prov1s1ona1 units are listed by titles of TOE/TOA parent 
organizations. 15 4 
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APPENDIX H 

Position/t,arne 

STAFF JUDGE ADVOCATE 
LTC Joseph S. Kieffer, III 
LTC Raymond K. Wicker 

STAFF ADVISOR FOR SCIENTIFIC Arm CRYPTO ,.FFJ'.IRS 
Mr. Edwin A. Speakman 

CHIEF, MISSION ANALYSIS OFFICE 
COL Charles C. Partridge 
LTC Robert P. Ridpath 
COL Allan R. Stern 

CHIEF, OFFICE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
Mrs. Roberta J. Hennan (Acting) 
LTC Robert W. Loomis 

COMMAND CHAPLAIN 
COL John J. Cunniffee 
COL Richard W. Mansur 

CHIEF, OFFICE OF EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 
Mr. Carl P. Thorpe 

SPECIAL DISPURSING OFFICER 
Mr. Autmer Ackley 

COMMAND PSYCHOLOGIST 
LTC Richard E. Hartzell 

DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF, PERSONNEL 
COL Richard J. Powers, Jr. 
COL Richard E. Jewett 

DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF, COUNTERHITELLIGENCE 
COL Francis X. Toomey 

DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF, OPERATIONS 
COL Charles F. Scanlon 
COL Allan R. Stern 
COL Richard W. Wilmot 

DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF, LOGISTICS 
COL Harold D. Yawberg 
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·Dates Served 

14 Jan 80 - Present 
1 Sep 75 - 14 Jan 80 

12 Aug 68 - Present 

4 Aug 80 - Present 
5 Feb 80 - 4 Auo 80 

10 Jul 78 - 5 Feb 80 

, ~~n C" - Present 
24 Aug 77 - 2 Aug 80 

14 Mar 80 - Present 
1 Apr 78 - 14 Mar 80 

5 Feb 79 - Present 

10 Jul 78 - Present 

17 Sep 79 - Present 

5 May 80 - Present 
12 Jul 77 - 5 May 80 

15 Sep 79 - 31 Apr 80 

29 Sep 79 - Present 
5 Feb 80 - 29 Sep 80 
1 Oct 79 - 4 Feb 80 

14 Jul 78 - Present 
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Position/Name · ·Dates Served 

DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF. RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
COL Lawrence H. Whitt 1 Feb 78 - Present 

DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF• FORCE MODERNIZATIO~! 
Mr. George A. Harvey, Jr. (Acting) 3 Jan 78 - Present 

DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF, INTELLIGENCE AND THREAT 
ANALYSIS 

COL Albert F. P. Jones 3 Oct 77 - 1 Nov 79 

DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF, AUTOMATIOtl 
COL Joseph J. Megna 29 Sep 79 - Present 

ASSISTANT CHIEF OF STAFF. TELECOMMUNICATimls 
COL Clarence A. Trowbridge 28 Jun 77 - Present 

CHIEF. COMMAND SECURITY OFFICE 
Mr. Lloyd A. Martin 

Unit/Conmander 

66TH MILITARY INTELLIGENCE GROUP 
COL Dudley J. Gordon 
COL Charles F. Scanlon 

470TH MILITARY INTELLIGENCE GROUP 
LTC Jack L. Brunson 

SOOTH MILITARY INTELLIGENCE GROUP 
COL Stanley H. Hyman 
COL Roy M. Strom 

HHC, 501ST MILITARY INTELLIGENCE GROUP 
COL William D. Fritts 

9020 MILITARY ItffELLIGENCE GROUP 
COL Robert B. HcCue 
COL Arion ti. Pattakos 

USA ItlSCOM CONUS MILITARY INTELLIGENCE GROUP 
(SIGINT/EW) 

COL Richard W. Mock 
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7 Nov 79 - Present 

15 Jul 80 - Present 
2 Aug 78 - 15 Jul 80 

29 Jun 79 - Present 

16 Jul 80 - Present 
24 Jul 78 - 16 Jul 80 

20 Jul 79 - Present 

9 Jul 80 - Present 
17 Jan 79 - 9 Jul 80 

10 Jul 79 - Present 
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Unit/Co11111ander 
Dates Served 

US ARMY OPERATIONAL GROUP 
LTC John L. Greife 12 Jun 80 - Present LTC Harry s. Houlis 15 Apr 80 - 12 Jun 80 LTC Monte Bullard 1 Aug 79 - 14 Apr 80 

US ARMY CRYPTOLOGIC SUPPORT GROUP 
LTC James T. Reilly 8 Aug 79 - Present 

US ARMY FIELD STATION, AUGSBURG 
COL Seab W. McKinney 11 Jul 80 - Present COL James W. Hunt 23 Jun 78 - 11 Jul 80 

US ARMY FIELD STATION, BERLIN 
COL Louis D. Kirk 7 Jul 80 - Present COL Charles B. Eichelberger 6 Jun 78 - 7 Jul 80 

US ARMY FIELD STATION, HOMESTEAD 
CPT Wayne F. Petersen 20 Dec 79 - Present CPT Bruce Jackson 1 Jul 75 - 20 Dec 79 

US ARMY FIELD STATION, KOREA 
LTC William H. Campbell 18 Jun 80 - Present LTC Frank Zachar 22 Jun 79 - 18 Jun 80 

US ARMY FIELD STATION, MISAWA 
LTC Ralph P. Stevens 29 Nov 78 - Present 

US ARMY FIELD STATION, OKINAWA 
COL Ira C. Owens 5 Aug 80 - Present LTC John M. Bennis 29 May 80 - 4 Aug 80 COL Seth W. Burkett 25 Jun 79 - 28 May 80 

US ARMY FIELD STATION, SAN ANTONIO 
LTC Russell E. Miller .15 Aug 79 - Present 

US ARMY FIELD STATION, SINOP 
COL Franklin S. Parker, Jr. 2 Sep 80 - Present COL James W. Shufelt 24 Aug 79 - 2 Sep 80 

18TH MILITARY INTELLIGENCE BATTALION 
LTC Wade J. Williams 8 Jul 80 - Present LTC Arnom H. Harris, Jr. 31 Mar 80 - 8 Jul 80 LTC Roy J. Davis 2 Aug 78 - 31 Mar 80 
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Un1t/C01T1Tiander Dates Served 

HHC, 165TH MILITARY INTELLIGENCE BATTALION 
LTC Arle.igh D. Watennan 11 Dec 78 - Present 

HHC, 511TH MILITARY INTELLIGENCE BATTALION 
LTC Paul R. Zingle 25 Jun 80 - Present 
LTC Arthur L. ·Henderson 13 Jul 78 - 25 Jun 80 

HHC, 527TH MILITARY IHTELLIGENCE BATTALION 
LTC Frances P. Keough 9 Jul 80 - Present 
LTC Nicholas F. Quintarelli 28 Jun 78 - 9 Jul 80 

USA INSC0-1 COUNTERINTELLIGENCE AtlD SIGNAL SECURITY 
SUPPORT BATTALION, FORT MEADE 

LTC Robert M. Bowe 17 Mar 80 - Present 
LTC William J. Foley 18 Sep 78 - 17 Mar 80 

USA INSCOM COUNTERINTELLIGENCE AND SIGNAL SECURITY 
SUPPORT BATTALION, FORT SAM HOUSTON 

L TC W111 i am P. Johnson, Jr. 12 Aug 80. - Present 
LTC John E. Riddle, Jr. 5 Feb 79 • 12 Aug 80 

USAINSCOM COUNTERINTELLIGENCE AND SIGHAL SECURITY 
SUPPORT BATTALION, PRESIDIO OF SAN FRANCISCO 

LTC Dennis S. Langley 

5TH MILITARY INTELLIGENCE COMPANY 
MAJ Marilyn E. Klubek 
MAJ Victor W. Gundersen, Jr. 

11TH MILITARY INTELLIGENCE CCJ4PANY (TECHNICAL 
INTELLIGENCE) 

LTC James A. Bartlett 
LTC Dwight W. Galda 

146TH ARMY SECURITY AGENCY Cc.1PANY (AYN) 
(FWD) 

MAJ Thomas Kells, Jr. 
MAJ Kenneth G. Loudenn11k 

" 

332D ARMY SECURITY AGENCY CC,,PANY, OPERATIONS 
(FWD) 

CPT Thomas G. Corcoran 
CPT Michael J. Baier 
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22 Jun 79 - Present 

28 Mar 80 - Present 
15 Jun 79 - 28 Mar 80 

Feb 80 - Present 
Jun 80 - Feb 80 

8 Oct 79 - Present 
17 Dec 78 - 8 Oct 79 

Feb 80 - Present 
16 Feb 79 - Feb 80 
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Unit/C011111ander 

209TH MILITARY INTELLIGENCE DETACHMENT 
LTC J11T111y Paul Ashworth 
LTC Bishop L. Lane 
L TC Howard ~I. Moore, Jr. 

430TH MILITARY IHTELLIGEHCE DETACHMENT 
LTC Charles J. Little 
LTC(P) Robert G. Lunt 

641ST MILITARY INTELLIGENCE DETACHMENT (COLL) 
LTC Laszlo P. Boesze 

766TH MILITARY INTELLIGENCE DETACHMEtlT 
LTC Raymond S. Olson 
LTC James L. Ford 

US ARMY COMBINED RESEARCH DETACHMENT 
MAJ Gary A. Stein 
LTC Gerald R. Lewis 

USA INSCOM CI DETACHMENT, DEFENSE NUCLEAR AGENCY 

Dites Served 

Jul 80 - Present 
Oct 79 - Jul 80 
May 78 - Oct 79 

24 Apr 80 - Present 
24 Jun 77 - 24 Apr 80 

16 Sep 79 - Present 

19 Jun 79 - Present 
1 Oct 77 - 19 Jun 79 

10 Sep 80 - Present 
17 Jun 79 - 10 Sep 80 

LTC John L. Bohach, Jr. 7 Aug 78 - Present 

US ARMY SYSTEMS EXPLOITATION DETACHMENT 
MAJ J. Douglas Mistler 1 Oct 78 - Present 

USA INSCa-1 DETACHMENT,· HAWAII 
LTC Robert C. Rhoads 1 Aug 77 --Present 

USA INSCOM SECURITY SUPPORT DETACHMENT, FORT 
MEADE 

LTC James R. Linnen Hay 80 - Present 
LTC Robert E. Keenan 12 Jul 78 - May 80 

US ARMY SPECIAL OPERATIONS DETACHMENT 
COL Robert G. Lunt 2 Jun 80 - Present 
COL Donald B. Grimes Apr 75 - 2 Jun 80 

US ARMY ADMINISTRATIVE SURVEY DETACHMENT 
COL Richard F. Judge 25 Apr 7_7 - Present 

US ARMY INTELLIGENCE AND THREAT ANALYSIS 
CENTER 

COL Arion N. Pattakos 
COL James D. Powers (Acting) 
COL Albert F. P. Jones 
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28 Jul 80 - Present 
3 Jul 80 - 28 Ju1·80 
3 Oct 77 - 3 Jul 80 
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Un1t/Co111nander Dates Served 
USA INSCCJ.1 PENTAGON COUNTERINTELLIGENCE FORCE 

LTC Morton S. Cohen 27 Jun 80 - Present LTC Joaquim D. Martins 16 Aug 78 - 27 Jun 80 
USA JNSCOM ADMINISTRATIVE/AUDIOVISUAL SUPPORT 

ACTIVITY 
Mr. David Stein 30 Nov 78 - Present 

USA INSCOM AUTOMATED SYSTEMS ACTIVITY 
COL Joseph J. Megna 29 Sep 79 - Present 

US ARMY CENTRAL SECURITY FACILITY 
COL Ernest H. Fountain, Jr. 12 Sep 79 - Present 

US ARMY RUSSIAN INSTITUTE 
LTC John G. Canyock Jun 79 - Present 

- US ARMY GARRISON, ARLINGTON HALL STATION 
LTC Joseph C. Liberti 1 Aug 80 - Present COL Joseph D. Howard 9 Jul 79 - 1 Aug 80 

US ARMY GARRISON, VINT HILL FARMS STATION 
COL John P. Brown 12 May 78 - Present 

USA INSCOM FINANCE AND ACCOUNTING ACTIVITY 
MAJ William E. Daniels 13 Aug 79 - Present 

USA INSCOM ENGINEERING AND MAINTENANCE ASSISTANCE 
ACTIVITY 

COL Harold D. Yawberg 8 Mar 79 - Present 
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APPEMDIX I 

CHANGES IH STATUS OF PROVISIONAL UNITS 

ORGANIZED 
Unit -
1st Battalion (Support)(Prov1sional), USA UISCOM 

CONUS Military Intellijence Group (Provisional) 
2d Battalion (Operations (Provisional), USA INSCCJ~ 

CONUS Military Intelligence Group (Provisional) 
11th Military Intelligence Battalion (Technical 

Intelligence)(Provisional) 
146th Military Intelligence .Battalion (Aerial 

Exploitation)(Provisional) 
209th Military Intelligence Battalion (Counter-

intelligence)(Provisional) 
430th Military Intelligence Battalion (Provisional) 

524th Military Intelligence Battalion (HUMINT) 
(Provisional) . 

Intelligence and Security Group, Europe (Pro-
visional), Gennany 

USA INSCOM CONUS f-111 itary Intel 1 igence Group 
(Provisional) 

USA INSCOM Military Intelligence Battalion 
(Collection)(Provisfonal) 

USA rnscOM Military Intel lfgence Detachment 
(Counterintelligence)(Provisional) 

USA INSCOM Security Support Battalion (Provisional) 
USA INSCOM Threat Intelligence Center-Pacific 

( Provf sfonal) 
US Anny Intelligence and Threat Analysis Center 

(Provisional) . 

REDES IGrlATED 
Y!!.11 
Old: Intelligence and Security Group, Europe 

(Provisional), Gennany 
New: 66th t-111 ita·ry Intel 1 fgence Group, 

Intelligence and Security ·(Provisional) 

152 

Eff Date Authority 

1 Mar 80 PO 12-1, 13 Mar 80 
1 Mar 80 PO 14-1, 19 Mar 80 
29 Feb 80 PO 9-1, 29 Feb 80 
15 Dec 79 PO 31-2, 27 May 80 

15 Dec 79 P0.31-2, 27 May 80 

1 Dec 78 PO 31-4, 66th MI 
Gp, I&S (Prov), 
1 Dec 78 

15 Dec 79 PO 31-2, 27 May 80 
1 Jul 77 PO 38-2, 8 Jun 77 
1 Mar 80 PO 14-2, 19 Mar 80 

1 Dec 79 PO 73-2, 29 Nov 79 
1 Dec 79 PO 73-1, 29 Hov 79 
7 Apr 80 PO 31-2, 27 May 80 
1 Oct 79 PO 60-1, 20 Sep 79 
1 Mar 80 PO 8-3, 25 Feb 80 

Eff Date Authority 

1 Aug 77 PO 55-2, 5 Aug 77 



Calendar Year 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

APPErmrx J 

"TRAVIS TROPHY WIN~!ERS 

·w1nner 

6988th US Air Force Security Squadron 
[USASA rmr1ItlEE: 53d USASA Special Oper~tions COl!l'land) 

313th ASA Battalion (Corps) 

1st Radio Company Fleet Marine Force (C) 
[USASA NOMrnEE: USASA Training Center and School) 
509th USASA Group 

6990th US Afr Force Security Squadron 
(USASA NQr~INEE: USASA, Europe] 

6994th US Air Force Security Squadron 
[USASA rJOMINEE: 330th ASA Company) 

USASA Field Station, Udorn 

US Naval Security Group Activity, Bremerhaven, Germani 
[USASA NOMINEE: USASA Field Station, Vint Hill FamsJ 

6916th US Air Force Security Squadron 
[USASA NOMINEE: USASA Field Station, Udorn) 

USASA Field Station, Berlin 

US flaval Security Group Activity, Misawa, Japan 
[USASA NOMINEE: USASA Field Station, Augsburg) 

Consolidated Security Operations Center. San Antonio 
(USASA Field Station, San Antonio/6993d US Air Force Security Squadron) 

USASA Field Station, Sobe 

470th Military Intelligence Group 

6903d US Air Force Security Squadron, Osan Air Base, Korea 
[USAINSCOf.1 MOtnNEE: US Anny Field Station, Augsburg] 
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• 

AAH • 
AAR •••. 

GONFl99fflAL 
GLOSSARY 

• •.• advanced attack helicopter 
access amendment refusal 

• Automated Agent Radio Conmunications System AARCS 
AB .. 
AC .. 
ACofS . 
ACS! 

. • • . • air base 

ACSTEL .... 
act .• 
actv .• 
ADCSLOG .. 
ADCSOPS • 
adj .. . 
admin ... . 
ADP .. . 

. ••.. active component 
• Assistant Chief of Staff 

.• Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence 
. Assistant Chief of Staff, Telecommunications 

actual 
• activity 
• Assistant Deputy Chief of Staff, Logistics 

. .•.. Assistant Deputy Chief of Staff, Operations 
. adjustment 
• administration 
. automatic data processing 

AEWIBWC ..••. . • . . Anny Electronic Warfare and Intelligence Board 
Working Committee 

AFCENT 
AFEES . 
AFP .• 
AGAS .. 
AGI • • 
AGTELIS .. 

AtiR • . • • 
AHS .. 
AICP ••. 
AIG .. 
AIS . 
AIT . 
all ow • 
At+IA 
AMO. 
AR ••••• 
art ..••. 
ARTEP . . • . 
ASA .. 
ASD • 

ASD (MRA&L) 

.• Allied Forces, Central Europe 
•• Armed Forces Entry and Examination Station 

. approved funding program 

. Advanced GOODKIN Acquisition System 
annual general inspection 

• Automatic Ground Transportable Emitter Location 
and Identification System 

annual historical report; annual historical review 
.. Arlington Hall Station 

alternate intercept coverage plan 
. • acting inspector(s) general 
. . Anny Intelligence Survey 

. advanced individual training; American Institute on Taiwan 
allowance 

. Anny Management, Headquarters Activity 

. Automation Management Office 
Anny regulation 

. . article 
. AnrtY Training and Evaluation Program 

Anny Security Agency; Automated Systems Activity 
(US Anny) Administrative Survey ·Detachment; Asian 

Studies Detachment 
• Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower, Reserve 

Affairs and Logistics) 
additional skill identifier 
authorized 
automated; autombile 

ASI ..... 
auth •. 
auto . 

. .... automatic digital network 
.•.•••. aviation 

AUTODIN 
avn ••.. 
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BFF . 
BG . . • • . • . 
bldg 
BMEWS. 
bn 
BNO ... 
BOS 
BRO ....•..•.. 

Bendestelle Fur Fennildsteatistik 
brigadier general 
bui 1 ding 

• Ballistic Missile Early Warning Systems 
battalion 

. Bundesnachrichtendienst 

. base operations support 
Border Resident Office 

CCF. 
CCM •••.•• 

US Army Central Personnel Security Clearance Facility 
counter-countermeasures 

. controlled/clandestine collection objective 
. • Consolidated Cryptologic Program cco . . . . . . 

CCP .. 
CDAA • circular disposed antenna array 

Consolidated Defense Intelligence Program COIP .... 
cdr . 
CEEIA . 

• convnander 
. Communications Electronics Engineering Installation 

Agency 
CENTAG 
CERCOM 

Central Anny Group Central Europe 
US Army Communications and Electronics Materiel 

Readiness Conmand 
CETA . • . • . . Comprehensive Employment and Training Act 
CEWI combat electronic warfare intelligence 
CG . • . . . . commanding genera 1 
CGG. • ....•... Combined Group Germany 
chap . chapter 
CHCSS . Chief, Central Security Service 
Cl . counterintelligence 
CIA. • . Central Intelligence Agency 
CID . Counterintelligence Detachment 
Cl/IA. . • . . counterintelligence and investigative activities 
CINCPAC . • • Commander in Chief, Pacific 
CINCUSAREUR Commander in Chief, US Anny, Europe 
CITA . . Corrmercial Industrial Type Activities 
CIVPER . . . . . . civilian personnel 
class . . •..... classified/classification 
CM . countenneasures 
CMA . Collection Management Authority 
CMAO Chief, Mission Analysis Office 
COB • command operating budget 
COF. . . . . • • central operating facility 
CofS Chief of Staff 
COL . . colonel 
COMFAC . cormnunications facility 
compl . complete/completion 
conm. conmunication(s) 
COMSEC • communications security 
CONARC . . • . US Continental Anny Command 
contr. contract 

1 8 GCT 2018 
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CONF\OEtff lM: 

CONUS ...• 
COPES 

• Continental United States 
• Collection by Objective Priority Evaluation System 

CP . 
CPAR .•.• 
CPX ..... 
CRITICOMM •. 

command psychologist 
• • . • collection. processing. analysis and reporting 
. •.. command post exercise 

critical intelligence communications 
CRT • • • • • • combat readiness training 

contract specialist C/S .. 
CSA . 
csc •.. 
CSF . 
CSG . 
CSJF 
CSM ••. 

.• . . 
cso . . . . • 
css . 

. Chief of Staff. US Army 

. Community Support Center 
(US Army) Central Security Facility 

• . • . cryptologic support group 
. case study and justification folder 
. command sergeant major 
• Command Security Office 

Central Security Service 

DA . • • . Department of the Army 
DACS . . . Department of the Army. Chief of Staff 
CDC. . . . domestic collection division 
DARCOM . US Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command 
DCG . . . . deputy commanding general 
DCG-1 . . • • . Deputy Commanding General. Intelligence 
DCG-S . . Deputy Commanding General. Support 
DCG-SP • Deputy Commanding General. Security and Production 
DCII . • Defense Central Index of Investigations 
DCS . • . • Deputy Chief of Staffi Defense Communications System 
DCSAUT . . • . . Deputy Chief of Staff. Automation 
DCSCI . • . . Deputy Chief of Staff. Counterintelligence 
DCSFM . Deputy Chief of Staff. Force Modernization 
DCSI Deputy Chief of Staff for Intelligence (US Army. Europe) 
DCSITA Deputy Chief of Staff. Intelligence and Threat Analysis 
DCSLOG . Deputy Chief of Staff. Logistics 
DCSOPS . Deputy Chief of Staff, Operations 
DCSPER . . • • . . . . Deputy Chief of Staff. Personnel 
DCSPLANS . Deputy Chief of Staff. Pl ans 
DCSR&D Deputy Chief of Staff. Research and Development 
DCSRM . Deputy Chief of Staff. Resource Management 
DCSS . Deputy Chief of Staff. Systems 
DCSSCS . . . . Defense Special Security Communication System 
OEFCON ..... defense readiness condition 
det . · . . detachment · 
DFAE . . . Director of Facilities Engineering 
OHFN . . • . ·~---=--_:__:•:__=d_.__i r---=e:.::c:..::.t_:h.:...:i:_:_r=--e _:_f--=o..:..re=-i~n-'n=a=--=t:..c...i .=...con~aC--'-l7s · 

\~~~Cl . 
DI RITA 
DIRNSA 

b3 10 USC 424 Per DIA 
. . • . . Di rec or • 

. . . . . . . . Di rector. 
.•....... Director. 
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DI ROPS 
DIS •• 
di sab. 
DLPT 
OMA. 
DMZ . 
DOA. 
DOD • 
DPA .. 

------ -~----

CONFIDENTIAL 

• Director, Operations 
. Defense Investigative Service 

disability 
. Defense Language Proficiency Tes ts 
. Directorate Management Analyst 

demi 1 i tari zed zone . 
• direction-of-arrival 

Department of Defense · 
. Data Processing Activities 

OSA .••.. . Defense Security Agency (Korean) 
differential time of arrival DTOA 

EAC . . . . 
ECI . 
ECOM 
ECON 
educ 
EEI . 
EEO . . 
EEOO . . 
e.g. 
ELI . 
ELINT . 
ELSEC . . 
EM! . . 
EO . . 
ES . . 
ESL . . 
etc. 
ETEC-E . 
EUSA 
EW 
exec . . 

fac . . 
FBI . . . 
FCI . . . 
FDM • . 
FEORP 
FGGM 
FGH . 
FGR .•. 
FUR 
FMOD 
fnd . 
FOA • 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. . 

. . . . . . . . . 
. . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . 

.. . . . 

. . 

. . 

. . 

. . . 

e • • • I 

. echelon above corps 
EC! Division/E Systems Incorporated 
US AMIIY Electronics Conunand 

.. emergency condition 
education 

• essential elements of infonnation 
. equal employment opportunity 

equal employment opportunity officer 
for example 
emitter location and identification 
electronic intelligence 

. electronic security 
electromagnetic interference/electromagnetic intelligence 

. Executive Order; equal opportunity 

. end strength 
• Electronic Systems Laboratory 
. et cetera 
. Electronics and Telecommunications Evaluation Center, 

Europe 
Eighth US Army 
electronic warfare 

. executive 

facility 
. Federal Bureau of Investigation 
. Foreign Counterintelligence 

.. frequency division multiplex 
. Federal Equal Opportunity Recruitment Program 
. Fort George G. Meade 

Research Institute for High Voltage and High Current 
Techniques 

Federal Republic of Gerntany 
Forward Looking Infrared 

.•... Federal Ministry of Defense (Gerntan) 
• fund 

Field Operating Agency 
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FOCP .. 
FOIP •.•. 
FORMICA .. 
FORSCOM . 
FRG ..• 
FS . 
FSTC 
Ft 
FVP .... 
FY •• 

-CONF\BENf l~t 

• Foreign Officer Combat Program 
Foreign Officer Information Program 

. foreign military intelligence collection activities 

. US AY'IT\Y Forces Co11111and 
Federal Republic of Gennany 

. field station 

. Foreign Science and Technology Center 
fort 

. Field Visitation Program 

. fiscal year 

. General Defense Intelligence Program 

. general 
GDIP 
gen 
GHz •• ..... gigahertz 

..... general. officer; general order 
group 

GO . . • . . • 
gp 
GPF . 
GS 

HAC . 
HBC 
HF 
HFDF 

. . . . 

Hon ..• 
Hq/HQ . . . 
HQDA 
HSC . . . . . 
HUMINT ..••. 

I CR . . . . . 
IDA. . . . . 
I OF .•. 
IDHS 
i.e. . . . . 
1G • 
IGAR . • • . 
IHFN 
IMDSO 
!MINT . 
INTA 
inc • • 
INS . 
INSCOM .... 
i nte l • • . . . 
IOC. 
IOH .• 
IOSP 

. . . . 

. . . . 

. . . . 

, ~ orr 2010 
;,-,. 

•·.,.·.; 

ground processing facility 
General Schedule-Civilian Employees 

Health Appropriation Committee 
Historically Black Colleges 

. high frequency 
high frequency direction finding 
honorable 

. headquarters 
• Headquarters. Department of the Anny 
. Health Services Command 

human intelligence 

intelligence collection requirement 
• initial denial authority 

Israeli Defense Force 
Intelligence Data Handling System 
that is 
inspector general 

• inspector general action requests 
indirect hire foreign nationals 

. Intelligence Material Development & Support Office 

. imagery intelligence 

. intelligence activity 

. increase 
• Immigration and Naturalization Service 
. (US Anny} Intelligence and Security Command 

i nte 11 i gen ce 
. initial operational capability 
. imminence of hostilities 

INS COM OPS EC Support Procedures Manual 
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-

IOSS 
IPF .• 
IR . • • 
I&S ••• 

CONFIDENTIAL 

. Intelligence Organization and Stationing Study 
• .... initial production facilities 

instrument reading/infra-red 
. Intelligence & Security 

ISCRO • • • • • • • 
ISE .. 

Industrial Security Review Office 
intelligence, security, and electronic warfare 
Intelligence Staff Support Element !SSE 

ISTA 
ITOO 
ITEP 
ITIC .••..• 
ITIC-PAC(P) .. 
inves • 
I &W • • • • • • • 

JCS 
JSIS 
JTF 

Intelligence Surveillance and Target Acquisition 
• Intercept Tasking Data Base 

Interim Tactical ELINT Processor 
INSCOM Theater Intelligence Center 

..• INSCOM Theater Intelligence Center, Pacific (Provisional) 
investigate/investigative 

• indications and warning 

. Joint Chiefs ·of Staff 

. Joint Service Intelligence Staff 
• Joint Task Force 

km .....•••.•• kilometer(s) 

LEEP 
LET. 
LFV •••. 
LHTA 
LIDS 
LIMDIS 
LITES . 
LLL TV • . 
LNO .. 
LO .• 
Ltd .. 

. 

. . . 

. . . . 
1'1ACOM. 
MAJ. 
maint 
MAO. 
MB • 
MBO . 
MCA. 
MCC. 
MCS . 
MENS 
M&F . 
MG 

. . . . . . 

mgt . 

I • • • . . . 
. 

I I I I 

Latin Emigre Exploitation Program 
• live environment training 
. LAFAIRE VITE 

Letzlinger-Heide Training Area 
laser identification and detection system 
limited distribution . 

. laser intercept and technical exploitation system 
• low light level television 

Liaison Officer 
. loca~ oscillator 
. limited 

. .... major Anny co11111and 
. . major 

. . 

. maintenance 
Mission Analysis Office 

.. megabytes 
Management by Objectives 

. Military Construction, Anny 

. Multidiscipline Coordination Center 
Mission Control System 

. mission element need statement 

. Missions & Functions 
.• major general 

• management 
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MHZ • 
MI . 
MIA. 
MIIA .. 
MILPERCEN 
Mt-M • •• 
MOB . . .•.. 
MOB DES 
MOBTDA 
MOD .. 
MOS .. 
MOU. 
MTT. 

NATO 
NCEUR. 
NCO. 
Nd . 
NEO. 
NET • 
NFIP 
NOFORN 
NORTHAG 
NPIC . 
NSA •. 
NSACSS 
NSG .. 
NSGA . 
NSGAH .. 
NV&EOL 
NVL . 

OACSI 
OADCSOPS 
OCA .. 
OCAR . 
ODCSCI 
ODCSFM 
ODCSI . 
ODCSITA 

ODCSLOG 
ODCSMAT 
ODCSOPS . 
ODCSRM 
ODCSS 
OE .. 

C8Ni tUr:h i tkt 

. megahertz 
military intelligence 
missing in action 
Medical Intelligence and Information Agency 
US Army Military Personnel Center 
millimeter wave 
mobilization 
mobilization designee 
mobilization tables of distribution and allowances 
moderate/modify/modulator 
military occupational specialty 
Memorandum of Understanding 
Mobile Training Teams 

. North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

. NSACSS Representative, Europe 
nonconmissioned officer 
neodymium 
noncombatant evacuation order 

. .. New Equipment Training 
National Foreign Intelligence Program 
not releasable to foreign nationals 

. Northern Army Group, Northern Europe 

. National Photographic Interpretation Center 
National Security Agency 
National Security Agency/Central Security Agency 

• US Naval Security Group 
. Naval Security Group Activity 

Naval Security Group Activity Homestead 
Night Vision and Electro-Optics Laboratory 
Night Vision Laboratory 

Office of Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelligence 
Office, Assistant Deputy Chief of Staff, Operations 

.•. Office of Controlled Activity 
. Office of the Chief, Anny Reserve 

Office, Deputy Chief of Staff, Counterintelligence 
Office, Deputy Chief of Staff, Force Modernization 

. Office, Deputy Chief of Staff, Intelligence 
Office, Deputy Chief of Staff, Intelligence and Threat 

Analysis 
Office, Deputy Chief of Staff, Logistics 
Office, Deputy Chief of Staff, Materiel 
Office, Deputy Chief of Staff, Operations 

. Office, Deputy Chief of Staff, Resource Management 

. Office, Deputy Chief of Staff, Systems 
organizational effectivenss 

1 ~ i-.:r 201a 
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OES. 
OIG. 
OMA •. 
OM&F 
O&O . 
OPA .. 
OPCON 
OPFOR .. 
OPI ... 

. . . . . . . . . . 

OPLAN . • . • • • • . . 
OPMS . . . . . • . . 
opn l . . . . . . . . 
opns 
ops . . . . . . • 
OPSCOMM ..•.. 
OPSEC .. 
ORD • . . . 
ORR ... 
OSD .. • • • . . ••• 
OSE . • • •••• 
OSUT . • . . • . . . 
OTO. 

PA 

CONFIDENTIAL · 

. Operational Evaluation System 
Office of Inspector General 
Operation and Maintenance, Anny 

. Operations, Missions, and Functions 
• organizational and operational 
. other procurement, Army 

operational control 
. Army Opposing Force 

office of primary interest 
. operation plan 

Office Personnel Management System 
operational 

• operations 
. operations 
. operations coltlTlunication 

operations security 
. Operational Readiness Demonstration 
. Operational Readiness Report 
• Office of the Secretary of Defense 

operations security evaluation 
. on-site user test 
. Office of Test Directorate 

. Privacy Act 
Pacific 
Pacific Command 
Public Affairs Office 
Primary Control and Analysis Center 

. Program Change Decision 
pennanent change of station 

PAC 
PACOM . 
PAO •• 
PCAC 
PCD . 
PCS •• 
PDIP 
PDSC 
PE • 

Program Decision Issue Paper 
. • . • . Pacific Command Data Services Center 

. program element 
personnel pers . 

PHOTINT • 
PI . 
PO •.. 
POL . . . 
POW ••• 
PRC . • . • . 
prod 
prog 

. • • . . . photographic intelligence 
Philippine Islands 
Privacy Office; permanent orders 
petroleum, oils and lubricants 
prisoner of war 

. . . . 

. People's Republic of China 
production 
program(med) 

• personnel security investigative PSI . . . . . . 
PSS! 
PSSIP 
PSSP 

. Personnel Security Screening Interviews 
• Personnel Security Screening Interview Program 

Personnel Security Screening Program 
pvt . private 

1 R OCT 2018 
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C 

QRC ... 
QRT . • . • . • 
qtr/qtrly • 

RA 
RAF 
RAP 
RC .... 
RCF ..•.... 
RCP .•••• 
R&D .. 
RDF. 
RDJTF . . • • • . • 
RDT&E .. . 
red .... . 
REDTRAIN .•..•. 

. quick reaction capability 
• Quick Reaction Team 
. quarter( ly) 

regional appraisal 
Royal Air Force 
Regional Appraisal Program 
Reserve Component 
remote collection facility 
Resource Change Proposal 
res.earch and development 

. • Rapid Deployment Force 
. Rapid Development Joint Task Force 

Research, Development, Test and Evaluation 
reduction/reduce 
Readiness Training for US Army Intelligence Resources. 
reconnai sance recon .. 

rehab • • . • 
rept 
RF 
RFI 

..• rehabilitation 
report . . . . . . 

RJE 
RM.S • 
RO 
ROC 
ROK • 
RPt-1A 

RSS • 
RWE •. 

SAEDA 
SAMOD . 

SAO. 
SAVE 
SCA. 
SCE • • . 
SCF .. 

• radio frequency 
radio frequency interference 

. Remote Job Entry 
Remote Master Stations . . . . resident office(s) 
Republic of China 

. . . • . . Republic of Korea 
Real Property Manning Account/Real Property Maintenance 

Activity 
. Remote Slave Stations 
. Rheinisch Westfaelische Elekrizitgetswerke 

• Subversion and Espionage Directed Against the Army 
Secretary of the Army's Mobility, Opportunity and 

Development (Program) 
Special Activities Office 
sensitive activity vulnerability estimate 
Service Cryptologic Agency 

. Service Cryptologic Element 

. Secure Communication Facilities 

. sensitive compartmented intelligence SCI . . . • • 
SCIF . 
SCIPMIS . 

. . . . secure compartmented information facility 
Standard Civilian Personnel Management Information 

SCP . 
scty 
SOD . 
SE 
SEIT 

1 3 OCT 2018 

System 
... system concept paper 

. security 

. Special Disbursing Officer 

. subelement 

. Specific Emitter Identification Techniques 
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& •. , 

SESO 
SGS .. 
SHARP .... 
SID • . . • . 
SI GAD • . • • . 
SIGINT ..... 
SIGSEC 
SIS . . . . . . . . . 
SJA . 
SMIO 
SNUTR .• 
SOD . 
SOT • . • . . . 
sp . 
spec ..... 
SPESM . 
spt. 
SSAS 
SSG ... 
sso. 
S&T . 
STARS .. 
S&TI 
stk .. 
STRATMID 
subj 
surv 
SVA . . . . . 
SVCS 
SWL .. 
SWRI 
sys ... 

. . . . 

. . . . 

. . . . 

LUl~r1UU~ I il'it 

Sensitive Source 
. Secretary of the General Staff 
. Severly Handicapped Recruitment Program 

special intelligence detachment 
SIGINT Activity Designator 

• signal intelligence 
signal security 

. Showa lnfonnation Service (Japan) 
• Staff Judge Advocate 

Special Military Intelligence Office 
SIGINT Numerical Tasking Register 
Special Operations Division 
specialized operational training 

• special . 
specialist 

. Special Purpose Electronic Warfare Support Measures 

. support 

. Special Signal Analysis Systems 

. staff sergeant 

. Special Security Office/Officer 

. science and technology 

. staring TV atmospheric recording sensor 

. Scientific and Technical Intelligence 
stock 
strategic military intelligence detachment 
subject 
s urvei 11 an ce 
security vulnerability analysis 

. services 

. US Army Signals Warfare Laboratory 

. Southwest Research Institute 

. system 

TAA •• 
TACCTA 
TACELIS . 

. . . . 
Total Army Analysis 

• . Tactical Commander's Terrain Analysis 
. Tactical Automated Communications Emitter Location and . . . . . 

TAIC ..•... 
TAREX . 
TB • • . . 
TOA .• 
TEATAC 
tech . 
TENCAP 
TMD ... 
TOE .. 
TR .. 
TRADOC 
trans . 

. . . . 

1 B OCT 2018 

Identification System 
Theater Anny Intelligence Comnand 
target exploitation 
technical bulletin 
tables of distribution and allowances 

. • Technical Evaluation of Anny Tactical 
technical 

. tactical exploitation of national capabilities 

. TAREX Management Division 
• table(s) of organization and equipment 
• TAREX Representatives 
. US Army Training and Doctrine Command 

transportation 
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TR&PD •• 
TSA .• 
TSCM 

• • Technical Requirements and Purchasing Division 
TSCM Special Agent 

TSG . 
. Technical Surveillance Countenneasure 

. . The Surgeon General 

UDC . . . . . . . • US Anny Document Center ( Pacific} 
UFO . unintentional frequency deviation 
UHF . ultra high frequency 
UK ..•••.•••.. United Kingdom 
undtd . • • • . . .. undated 
UPS . . uninterruptible power supply 
US • • . • United States 
USA. . • . . United States Anny; United States Air (Force) 
USACARO. . US Anny Complaint Appelate Review Office 
USACC . . ••... US Anny Conmuni cations Command 
USAFAC ...•••.•. US Anny Field Activities Command 
USAFS . . • . US Anny Field Station 
USAG . . . . US Anny Garrison 
USAGO. • . •.•.• US Anny Garrison, Okinawa 
USAINTA. . . •.•. US Anny Intelligence Agency 
USAINSCOM . • US Anny Intelligence and Security Command 
USAITAC. . US Anny Intelligence and Threat Analysis Center 
USAOG • . . • • . US Anny Operational Group 
USAR . . . . . US Anny Reserve 
USAREUR. . . .•. US Arrey, Europe 
USARI . . • US Arrey Russian Institute 
USARJ • . . US Anny, Japan 
USARPAC. . . US Anny, Pacific 
USASA •..•...... US Anny Security Agency 

-11SA.IS.A US Annv Technical Support Activity 
163 iol]§c 424 Per biA' I 

USEUCOM. . • . • • . US European Command 
USFK . . . . • . . US Forces, Korea 
USI . . . • • . . US Intelligence 
USM. . . . . . . . . United States Military 
USN • . United States Navy 
USSID. • . . United States Signal Intelligence Directive 
USSR . United Soviet Socialist Republic 
USSS •.••..• United States SIGINT System 
UTIC USAREUR Theater Intelligence Center 
util . utilities 

VCSA 
VFT ••. 
VHF . 
VHFS 

•.•. Vice Chief of Staff, US Anny 
voice frequency.telegraph 

• • very high frequency 
Vint Hill Fanns Station 
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WESTCOM •. 
WNINTEL . 

WO • • • • 

. . . . 

. . . . 

CONFIOENTIAt 

. •. US Anny Western Command 
• •• Warning Notice-sensitive Intelligence Sources and 

Methods Involved 
. . warrant officer 

1 B OCT 2018 
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